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la o:-.ber so The papers e..7.e made available
'e 1-en 1Temi_oal Edreation to ti1 CS 'cal d 1L1r:a crtI ch the two-year c)Ileges.

Tcr'ber the J971 Ccamitea u CLIrliatty
Lau: --,.,'.zcesaors. These

fit -1 support from the Division of Chenieal
for the fi-e ye. :tU by tr.7. .1911 industrial-commercial al)d college
list io vl

Q.Z ' veu iOU LhZ pgl:a ma.o ia derived
3orts of host- institutions and telc staffs. ioA.1r-year institutions a

two-rear colleges hav2 invited Lis to uwe their facilities, frequent17 at
iconvenience and at some cost. We arl deeply indebtzd to the following host

insti(utions wittch havereotbenimeationedinprevius 2YC3 Pr ceedings.

Bronx Community COLLege, New York City, New York
Full:A-ton Junior College_ Fullettou, California
Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Wilbur Wright College, Chicago, Illinote
Delgado College, New Orleans, Loqisiana
Catonsville Community College, Catonsville, Maryland
Los Angeles Trae-Technical College, Los Angeles, Cali o

he
as

We are fortunate to have Mr. Kenneth Chapman as our ed tor end wish to
acknowledge his work in the preparation of this volume. As chairman of the Two-
Year College Chemistry Conferences and the Committee on Chemistry in the Two-Year
Colleges, I wish to thank all of dose who have: participated in the conferences
and on the committee for their contributions during thin last decade.

We look forward to an even greater second decade and invite all those
coucerned with chemical education in dhe two-year colleges to Join us in this
exciting, stimulating, interesting, and educational venture.

W11.11:-_ T. !looney,

Chairman
Committee on Chemistry in the TwoYear
College
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lr eaEle to,7. blv:dens, an t.c,- tr is tiA)I7 being appointed for each 21C3
rnetthg r tnar he car tako ohars74 cf coLloting papers and information foz his
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us T.Ja ueeided to pro.z.eed with -ideas chat bad been ascussed to publish
a "Proceed_L s" twice per year and organize it or along topical Umes. Although
d "Rush Jr4 thi voJirl of 'nemistry in tIne Tvear College" is the first
publication with the ne format. Hereafter, you cm expect a volume to become
available about every s-2.x months.

Completing this, volume depended very heavily upon thegrendcooperation of
chairmen and Conferenle EdItors for the 2YC3 meetings that are represented hexe by
papers and articles. For preparation of the copy, our appreciation the staff
members of the Lawrence Hall of Science cannot be sufficiently expressed. On
r,hort notice, they worked long ho-ars, through weekends, and got the job done.
Lastly, my thanks to the key person for producing this volume, Sandra Menderson,
who came through grandly under an unbelievably heavy work load.

Kenneth Chapman
Edlf'7,/r, 2NC3

American axamical Society
Lawrence Hall of Science
Berkeley, California
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Af(er reacking ate ret,,Jrns front questionnaires we maiLed this spring to 1340
junior coliege end libovaJ_ e):, college chemistry Leachers (some of yea may have
received the questionnaire), I am convinced that there is a great variety of chemistry
courses taught throughout the U. S. Naturally, there is some common ground in 111
these courses, lnd Cie variety may indicate only the inherent individuality of teachers
and the differences in student needs. The variety of coures cauces some to say that
the state of chemical education in the U. S. today is chaotic. I do not agree with
this, but I do recognize that there is a tremendous effort by teachers today to make
their courses meet the needs of today's students. If the results are not too dif-
ferent from course to course then p?,rhaps the variety of courses and curricula sup-
ports my contention that it is not as important what you teach, but how.

You may like to know some of the results from the questionnaire. The results
show that many studanls enrolled in terminal general chemistry courses in junior
colleges and liberal arts colleges are interested in elementary and secondary school

f 7 '±z: 1

such as nursing, agriculture, hcme economics, psychology and sociology ranked lower
,nr- student T7)als. About to thirds of the teachers responding to our questionnaire
said that Llwy emphasize traditional topics found in standard general chemistry
rey-rs. has of them further said that they supplement the traditional topics with
applications. Such applications include chemistry of human physiology, agriculture,
medicine, drugs, air and water pollution, the effect of chemicals on ecological
yscems, hisLury of chemisLry, moiecuiar biology, and foods and food proce:;sing.

We asked the questionl "Would you like to have included in the text, or sup-
plementary reading material, discussions of .how_chemistry applies to our everyday
living?" Of those responding, 311 replied "yes" and 17 "no".

Our respondents also indicate that if programmed materials, study guides
and a teacher's manual were provided, they would use such material. This is encour-
aging because we did provide these materials for the Chemical Principles Teaching
System, published by Benjamin last spring for freshman chemistry students.

Two thirds of the teachers responding said that they use audio or audio-visual
material in their themistry couzses. About 80% of the respondents would use audio-
tutorial tapes on major chemical topics if such tapes were provided to supplement a
text.

Information of this sort is important to a publisher that is interested in
helping to develop material to meet the need of chemistry teachers and their students.

But what is the responsibility of a publisher in thI matter of cooperative
science curriculum development? It might be argued that the only responsibility of
a publisher i9 to publish material as it is presented to him. However, in this day
of swiftly changing curricula, I believe that teachers and publishers should
cooperate more than in the past so that suitable material is provided as rapidly
as possible. I believe further that publishers have an obligation to take their
fair share of leadership responsibility in a search that should have maximum

9
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make science eat's, ion reirvaei to homaa necd. a Aillt

W. A. Benjamin, Inc., developed a r;hemeal Prin 'pTes Teaching

f-lomrr (96 ji ehn9eas, on Maeila' V;a.

Penhop:-3 it venJd be helpful to dvibe briefly t:he important features of the :cnn-

ch I O7 the components -may be rely nd how the

-d systel-A was clove toped. ThJs moy serve to gule etker projects.

Cliemtctl _Princiales ty Richard E. Dickerson, Harry B. Gra:t, ond Gilbex

Haight, Jr., is the core text. Toe text is carefully coordinate,d to it sup-

plement:col aids yet it can he used indc!vmdently as d text, for chemistry mtjor

nonscience ma: .
The prerequisite is a high school chem stry course, b..

this is not essentiLl.

proAramed Reviews of Chemical PrinciEles by Jean D. Lassila, Gordon M Barrow,

Colo E. Kenn,1, Robert L. Litle, and Warren E. Thoripson is written for 3 Jilent5

se preparation i. inadeque. This programed problems book is linked directly

-emical PriLcidles by cross references to the pertinent section in Lassila

easily Identified by the sLanderd head "Before You Go On." Thus, at several points

4A-1 ench ('hnntor o rho text the inadooatel -wepared student 7;..s branched out of the

text into a programed reviow of the importailL ,oncepts. -n curu, aL

of each review or s,--ction of Lassila's book, are references to the relevant

section or chapter in Chemical_ principles, ptu net di ssioc.. of he impora-ace

of L. topics to the students' knowledge.

Relevant Problems for Chemical Princio-es by '7cGill Univ,2rsity ehemis s, Ian S.

iuIer ond -21-± r1.70'-'4(1 Pr 1,1ems- oe,intions) that will challenge

above-average students. There are vprryximately 21, problems witn detailed Solutions

and answers for topics in each chapter of Chemical -f!rinci*les. The multiple-choice

format for the ansWers is used in an ingenious wny; the authors often deliberately

construct incorrect answers that correspond to common errors that a student might

make. The authors then discuss "what went wrong" in the student's calculation as part

of the solution for that problem. In addition to the problems, there are several

examinations, also of the multiple-choice type, so that the student can teat his own

.irogress.

A Study_ .Guide to Chemical EllirsiELEE by Wilbert Hutton will help students under-

stand topics in Chemical Principles. The study guide is practically a text in itself.

It gives additional background, when necessary, for the most important topics in each

chapter of Chemical Principles. It explains difficult points in greater detail (and

in simpler terms), supplies additional worked-out examples and problems, and gives

useful hints for problem solving and mastering concepts.

The study guide also includes an int oductory chapter that provides a review

of relevant mathematics. Included in this chapter are discussions of significant

figures, logarithms, and the solutions of simultaneous equations and equations of

higher order by successive approximation. There is also a section on the use of

slide rules. A short section on the most important phases of problem solvinghow

to set up the problemis included. It will help to answer Che student's lament:
"I understand the chemistry, but I just can't do the problems." The stepwiSe logical

method, factor-label method (dimensional analysis), and unit conversions (such as

English-metric equivalents) are also part of this introductory chapter.

10
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otructuro,

Ths reac ing system has been designed careailly to support everoI types of
cc*

. For c basses of eil-p)cepared students, the first six chapters of Chemical_
Principles rniy be a review, and the college course could begin with Chapter 7. This
would allow a hee to supplement the text with more advanced material later in
the eourio

sCho

LU

Social science ond engi eorir rtrdents, who ouy or may not have had a high
70m,o_ in nr-olom
gvoup -cecoilimer.d e combination of

oho pio .wiled reviews.

cbe-m-L,:rr,7 COOT''

1 ,21./.2=-W__3 principt.es.

For the foll-Yos,r rrcrse for Irtemedie,t students and sc:_ lee mplors -uo noed
ddditional challenge of mtee sophisticated problems, we recommend a. combination
he text, the Butler-Grosser problems book, and rhe molecular models.

During th 9 summer Benjamin Writing Cen
h five resident authors, a special consultant, and five students to write, review,

,ace preduc integrated package.

Publisher's staff worked

Aneter effort that we are going to make is to g _e continuing service to the
teachers who adopt the Chemical Principles Teaching System. Beginning this month, we
will mail periodically material designed to aid teachers and teaching assistants to
be more effective in the classroom. This material will J.7lude a bibliography of
pertinent journal articles, books, and paperbacks, arran: by topics. Also includ,cd
are tips to teaching assistants on how to present some of the topics, help them to
anticipate some of the student questions in recitation sessions, as well as to guide
them in the selection of topics that arc', moat important for most courses as well as
those topics that can be omitted without destroying continuity. Naturally, we will
include errata for all the books in the package. And we also will use l'js continuing
service mechanism to pass along material sent to us from tea=hers, if t i feel that
it is appropriate to tell other users of the text. Such material might include a
favorite laboratory experiment, lecture demonstration, clever problems, sample tests,
and even suggestions on how to re-write a paragraph or two to make a topic more
understandable to the students.

Another innovation we plan is to have regional conferences this year with
achers using the books to guide the authors in a revision.

The development of a teaching system, the writing center concept, and the
continuing service to adopters of the book are some of the ways that a publisher
might help to provide material that is flexible enough to meet the variety of types
of courses offered and to make the material as current and relevant as possible.

3
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things ;:e-e noweveJ j,=.0 and 13

components of the Hi ri iCLQ Ie have trio] to malu a

teaching system that 11 be uic'iEi1 Eo r the _lasses a; toacners have them, not as

thcy might 1i c them. will licip tea.zhezm mert

the ned of the wide divergonee of reparation that they encounter in their eletios.

tried Lo mcike tilr matexial relevant to modern students. Perhap

quote froii the preface of Chemical Pr:LnOples will serve to sumnarize hoi e have

tc rea-i tho iLudonL and to indicate some of our philosort,

"This teat is cAdressed flU L only to the per-iou

14Lo i I maitl chomic-czy a profession, hut to the

many peGrle who will have to nake dec sions about

chemical matters that will affect the quality and

sometimes the length ot their lives. To paraphrase

an old epigram about war and politics, chemistry

is too important a footter to be left to the chemists.

who will never operate a reactor, or synthe-

size an insecticide or fluoridate a water supply,

or design an internal combusian engine, must know
nnd badthat will resulL

ohe t-ther people choose LO dO or noG O uo t,;udi

We ate liv-Ing in a very small room on
planet, and the -more tnat we see jlat the

,oinn .roons a7.7:e uninhabitable, the more impor-

tant it is that we leiow enough to keep this one

tole able."

When I began teaching freshmen chemistry, in 1947, tbe content of freshman

chemistry was quita different from what ic is in most schoo_s today. For exmmple,

the business of valence bond theory and ,)rbital hybridization vas just working its

way into the senior and first-year graduate courses. row these topics are presented

in some high school.

But I wonder if the chemical details included in a tourse are as important as

some o the aspects of the spirit of the science. In other words, maybe it is as

the philosopher Alfred Whitehead once said, "the study of a subject is uot so much

to produce knowledge as to form habits." Important habits in chemistry include the

habit of formulating the nature of any problem confronting an individual or society,

the habit of scientific analysis, of seeking causes and of classifying similarities,

the habit of observation or experimentation with suitable controls, ale testing of

hypotheses, and the acceptance of successful working theories, which are always

subject to rejection, or improvement.

To acquire th se habita requires teaching of the methodology and conceptual

schemes of science, rather than of facts alone. Today one of the aims of Chemistry

ought to be to prepare all students--nonseience majors as well as science majors--

to meet the known vroblems that society faces. These problems include population

control, the cure of disease, maintenance of an adequate food supply, development

of new materials, and pollution control.

To aolve the s
two breeds of men wh
humanistic education

ciological, political, and technical problems we need to develop

are rare in our society--scientists who have had a broad

and experience in the world of affairs, as well as nen of

12
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aff a rs who are at home in the major areas of science. Today the scientist is no
baler a political buz-. 1-...-11.11er a Eaature Li tizii ih apecial talent. If
Ile listen carefully to the r:esta of our youth, we must conclude ant they may
have found the will not only correct our mieteIes but to build a better world with
the tool=) vie have provided. If sem are hopeful , we night believe Pasteur, who once
remarked: "Sclence end peace will triumpli over igmorance end war. Notions will unite
not to destroy, but to bi41d, and the future will belong to those who have done the

t for human sluff ering .."

So what I am really saying, I suppose, is slut chemistry shoula be. taught in
such a way that cur student s become educated men and womensome of them choosing
ohenistry and science as a -vocation. I would suggest that we treat ahealletry in
the curriculum ats one of the several liberal arts Chemistry should be considered
'within the fratneworl of the total curriculum, vitbout undue emphasis on the subject .
tNeremphasis and overaPecialization of science is inappropriate. Thi-e I. a why_ met
of ny remarks would apply tc the science major as well as the nOnscifence major.. Hoot
many freshmen reall ionow when they enter college whether they *dab t_o become cheill*...1
or scientists? Why srsouldn 't a potent lel chemistry maj or learn. first about the brim -=
aspects of chemiotry?

Moreover, I ttink that in tinny instances our overemphasis ore sc_ience in the
Fast few years hos teen brought about largely through our fears. Fo-r the past trim
years we ha-ve seen 'science develop into a strong power. Ever since r_he beginning o
the atomic age, governments have seen how powelrful acietIce can be, and Oleos govern.-
nents have helped science to accumulate chat power.

Me must be vezy careful to keep power under control and to he ertairi that o
goals are meritorious. Why did we go to the moon last summer? FoT a, variety of pwr-
poses--scientific, technological,. and human. Out the cilief reason we were willing to
spend $25 billion on this adventure was pres tige. We went to prOve that we haVa More
new knowLedge and tilos were a rove powerful civilisation than the Itus-sians. We have
won the battle of pves tige, at least for the present.

Although cbanistty, and fici.ence, is amoral e must help cititeza de eloP
knowledge of science so that thy' can apply it with ethics, One of tThe =1st impor-
tant and frightening scientific areas today is the reseerch in human kereditary
ouchinery of Life. Row are we going to use this new knowledge---this roverful cnoVled
For it is how this Tznovledge is used that determines whether its use is so041 or
As R. S. 'Morrison eaid in an article entitled:1 "Setence end Social Attitudes" S
165 150 (1969)1, "Zn 2 short tian we vaill b4 able to' design the idnetic etTuctu
a good man. rhere is some uncertainty about ,the exact; date, hut mei deube that it
will come before ye halm defined -what a good man f.a."

introduction to t he Diokerson-Cray-}laight Chsolial Ls-As:Wks:
To add another bit of philosophy, L the toncluditig par*

ie never sen encLis iceal.f. When.evsx ore.141/4

h in

Teprded it in thf_s Light lave neural
us ing it. , We tovet-Th'iefine .;)ur Oat. on,
But the techniquee -of chemists if us
enough iforeatLght es to the se4od oaf
ef facts of chatnitel applicAtiOne cm 1161
goele trim are not otberideie
is not achieved by an accusaglialnn.



Ent better lisrin for tlie entire humeri f sae

are wise enough, call be achieved through chemistry."

S let's bell) our students become wise enough -to cope sith the Many objenis
that fa ce inn today. To face these problems it is nece0sary for everyone to khow
soineOilig about science, including chemistry. To read newspapers intellignetly, for
Cotgves amen Co mice mt eiligent de cisions that affec t all of our lives everyoze must
know soraetting of what science Thus, I would urge that se deal with chesi-strY as
one of the liberal arts rather than as a special sulject - It is true that there are
sone distinctions between sciences and other liberal arts as those subj acts are gen
erally taught. We have aro conv-inoea, suffered a substantial. loas in allontg
education is science to grow avay from education in the liberal arts Vhen er-peri-
mental science vas youngt it waa part of the liberal arts ct.articulus. kit An science
grew, a s it becanie of greater practical and political inortance, as it became neces-
sary to train a substantial ounfber of professional scientists, a ciderting gulf
developed between what is usaally thought of as a sc ientific educatidlrt and what 1,1
usually tnought of as a /Ahern. eaucation.

rhe difference hes, I tneLieve, been largely the resr.ilt of a maior differenCe
the AM irLodes of acience Ceschers and teachers of the humanities, rather than the
result of diffeTentes in the soNect matters involved, l'o oversimplify, the a lifer nets
is that sc lance teachers are es sentially vocationally oriented while teactera of human--
itiea a-re sot. Generally. r the "Vranities teachers' airm is to produce profeseionel
usiciens historians, English scholars, artists, and too forth-

rhe difference in attitudes leads to different kinds of courses amId diff erect
methods of instruction. The teacher of a humanistic subject att'gpCs to delleLep
those intellectoal virtues that we tradittonelly aSseei-ate ithi libe-ral arts. Pf.rs
is the notion of breadth. Ata distinct from training that 10 primarily comcerned with
relatively narrow specialization, liberal education is broacl in scOp43. It illaY ifftlude
chemistry, or history, or any other subject, hat it goes bey'ond Ole -borders of a
single field or even a close7.y -related group of fields. Second, libaral epic& tiOn
involves the idea of depth. A course of instruction does not merit the label of
libeVaL eaucation unless it twee beyond the superfic ial. to gez a depth of under.
standing that includes the lity. as well as the what_ a-nd the bow of whatever lu befflg
studied., In the third Place , a liberal education give0 the student exerc ige f.

reascining and thinkiug for himself It teaches him to aslt questions, to criticioe,
elramaine his own thinking, and to fors conclusicns ttist he can di.641168 end defends

hut t hat Ise cart also change.

rhe teaching of chemistry and cience may also eythillit theC acteXtCtjcl8,
but frequently it does nor. The wore immediately useful a field is thought to ber
the greater in the temptatiori to teach practical information. At1 wiless t111.5 fere
Beetle dull, the temptation is to compound the fault by maltirig the teaching evein eore
down too earth and practical. gc in college catalogs we see that they ate exawdect

with mach cooirses as household physics, chemistry for versos, Psychology for salesroom,
and aathersatics for consumer's. Rarely, perhaps never, in such course. does the
student gain much in breadth or deptt, nor through 1mj1lfill.y bans:UAW discossiou I.
he led ts an understanding of how and why be reacted_ a comcluslon.

To the extent that chessis try teachers are preparling their Oita enVa fX C ciat'
tific vierfla, they frequently f3et so obsessed with the ionportaute, the colttpjeit y, arid

the vastness of science that they dislike to see a stulent graduate with anY gapes ion
his knowledge. So tile testbOolos get thicker and thicker, dee prisit gets wailer aux!



smaller, and 'h colirses fuller and fuller. The teacher is so lousy giving Information
that he has no time to explain, to evaluate, and to criticize; the student is so busy
learning facts that he has no time to question, to digest the irformatior, aud to
think critically. This Is a serious shortcoming of much science teaching, and it
represente an objective that is impossible to attain. The ever growing body of scien-
tific knowledge makes it increasingly impossible to teach all of it to ary students,
and the attempt to do so is a self defeating effort.

These are serious shortcomings of nuch chemistry teaching, hut they are not
necessary shortcomings. For the truth is that the characteristics of liberal educa-
tion are also characteristics of science; not of all the people who call themselves
scientists, and not of all the courses in science, but of science itself, of what we
call the scientific method, and of the thinking of the great scientists. Important
scientific advances exhibit the penetrating depth, the critical inquiring attitude,
and the logical reaching of conclusions that we hope to achieve aa products of a
liberal education. And frequently, too, they exhibit the scope amd sweep of imagina-
tion that um attribute to liberal education at its best. The teaching of chemistry
can be broad, it can pravide depth in selected areas, and it offers almost unequaled
opportunities tA the development of reasoning.

If we are to achieve these characteristics, however, many of cur chemistry
courses must be changed, and so must the thinking of many of our chemistry teacher_.
To start with, let us accept the fact that most students who enroll in freshman
chemistry (or biology, or physics) are not going to become scientists; they are
sampling a subject in which they think they may be interested, or they are fulfilling
a requirement that says they must have a certain number of houra of science. In a
liberal arts college or a junior college the students who are never goimg to become
scientists constitute the large majority.

And the challenge is greater for the two-year schools than for others. In
1969-70 there were 7.25 million post-high school students. In this same year there
were 1.7 million freshmen enrolled in two-year schools. While there was a 10Z over-
all increase fram 1968-69 to 1969-70, there was an 18Z increase for two-year schools.

What is it that will contribute most to the education of these students who
will not become scientists? Althougb I cannot answer this questjon in detail, let
me suggest the lines along which I think it should be answered. In the liberal arts
kind of science course, we must select a limited number of areas of science to be
included. There is no need to try to cover everything. Seledtect topice tan be used
to teach what science is and how the scientist works, to teach something of the
history and philosophy of science, to give an underStanding of Lae padre of Scierice
and of its beauty and elegance.

I have come directly to this meeting from Aspen, Colo ado where I have been:,
directing a summer writing center for Benisein. W4 have just,completed a text for
general chemistry that we hope will meet the needs for a large_numbeT of stadents
in junior amd senior collegee. Titled Models in Chamical-Science,,the teat Is u*r,
in that it emphasizes the concept of models in toaching_chamistryit is written'
a language that is simpler than most of tbe better general chemiztry tests. It
includes only the essential topics, thus it is shorter (abont 500 pages) thimymoat
freshman chemistry texts. The book has been written by George Hammond and Harry Gra
of Cal Tech, Janet Osteryoung of Colorado State University, ahdr as Craslomd of'
the University of Louisville.



To supplement the text, we will have a problems book written by Butler and

Grosser of McGill University. This book will contain problems of the type in
their successful book Relsvant Problems_ for Chemical Principles, which I described

previously. We also plan to have a set of the Benjmmin/Maruzen models, a laboratory
manual, and a paperback on descriptive chemistry and qualitative analysis. Ile

entire package is planned for publication next spring.

FUTURE TRENDS iN BEGINNING CHEKIS TRY COULSES

ence P. Eblin, Ohio Univ
Athens, Ohio

I. Introduction

I feel honored that Dr. NOoney and Dr. Oucoi have asked me to come

here and talk with you about beginning chemistry=courses. I feel Chat I am

among friends, for this group probably contains the most devoted all

achers of beginning chemistry. At the same time I feel very humble ut

trying to tell you very much about this -4opic. If it is worth your time

to listen to what I have to say, it will probablybe because of the quwrions

I raise rather than the answers I give. I do not intend to pose as a prcphet

of the future, and I do not plan to discuss the gimmicks of the professiin. I

gather that the title given in the program, "Future Trends in Begimnincl
Chemistry Courses," has been stated rather broadly for my etnyenience. In

fact, Br. Mooney told me over the telephone that slhat was e*Pected was a
presentation of my philosophy of chemical education for beginners. There-

fore, the future trends that I shall be discussing are simply an expression

of the hopes and wishes that arise from my personal philosophy.,

rl- Wta.

"Beginning Chemistrr has different meanings for different persons.
To the student who is taking a chemistry course for the first time, "beginning

chemistry" is the course that he is taking, whether it is in high school or

in college. We who are teachers of college Chemistry use die expression
"beginning chemistry" to refer to the first dheilstry-Couree takenin'college.

A great deal of confusion arises from the fact ehat snme,pf ner-fteshsan.studenrs

have already had chemistry in high eChoolt.while others haie not,,Zven

greater confusion results from the great variation in the qual-47.aad-hhe

quantity of the chemical knowledge acgdired by students in dada-Int dhool

chemistry courses.

Confusion also arises from the fact that
beginning course are taking it for o manY dtf;etent reae
major tn chemistry or in one of the other ecionces,,'and so

set on a career in medicine or in one of the bronclhes'of

are ionaelence majors who may be takingthe thOrse_frol:tiplotatOry-estives

because they have not yet decided upon a major-011,CateerL*till oteU
nonscience majors have already teadhed a fairlY.Ora donOnsion ibeta'major
An any cl the sciencee, but are hopeful that a 10200.adgi of nhemiitzi..,Will be

helpfma to them in the careers tb Which they loOlefOtWiird. -for eiaMOle, in

the practice of law.

g:
ome intend to

eit hearts
ere
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During my teaching career I have witnessed among the students taking
freshman chemistry a steadily growing proportion of those who have already
studied chemistry in high school. In more recent years I have observed an
improvement of the quality of the high school background of the average
student in freshman chemistry. But it remains true today as in the pasi;
that there are freshman chemistry students who have a very poor chemistry
background or even none at all.

Still another source of confusion in beginnning chemistry is the great
variation in the general scholastic abilities of the studenta. This is so
involved with the socio-economic background of the students, with their
inborn blessings and shortcomings, and with their motivation for scholarly
effort that it is difficult to know What to do about it.

3. Different Courses in B _g Chemis

Some colleges and universites have a large variety of freshman courses,
but the criteria for dividing the students are not uniform. Same have a course
for chemistry majors, a course for Majors in the other sciences, a course for
engineers, a course for nonscience majors, and so on. Another plan that is
sometimes followed is to separate the stuAents who have had high school chemistry
from those who have not. The general scholastic ability of the student is
frequently employed to determine his eligibility for am honors course.

Only a very large school can afford to schedule a variety of different
courses in the same subject. Even in a school with 2000 freshman chemistry sta-
deuts, if each sectiolt has approximately 300 students and seven different
courses are offered, that means only one class is available to any one student --
assuming that it can be clearly established which one of the seven courses
a particular student belongs in. Anyone whl has helped students with the
problem of scheduling classes knows dhat it will often prove to be impossible
for a student to take the chemistry course he is supposed to have if only
one section is available -- especially if all the other disciplines were to
plan their offerings in the same manner.

Most chemistry departments follow the practice of using the s
in all sections of a particular course. This usually means that some of the
instructors have no great enthusiasm for the text they are using, because they
have beell outvoted by their colleagues. One advantage of having a large number
of different freshman courses is the opportunity it may provide for each
instructor to choose his awn text and do his own thing. On balance, this
does not seem to justify the disadvantages that result from A multicourse
offering.

In addit on to the difficulty students have in scheduling a one-section
course, there is the disadvantage that a multiplicity of courses causes
administrative complexities in the logistics of the laboratory. Many more
hours of service are required of tbe storeroom staff if each laboratory is tO
be occupied by students doing a different experiment each time another laboratory
period comes around.

MY awn philosphy is that the number of different freshuan courses
offered should be kept to a minimum. I think we would be wise to ask, regard-
ing any proposal for a proliferation of coursea, "Haw necessary is this?
Is it really worth doing?"



4. Facts to Remember in Sett_ieg_p_p_RiiffE±ELCot_s-

We often hear it said that traditional introductory chemistry courses

are likely not to be very interesting or challenging to a college freshman

if he has had a well taught modern chemistry course in high school. All too

often, students who have had a poor high school bacEground have been duMb-

founded by courses that were pitched to those who have had a superior back-

ground. I think it is desirable, therefore, to have an honors coarse available

for the students who have the exceptionally etrong background. This ought

to be a course of greater depth and intensity then the course taken by the

other students.

I have noticed on several occasioes dhat a student who expresses the intent

to major in chemistry may be only an average student. Sometimes this is

because of a poor high school chemistry background; in some cases it is a conse-

quence of scholarship potential that is only average. Many of these students

decide during their first year of college that they had better Choose a

different major -- and this is often, unquestionably, a wise deelsion. But

among this group there are some courageous souls who persist in going on as

Chemistry majors. Some of them do better in their advanced courses than in

their freshman course. All such students would be eliminated in their freshman

yea: if they were forced to take an honors course or a course of extra

difficulty designed for chemistry majors.

I believe the student himself should be the one to decide whether he

should take the honors course. I do not believe that the intent to major in

chemistry should be the reason for taking such a course. And I do not belive

the honors course should be limited to those who plan to majin in dhemistry.

If the honors course is to be successful, the enrollment in individual sections

must be restricted to reasonable nuMbers. If admission is made voluntary,

there will likely be no problem of excessive class size. And yet it provides

an offering for those who need the Challenge that it afford.

We like to pretend that we know which students are chemistry majors and

we like to assume that they should be in a course that is especially for them.

But we all know that large numbers of students change their plane during their

college years -- especially during the freshman year. I dare say dhat some

students who started college with the intent to major in Chemistry have

decided not to do so as the result of being placed in oee of those courses for

chemistry majors, where they became disillusioned and discouraged by the diffi

culties resulting from acceleration and a premature emphsis on Abstruse

theoretical topics. Conversely, I know it is true that some freshmen decide

to become ehemistry majors because they enjoy the freshman chemistry course.

W conclusion is that a student shouLd not be _ reed to decidejn high

86110°1 what his major will be in college; that the freshman Chealetry program

should be sufficiently fluid that a student can decide in college.that he

wants to major in chemistry without losing a year's time; that no student

should get caught to his disadvantage in a terrinal chemistry,coUrse from

which he cannot emerge to major in cLenistry without taking another year of

freshman chemistry for chemistry majors.

Occasionally there are students who enter college with suet a superior
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background that oven the honors course would be a waste of their time. Every
schcol shculd have an advanced standing program that would enable students to
go ahead with sophomore courses in their freshman year if they are qualified.

With an honors course and an advanced standing program la Operation,
I see little need for any further proliferation of freshMan chemistry offerngs.
Raving taken care of those excellent students who would be bored by ourregular
freshman course, I think we can handle all but a very few exceptionally:poorly
prepared students in one group. I think the assumption thet each -student
should be in a class where all the other students are jnst like him is a
fallacy.

Ecoppmica and rhe_Enpauragement of Chenistry Majors,

In a time like the present, when opportunities for careers in the chemica
professions seem United, the teacher may feel Chat he should try to limit
the number of students who aspire to be graduated as majora in chemistry. rhns,

he may feel it ia appropriate to establish a freshman course especially for chine
try majors and to nake it a difficult course. knd he would violently disagree
with my belief that he,should be delighted when stUdents in the regular
freshean course develop an interest in becoming chemistry majors.

have seen the economic demand for scientists and engineers go up And
down several tines during my teaching career. Every tine such a reversal
occurs, it catches a generation of students at some point between -heir freshman

year and their senior year. There seem. co be no way of predicting what the
situation will be at the time of a student's graduation. If we advise
students to think of entering or staying out of a profession onrhe basis of
economic conditions, we will usually do this on the basli of the economic con-
ditions that prevail at the time we are eying the advice. Perhaps conditions

will have reversed by the time of the student's graduation. Anyway, if a
student wants to major in chemistry and the economic outlook for chenists is
not good at the moment what would you recommend that he do?

Regardless of how many or how few different beginning coqrses are offere
each of them ought to be taught in such a manner thataach student will derive
the maximum amount of chemical education from thm experience.- No chemistry
course should fail to include Buell basic Chemical concepti ai aitd-base
reactions, oxidation-reducation reactions, the meaning of atomic weishts as
averages, the kinetic theory and -- if I may dare to include it -4 dhe concept

of entropy. The question of how nany freshman courses shall be offered should
be decided on the basis of the single criterion.that what renulti in themost
effective chemical teaching for ell is what'shoVld be dOne. ThS cineatfon of
what subject matter should be included in the contuse hould be decided on
the same basis. HY own philosophy iS that all Chemistry courses arCfor the
purpose of teaching chemistry and that it ii a iistake to trytoitiWthe doiree
so difficult that the students cannot comprehend Chia smterlil,'cr.to try to

nake it painless by extracting most of the chemietrY

-
In general, I do 'v.:A think me can-Orediat,whiCh 141i-7/ai1 s udenti-

will succeed in the study of Chemistry -- either in a particular, freshnan
course or in the curriculum for Chemistry najorS. tven'thoeeiho:mere-ercellset,,,:

. _
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students in the freshman year 16= -ose their grip before completing the require-

ments for graduation. When this aappens it is cometillea difficult to discover

Why it happened to this particular person. Whatever the reason, it is not

likely that we could predict who it would be. I think it would be absurd -- and

also inhumane -- to make the freshman Chemistry course unnecssarily difficult

it an attempt to stop these persons sooner. If we did succeed in stopping

them at the freshman level, we would almost certainly catch in the same trap

those students who would have done better in the hi;her level courses if

they had itad the opportunity.

Even with the freshman course adjusted to the proper depth and speed

so that practically all the students who are willing to exert themselves will

at least pass the course, it is still true that there is a small group at the

bottom of the pile whose presence in the regular courae would result either in

their being ignored or in thcr making it extremely difficult to keep the class

moving at the desired depth ind speed. Some of this group are virtually

unteachabie, but others are slow and uncomprehending at first only because of a

combination of intellectual shyness and total unfamiliarity with the subject

matter. There probably should be a short preparatory course for such persons.

Most of those who have had no high school course should take the preparatory

courv:, ,jd probably ail of those who had high school chemistry and thought

they fo' little from it. As wieh the honors course, I believe the students

themstics should be the ones to decide whether they need the course. Many

students of high scholazship potenlal who have had no high school chemistry

would find it quite unnecessary to take this course -- provided the regular

beginning course really starts at the beginning.

6. Picking the RigALp.sp

Assuming that the students with superior chemical background and those

with exceptionally gool scholarihip potential have the option of faking the

honors course or advanced standing, and that those with no chemical background,

or a poor chemical background, or a low scholarship potential have the option

of starting with the preparatory course, it ought to be possible for the

"regular" course to be breezy and brisk without being too deep or too fast for

the majority of the students. rhe purpose of the honors course and advanced

placement options i3 to take care of those who would find the regular course

shallow and too slow. The purpose of the preparatory course is to take care

of those who would find the regular course moving too fast.

The regular course contains all students who do not opt for the honors

cour e, advanced placement, or the deliberately slow paced preparatory course.

This means that many of the chemistry majors are in the regular course -- although

other chemistry majors are in the honors course. But it also Meefil that the

total number of chemistry majors emerging successfully from the freshman year la

a maximum. We have avoided dashing to bits the hopes of those who really

wanted to major in chemistry but had not yet acquired sufficient background

to master an extremely difficult "chemistry majors course"; and ae have

picked up others who decided to become chemistry majors during the freshman

year.

_st of the students in the regular course will, of nourse, be majors

in something other than chenistry. A great many of these may need to take one
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or more additional chemistry courses beyond the freshman chemistry course. But
still another group -- most engineers, for example -- may never take another
chemistry course. A small number will not major in any kind of science. I

don't think the number in this last group will be large. Optimism is offering
a course specifically for those Who have no profession-related interest in
chemistry seems to me not justified for two reasons: first, many of the students
we have in mind as prospective enrollees for such a course will avoid it
if they can; and, second, nonscience majors who do have a serious desire to learn
some chemistry will realize that they will derive more benefit from the regular
chemistry course -- if, that is, the regular course is the kind of course
I have in mind.

7. llE2Arlyars of

The freshman course should be of such a nature that the student can
learn the material to the teacher's satisfaction if both of them work at it.
Each day's work should build on the achievements of the previous day. Serious
thought must be given to the subject matter to be included in such a course.
And once the subject matter content of the course has been decided upon, the
question of the proper sequence of topics arises.

If you examine a number of different textbooks, you will find that a
given set of topics can be taken up in many different orders. But in any
text that is adequately organized, later chapters build on earlier chapters.
Trouble arises if a teacher starts chapter hopping n a text with which he is
not thoroughly familiar. It may well be that there is material in Chapter 12
that is necessary in order for the student to get along well in Chapter 13.
If the teacher feels that the subject matter of Chapter 12 is expendable and
that he would therefore prefer to omit it, he had better first consider whether
the omission will cause the student unnecessary difficulty in his attempt to
comprehend Chapter 13.

It is perfectly understandable Why some chapters are omitted by teacherS.
Textbook authors are under great pressure to.write books that are too large for
the courses in which they are taught. This is the only way that a teacher
can have any freedom in the choice of material to be covered. It would be a
fortunate thing if authors could anticipate which chapters will be considered
optional by the greatest number of users and strive to place these chapters
toward the back of the book. For if tone of the chapters toward the front of
the book are to be omitted, then I see no reason why Che teacher would not
wish to take up these chapters in the same sequence as Che author. Not to do so
is to assume that each chapter in the book is a monograph that ie indepen-
dent of all the other chapters. If this were so, one sequence might be as
feasible as another.

In general, I think one sequence of topics is as feasible as another,
by and large. But when an author writes a book he heA to make a decision a
to what the sequence of topics is to be. Having made this decision, he has to
make sure Chat the discussion at each point does not assume, as background,
material that is yet to be presented in a subsequent chapter. I am sure all
authors do the best they can to achieve this result, insofar as their editors an
manuscript reviewers will permit them. So I think if a teacher feels a strop
compulsion to consider the topic's in an entirely different sequence from the
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author, he ought to adopt a text in which the sequence o

liking. Or perhaps he ought to dci what so arly teachers

another book!

op c_ is more to his
ye done _nd write

I suppose some teachers like to rea range the order of chapter coverage

so as to correlate the classroom coverage with the order in which laboratory

experiments are to be done. It would be much more logical, it seems to me,

to change the order in which the experiments are done. If there is any

difficulty along these lines, the teacher might be wise to use a text and a

manual written by the same author. Presumably the author will see to it that

the sequence of experiments in the manual is correlated with the sequence of

topics in the text.

It is certainly hoped that the teacher will supp ement the text with

material acquired fram his own personal experience so that the student will

feel that the teadher is providing some worthwhile enrichment. But this

does not give the teacher license to scramble the topics unmercifully nor to

raise dhe level of difficulty of the course to the point that it is egregiously

inconsistent with the level of difficulty of the text he hss chosen. 'The

function of the text is to set the tone of the course as to level of difficulty

and type of subject natter and to provide a plan for consideration of the

different items of sdbject matter and to provide a plan for consideration of

the different items of subject matter in a sequence that has pedagogical merit.

The teacher must realize that the author has a plan. With the large number of

texts now available, there are plenty of plans to choose from Some texts are

very much like the physical chemistry textbooks of yesteryear; some contain a

goodly amount of the mew physical chemistry; some are slanted toward analytical

chemistry; others are topheavy with organic and biochemistry; and now comes

environmental chemistry.

8. Myjear

An adequate chemical consideration of environmental problems involves

some rather rugged chemistry. An intelligible cf iideration of biochemistry

requires a certain minimal amount of organic chemistry as a background. An

analytical emphasis auSt be based on a solid baokgroung of stoichiometry. The

presentation of the new physical chemistry is most difficult of all because

the student's comprehension of this type of subject matter -- molecular orbital

theory, and so on -- depends on a background which the student almost certainly

does not have and which cannot be included in the text itself because of

lack of space -- nor can it be adequately presented in the lecture-room because

of lack of time.

I fear that there is danger we may try to t ach biochemistry with

insufficient organic chemistry as background. I fear we may try to teach more

analytical chemistry in the freshman year than the student's inadequate back

ground in stoichionetry and instrumentation can support. I fear we may create

frustration and resentment in students by trying to teach such 00j0qts as

molecular orbital theory with no background. I fear We, martry, po deal with

the involved and controversial problems of pollution in a groupthat does not

understand what it is all about. I fear we may make chemistry morn difficult

for the nonmajors than for the majors by trying to include too many of the

"goodies" that the ma ors will have a chance to savor in their upper level



courses. I fear the students will be made
becav,,- the:, cannot comprehend the unintel

to serve them.

9. My Ropes

feel they are not intelligent
ble fare we are always tempted

In spite of my fears, I am fundamen ally optimistic. The present employ-

ment situation in chemistry and the other fields of science and engineering

will likely cause continuing decreases in chemistry enrollments. Students

will not be falling all over themselves to get into chemistry classes if there

is a belief that chemistry is unreasonably abstruse, esoteric, or austere. I hope

that the desire of teachers to perpetuate the means of their awn livelihood

ill cause them always to remember that they have an obligation to their students

to make the course adequate but reasonable.

The present social concern with the effects of technology upon our environ-

ment ought to make students less passive toward chemical education. I am

sure that teachers will want their students to be prepared adequately to cope

with future problems in this category; they will want to help the students

acquire a knowledge of the fundamentals of chemistry rather than merely engage

in a dialogue over this morning's headlines.

The tendency of the more idealistic portion of the present generation

of students is to turn their backs on thore whose devotion to chemistry is

conditioned primarily by its relationship to their awn incomes. This will make

teachers realize that they must give witness to their own genuine interest

in chemical education by doing the best teaching to found anywhere on the

campus.

In the last half century beginning chemistry has changed from an

encyclopedic treatment of descriptive information to a logical consideration

of the basic concepts of chemical science. The rapid growth of chemical knowle

has caused some of us to try to cover more and more material each year.

Periodically, we subject our course plans to critical re-examination and

discover that many topics that we thought were absolutely essential can and

must be discarded. We have discovered that the concept of entropy, for

example, is more important than a detailed knowledge of the chemistry of

chromium. We have discovered that it is possible to teach many concepts to

beginners that our predecessors considered to be beyond their,grasp. my

hope is that we shall continue to improve our ability to make difficult

subjects intelligible -- and that we shall remain willing to redefine what is

essential and what is not.

TRENDS IN CHEMISTRY FOR NON-SCIENCE MAJO

Stuart Whitcomb, Earlham College

It is indeed a pleasure to have this opportunity to talk to,you but I must

admit to serious misgivings. AO a physicist I would have considerable difficulty in

predicting future trends in physics education and yet here I am about to talkAgbout

the future trends in chemical education. This appears to be extremely presumptions.

and I must confess that I would not be here were it not for three added words "for
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non-science students." The problems of teaching chemistry to prospective chemists

are admittedly different from those of teaching physics to prospective physicists.

However, the problems of teaching chemistry to students not interested in science
ate nearly the same as those which I face as I attempt to teach physics to students

not interested in science. It is the nature of these problems and some possible
solutions which I would like to discuss with you.

Let us first consider same characteristics of these students who are enrolled
in our courses in spite of the fact that they have little interest in science. First,

why are they there? Essentially they are there because someone requires them to take

science courses. If they are prospective elementary teachers, they must meet a state

certification requirement. If they are prospective lawyers, sociologists, writers or
housewives, they enroll in our science courses to meet liberal arta requirements. I

fear that many of our colleagues in the humanities and social sciences, are not them-
selves convinced of the importance of courses in the physical sciences and they con-
vey this lack of conviction to their students. Secondly, what has been their expe-

rience with science? All have had home contact with science in elementary school
and junior high school and most have had some in high school. Unfortunately for

many students this whole series of experiences Iva been an unhappy one beginning with

an elementary teacher who feels uncomfortable tLaching science and ending with a high

school teacher who at best aimed at the students interested in science and at the
worst tried to cram too much material into the course. What is their attitude toward

science? Their unhappy experience has resulted in a very negative attitude toward

science. Typically, they dread taking more science courses and tend to postpone

them as long as possible.

Given the students with the attitudes and experiences which I have described,
we frequently put them in a condensed version of beginning physics given in one

semester by a member of the Physics Department who didn't want to give it and a

totally separate semester of chemistry, given under similar circumstances. These

courses, similar to those which gave the students their distaste for physical science,

but faster in pace, are likely to leave them behind from the start and deepen their

antagonism. This certainly does not seem to be the direction in which to continue.

Before we consider new directions for physical science courses, let us think
for a moment about what a non-science student should get from a physical science

course. First, he should experience a change in attitude from confusion and
antagonism to confidence and interest. Second, he should realize that the essence of

science is observation and wondering and trying to find out about the physical world.

Third, he should understand the tentative nature of physical models and their relation

to experiment. If we can establish chemistry or physics or physical science courses
which will give non-science students these attitudes and understandings, we will have

given the prospective elementary teacher a much more comfortable feeling when teaching

science to ht classes. We will produce lawyers, sociologists and parents and
citizens who have a much better understanding of the nature of science and its relation

to society.

I have not listed the accumula_ on of a large number of facts Ws one of the

goals of a physical science course. The goals I have outlined will be achieved onl-

by making use of a reasonable number of facts. If we achieve our goals, these facts

will be retained, used and placed in perspective and more important, the right atti-

tudes will be generated for the independent gathering of further facts.
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Now for the big question. How can we design experiences in the physical
sciences which will produce these changes in attitudes and give this understanding
of the nature of science. I would like to present an answer to this question in
terms of the guidelines which were used in the development of one particular course
"An Approach to Physical Science" developed by the Physical Science for Non-Science
Students (PSNS) project. This project was supported by the National Science Founda-
tion and was the outgrowth of a conference sponsored by the Advisory Council on
College Chemistry and the Commission on College Physics. Of course, PSNS developed
a particular course but the guidelines appear to be sufficiently general to serve
equally well for a variety of approaches to the effective presentation of the physical
sciences to non-science students.

In view of the student's attitude toward science, it is essential that one
should begin by encouraging students to investigate familiar phenomena. There should
be plenty of time for this investigation and for discussion. The pace should be
leisurely and should deal with simple concepts.

The physical sciences are based upon experimental investigations of nature.
If our students are to obtain an understanding of the nature of the scientific
enterprise, they must ask questions of nature, that is they must perform_experimen _

The experiments are a crucial part of the PSNS course as they should be for any
physical science course. These experiments must precede the discussion and should
form the basis for discussion. This way one observes and then interprets. One may
thus find surprising results which stimulate discussion and not demonctrations after
explanations have made inquiry unnecessary. Insofar as possible every new topic
should be introduced by an experiment.

If one is to provida time for wondering about science, for performing exper-
iments and for leisurely discussion, it is obvious that we cannot include the whole
subject matter of physical science. What topics should be included? An obvious
way to answer this question is to choose a "theme" and to introducE only topica the
knowledge of which ia needed to follow the "theme." Thus one establishes "the need
to know" as the criterion for the selection of topice to be included. As an example
of this procedure the PSNS staff chose as a theme the question "what is the nature o
solid matter" and included only topics Which contribute to finding answers to this
question.

This "need to know" criterion is a pervasive one. It serves not only In the
choice of topics, but it may be applied to the manner in which topics ere introdnced
The "need to know" must be clear not only to the instructor but also to the student
Ideally the student is motivated to perform an experiment because he recognizes the
aeed to know the results of the experiment in order to get on with hie investigetion'
of the main theme of the course. Thus, this criterion determines what isJnelieled
not in terms of what is traditional but in terms of what the student must kaowll hie4;
is to get on with his investigation. This is the way a scientist finds interest in j
a topic. We should communicate this to our students.

Science progresses by building models based on observatiOne,then.uees
models to make predictions, and finally, by expertseati tests_te find cut uk
the predictions are verified by further observations. ,If non-scionee students are
experience science they ohould observe, construct modele, Oahe predictions and then
make further observations. The models may be visual, manteLor methemstical but
is inevitable that some not agree with the experiment. This to the exPerience of
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many of us and there is every reason why our students should experience it too. This

way they will learn the tentative nature of scientific theories and will be comfortable

with incomplete theory.

A course which follows these guidelines does not always proceed smoothly. The

expe iments are not always immediately explainable and, hopefully, will yield some

surprises. This is part of the fun of working in science. In any scientific

laboratory a problem may be put "or the shelf" for a while. When a student later

comes across something that makes contact with that question Which has been "put on

the shelf" in the bobk of his mind, he has the satisfying sense of seeing the parts

fit together. This Is or! of the satisfactions of scientific work.

Following these guidelines is not the fastest way of getting some particular

relationship into a student's head, but it is the only way in which he can under-

stand how we know what we know about the world around us. To make time for this

important process, it is necessary to eliminate much that is taught in survey

courses. However, the iesults, in term of changes in attitude and the student

satisfaction, make it worthwhile for us to give up our cherished ideas of what should

be included in a course in physical science.

As I indicated earlier these guidelines were those used in. the development of

the PSWS course "An Approach to Physical Science." Tbe student reaction to this

course is interesting. During the first two to three weeks the students feel uneasy

and insecure. They haven't been giver all kinds of stuff to memorize, they haven't

been asked to work problem after problem, they have been asked to observe and think

and they are not given the answers to all their questions. It appears that few

students have had this kind of science course before. Rowaver, as the semester

proceeds, the students begin to understand and appreciate the approach. Many students

who enter the course with a fear of physical science find that they actually enjoy

the course. In most, but not all, cases the course appears to achieve its objec-

tives of overcoming the non-science student's antagonism toward science and of givin

them an understanding of how the scientific enterprise functions. From personal

knowledge I can report that it has produced elementary teachers Who_use the same

approach in their elementary classes. They are comfortable saying "let's find out

about this together--what experiments car we do to find out?" If all elementary

teachers understood and could use this approach to teaching science, students

reaching college would have no need for a FOS course hut more students would be

ready for regular chemistry and physics courses.

CHENISTRY CO1JRSS POR NONSCIE10E MAJORS

William F. Kieffer, College of Wooster

The only workable premise on which_a discussion of this topic can stand is the

there is no one best way to handle the Problem. Ote of uy Strong convictions, based

on my owm attempts over the years and on conversations with others about their attem s

is that the successful course is one in which the professor discueses topics about

which he is enthusiastic. This enthusiasm must be combined wdth a certain amount of

missionary zeal which translates into a willingness to start at a levm1 of simple

concepts so that students can be carried along (albeit vicariously) to the conteu-

porary growing edge of knowledge about whatever it is that is the chosen topic.

I think the day has passed when we can expect to have large captive audiences

in required survey-type courses in science. My own strong conviction le that for
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:oscience major, whether declared or just inclined, the best way to instill
some appreciation and hopefully some understanding of modern science is with an
upperciass course. My own course in a four-year college is populated about half by
sophomores, half by juniors and seniors. The success with sophomores is 60 lwarly
equal to that with upperclassmen that I feel justified in urging you in the two-year
colleges to plan in a similar way. The sophomore is past the major psychological
hurdles of adjusting to college-level intellectual activity. He or she has survived
the inevitable weeding-out that a freshman curriculum provides. He has begun to
give some substance to his interests and even career plans He has begun to recog-
niz-e a personal frame of reference on which he c--7. hang some relevant ideas which
admitt,2dly may be more "cultural" than utilitar to his plans.

Today's student demanAs relevancewe are fn ne way ahbrogatlnc our prerogatives
waen we recognize this in choosing our topics and planning our discussions. Science
is a part of contemporary culture, and we must be willing to be a bit obvious about
saying so. Whatever the topic, we can include both the scientific principles nnd
the information about technological applications. One without the other is st(4rile.
The atomic and molecular structure of oxygen and its inherent properties need not
be illustrated only with decomposing KCl01 or burning steel wool. Powering rockets
with LOX and t7::Lfzen are morc to tEe Thermal pollution is the coa-
sequence of the second law of thermodynamics. The same chemical equilibrium involving
N2, 02 and NO is responsible for starting smog that has supplied minerals in our soil
for eons of time.

I think there is a crying need for supplying sone depth of understanding--in
terms of the underlying scientific conceptsto all thc ;resent furor over what is
happening to our environment. We all know perfectly well that it is not an imperson-1
technology that is responsible. It is man's uee of technology. But non-scientists
need to have this spelled out! Men and women can decide collectively only on the
base of individual wisdom. That wisdom can be nurtured only by information. Supplying
that information and describing its relevance is our job.

My own feeling is that we owe students the additional dimension of sone histor7
ical perspective and even some philosophical implications. In the nonscience student
we have a more sympathetic audience often than with our beginning science-career-
oriented students. A whole lecture on the history of chemistry or the philosophy of
science still will be deadly. Rather, these_sidelights or interpretative interludes
belong in every lecture. There is a delightful absence of pressure to cover ground
in this course. Some very real advantages in terms of.understanding scientific
concepts accrue from showing how they have developed. Orbitals and wave functions
are a little less mysterious if the shortcomings of the Bohr orbits they replaced
are pointed out. The genius of Bohr's break with tradition, the really important
contribution, can still be appreciated. Also some historical parallels to modern
problems are enlightening. Lead poisoning, a consequence of drinking wine preservecl,
with a grape-sugar syrup cooked in leaden pots may have contributed to the debilita-
tion that led to the fall of the Roman Empire. In just the same way today we may'be
victims of a technology based on incomplete information. And it may not be too lete
to remove lead tetraethyl from our gasoline

My course has shifted its topics every year for twenty years. Fifteen years
ago we spent a long time on nuclear energy and fallout. Five years ago the major_
emphasis was on the cheMistry of life and heredity. Now thejetter has shifted
more toward the problems man's profligate ust of resources has created for the
maintenance of a satisfactory balance of life on our Planet. In every case, I think7
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to deal with ate contempo-zal. questj- ens students miods. The- need s.

in-_,:Gifation--not just t.Le cnçir fr,cts--but iiso sonw nders tanding the undee-

lying broad scientific concepts. n.on--and only--then will they be able to distinguish

facts from opinion, to recognize fsC,I.Al. in popular reactions to current dilemmaP and

hopefully to develc. the wisdom for tiecion in our present-day world.

D scuL ion with Professor Kieffe,

Professor Ktr,

Publishers.
useall refer

who were responsi

tertbook 14111 be oui: ch published by Ha-rper and Row

his class with assigne rfm_l-gs outside of the text. A

.:ung's Mystev of lord) , which is a collection of
ee eeeee

The rest of the t;_mP, is

Question: There is a mixture of interests
hetel-geneous groups, and how?

, do you eacn

Answe Determine student group en erest, avoid process clic tstry, ami hit

upon economics and socia, .nterests. Use the "Gee--Look at thici"

should be placed upon the broader implications. Discussions should be in such terms

as H2SO4 that could be produced from coal. Get the students involved in the discus-

sion. Exam questions can ask for discussion of potential positive economics of

pollution control rather than aek for ehe 112504 preparation equaLion.

Question: What class size does this work for?

Answer: Up to 50 to 60 people. Calling on students by name le _ssential

rapport. The teacher should try to deaw out the quiet studeni: lown the

overly responsive student. "Mire" research projects could be assigned to students

to get them to answer their own questions.

Question: How do you determine which students will register for this course?

Answer: There should be no prerequisite. Since transfer of courses is a

difficulty, a two-year college might have a problem with this course. The course

will not transfer as a laboratory science. It is not intended to be a first course

leading to further science. It was suggested that it be transferred as a Humanities

or Social Science elective.

Qution: Is this material ever included in a science course?

Answer: DonTt just consider implications--basic scienee facts must be worked

in. The framework is: Principles make implications clear. Implications lead to

the study of principles. Story illustrations should be esed. This course is a

Eull college level effort.

Question: Wha.P mf exam ebnuld be given?

Answer: The exam should be one-third objective with a simple problem, and

two-thirds the student's impression. This means their comments on quotations in an

essay form.
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Q abcilt c.:,:ams for students who do not write

Annrpr , cmIld
thin in th,-

interpre

--ions of things that have 3ome
ii exp,, and report thc results as the!

Qu tion: What abou- the metric syste_?

Answer: Go easy on math. "The kids are math Lone death.0 Use commonplace
Try to present tiir, course as intellectual fun. Some talks about

measurement giving the anva ,ge of any measurement qn the decimal sw-Aom should be
given. The course does not force it. Give the ri realization of experimental
natur of our scienc.

Gerald F. Grillot, Syracuse University

I must admlt that T am at o o dl.sadvanta c!Ilhloot p.inge

ioc course in nursing chemistry that I teach is part of a baccalaureate program
leading to a B.S. in Nursing E4ucation. However, for several years I was involved
in the teaching of chemistry in a three year R.N. program for General Hospital in
Syracuse.

Chemistry must certainly be considered as one of the basic sciences in the
field of nursing education. The course in chemistry should not only deal with basic
chemistry but should include some elementary introduction to organic and biochemistry.
Chemistry must serve as a prerequisite to such subjects as pharmacy, pharmaceutical
arithmetic, drugs, nutrition, dietetics and clinical courses in medicine. Further,
chemitry should serve as most usc,t%i!. 1:,ckc,rcund to the study of physiology, micro-
biology, therepeutics and pharmacology. Now can any student in elementary biologY
really appreciate this science which is base more and more on molecular structures
if he has no kncwliNige of chemistry? With such a background, the studies of
glycolysis, the cit-ric acid cycle, the role of the nucleic acids in genetics and the
!Aosynthesis of proteins will be much more meaningful.

Today there lep a vrowing pr _-ure for the nursing student to complete a
baccalaureate program. Any advancement for the practicing nurse is generally
blocked by the lack of such a degree. She generally needs a B.S. degree if shc
plans to go ...nto supervisory positions, into nursing education or public health
nursing or to become a school nurse. In this matter, I do have some experience.
I frequently advise our School of Nursing concerning the placement of returning
RN's in chemistry courses. Many of these students with inadequate backgrounds in
chemistry are required to take our basic nursing chemistry course. Every other
year we offer a night section of this course for such students, so they can con-
tinue their education while on daytime nursing shifts in our local hospitals. Based
on the above facts, I not only recommend ar. adequtte course in chemistry for all
ntrrsing students, but it should be acceptable as transfer credit to a dollegiate
baccalaureate program in nursing.

Although the National League of Nursing, the National Student Nurses
Association and the American Nurses Association have deplored:the unilateral action
of the American Medical Association, Otab their Board of Truatees announced in the
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AMA News that the latter association proposed the use of specially trvined nurses in

the practice of .nedioine, I expect that these groups will come to a 'mutual agreement

on such a practice. It is proposed that nurses so trained will be working in the

employ and unc:er the supervisimn of en M.D. The use of nurses and other health
professionals should buoy the physician in such a way as to expand markedly the

physician's ability to serve his patients. Tho. use of these professionals would

permit them to make house calls and provide home health care, which should result in

fewer hospitalizations and earlier discharge ot those hospitalized. This information

has been called to my attention in the most recent News Letter distributed by Alpha

Epsilon Delta, the pre-medical honorary fraternity. I hopo that no one of our capable

Lurslng students is deni0 opportunity to take advantage of a chance to partici-

pate in this limited medical practice because of a limited background in the basic

sciencrts..

School of Nursing hei. :lover had to be convinced of the need of chemistry

in the p:i:ogram. Yhey requiL-e a high school conrse c a semester of the stqndard

gcoeIfai flyemistry course before the student is accepted in their program. I am sure

that admission to the program depends upon the student's performance in her high

school course in chemistry. Although c proposal has been made that an alternate
pf,gente,-. in 0,emistry should be established for presnective home

economists, nurses and other heaite sciences that would be much less theoretical

and mathematical than the recently adopted curriculum and Regent's Examination, our

nursing faculty in clinical medicine and surgery were quite insistent at a meetin

on nuroing education sponsored by the Board of Education of the City of Syracule

th4t high school students planning for admission to our school should continue to

follow the present Regent Curriculum in Chemistry.

In summary, I must say that our problem is not whether chemistry should be

iro71udee in our nursing education program, but rather that we must always be con-

cerned with the selection of material from this science that will be most useful

for our nursing students. For instance, should we include under our discussion of

atomic structure a discussion of atomic and molecular orbitals and _their relation-

ship to the structure and properties of molecular structures in organic and biochemistry?

CHEMISTRY FOR NURSES

Bernardine Hallinan, National League of Nursing
New York City, New York

In my visits to various colleges and universities across the country I have

noted an increasing concern about the adequacy of the present science courses in

meeting the needs of students in health related curricula at the associate degree

level. For this reason I was happy to have the opportunity to attend this timely

conference.

I would like to introduce my remarks by stating that what I am about to say
does not constitute official National League for Nursing policy. The League is

a voluntary, membership agency and the minabership of the Department of-Associate

Degree Programa has not made any official statements for or egainst'eheOlstry.in the

curriculum of associate degree programs. College administrators and faculty often
ask what the League regulations are regarding varioua aspects of program development,
butlir.Griffin,whoistheDirectorofthe_partmoilt, and etch of hiaateff firmly

3
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helievo that. eneh 4nst-itTol_ion musL develop pvg1-7em 1-11e1$ the philosophy
and OhJO'Y,JAIT Of

of Chis meeting may have had !versations ,ith e OY other
th Deps7:tment of Associate Degrae Programs of the League-

Those who have, undoubtedly know t1)-q: the general fueling of the pre'3ent staff is
that most chemistry courses a!,3 tb-y are presently being taug_ do not meet the needs
of degrea nu,.sing program.

I was =.sked to talk about "Chemistry for Nurses," but before I can do that I
mus,': define what I mean by a nurse. I am refrxing to the person who is 7renared as
a technical nurse or nurse technician. To paphrsse the Leer,ue's -7..efinJtion of a
technical nurse: "Someone who is pre7,ired to -ive bedside ca7e wild to perfor,

.
. .

professi)nal nnrse," Thn g-cY10:.7ate nnx6a from an associate degree program is

-7-or -

program.

the cavo7 flf wax.titioner has been defined, v: can diecuss the relation-
beL,e Lad the associate degree nursing curriculum. In the original,

Lie6reL. nu-.:*ng programs some offered chemistry, but the
majority did aot. This variabiLty was expected because both state and school
requirements had to ue met, and the nursing curriculum aad to be developed to meet
stipulated requiremenus. The presence of chemistryin the original programs can per-
haps also be accounted for on the basis that schools were discouraged from developing
courses specifically for nurses. Since chemistry was offered in each of the schools,
die existing course was utilized for tha new program. The two reasons which were
just stated--state and school requirements, and availability of a chemistry course--
were further affected by a third factor which influenced the inclusion of chemistry
a s,mic pio6Lams, and that is tradtic., A fcurth factor u'lich consciously UL

unconsciously affected placement of chemistry in the curriculum has been status.
The inclusion of chemistry is viewed by some as raising the status of a curriculum
which is technical in nature. (We must all admit that in many collezes the faculty
and students in technical programs arc often viewed as having a lower status than
the more trditionally oriented curricula.)

I am sure there are other reasons too numerous to state as to why chemistry
has been and is included in many associate degree nursing curricula.

I have been discussing what was and what is, and would like to continue with
what it seems "will be." I discussed this with Mx. Griffin, the Director, and the
other sraff members. I also reviewed the nursing curriculum of all the es1;ablished
prostrams that have recently applied for N.L.N. accreditation as well as the newer
programs that have not yet graduated a first class, and have applied for Reasonable
Assurance through our Department of the League. It seems that of the older programs
about 32% of them offer chemistry courses, of the newer programs only about 15%
offer a course called chemistry. I believe I can safely say that the percentage of
associate degree nursing programs which offer chemistry courses is decreasing each
year.

Undoubtelly the reasons for not offering chemistzy in associate degree nursing
programs are as numerous as those for including it, but from conversations with many,
people it seems that the primary reason is that the traditional chemistry course dofs0
not meet the needs of the nursing program, or other health related curricula, at the



knowiodge neelef. by ti

an(3 aTe boing do

of practitioner Lc, adequately pe _ of his

lob toes req lr a kowindge the various sc) t;es, but -Lila, iLioaul courses

arc% the best . wa; to 1-rezimt h oferings Tt appears that in schools

where Ui aauity have been more concerned with enty-ilvei needs for the job and

student ecij., than they have been for tradition, faculty needs and meeting "require-

ments" thre has been a departure from the baccalaureate type of curriculumdevelopment.

is being substitutel for chemistry? The course tite whIch is most

frequent soon is etup.ed ,icience." Most schools -:!'.1clude in thL- nDurse prin-

,.' les from cmistl- anatomy, physi ogy and rlicrbiology. Some of the

schools which o4er this type of course have dc7- follow-up soldies on their ,raduates,

rm,-1 fonnd that T1;7ve been quccessful on both the J iconsino examination and as

prac titiorts Lae patienl cure area.

--tions wito nursing ano sL _enc=Our: in val

L=.; (7-frr chemistry, the rc,n.son froquantiv given for not offering

an integrated science course is that there would be no one to teach it. I think CLat

reassessment of the presenL science offerlLgs and proposals for a new approach whi(11

a(7;c,..

as individuals, vieT, :he change from the traditional science otferjalgs to a more

meani7.:ful approach vi _1 vary--but tha change will -oe.

0-n11P11.7p_ Pow vo,,,

CHEMISTRY FOR NURSES

Vr"inia Bryan, Jamestown Community Cellege

T AM .0t r,ure no of von have Associate negree Nursiug Programs a.: your

colleges or if you are about to start them. Before I get into the role of cnemistry

in Associate Degrae I will give a little, quick background on the philosophy

of Associate Degrc;e Nursing and why these programs ware started.

Mildred 'Aontague, in 1950, due to the shortage or perhaps mismanagemen: of the

nurses that were available then, set about ro find new ways to edueai:e nurses that

would take i.ess time and would be located in a new educational setting. She described

three areas of nursing functions to be performed Three differnt types of nursing

personnel. rirst was to be the aide or the assistant. This person was to be

pared by the agency itself aid I am sure all of you who have been hospitalized or

have had someona in the hospital have seen the aides or orderlies or a type of nurse

assistant arouni ill -Lnstitution._ The second type tnqt shl: described was a para or

semi-profession person, the technician. This would be the Associate Degree nurse

graduate and/or the diploma graduate. (1 am not quite sure that we have convinced

them that the!. are :echnicians yet.) The third group is the profes ional nu;ae, the

graduate of the btxcalaureate program.

Wh le it is the third level, or professional, nurse that makes the major

decisions regarding the Oasic nursing care and who requires extensive preparation to

prepare for responsi-JiiiLieth of 1e4dership, it 1 tha para-profc17-sional er the

technician nurse who is found at the patient's bedside and who must be depended upon

to give safe and comfortable patient care. In order to give this kind of care, there

is a certain amount of Inowledge that must be brought to the patient's '-edside by the

nurse.
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a:=Y4 , define nurs- , eri:i go on to de3At art as
"A body r.,7 nraet;f01 pc ile dge that tel hcir, tc, ro proC.nee certair results."
They then say th.si nursing as an art requires r, :=7-ympathetic heart and willivg hands.

also define tlrsing vs a sciene, "that rr )li-E.s a sound, broad type of educa-
tion ar0 a thoreugn knowledge of human nature

The scfance.s that lend themselves rj nursing are, as I am sure _ you all know,
psycho gy, sociology, anatoma _.1d physiology, cbemistry, microbiology and physics.
Beraus- of the limitation of tuna in Associate Degree nurse peograms (and I think
UtaL t programs are still ,:c-_,=,':oine2 in a four semester, twi year type of setting)
all 101 acer rnho be tarert their entirety. Each isra ng faculty must make
difficult decisions -eF will be ircJneer_ eYcluded in the allotted

Mosl: associate degee nr-rsiw-
Outs and proceed to abnormal dc,v

taught and in which
to the as1a-

Dgrams hegid wie-, the normal needs of the
_ions. '-,oncurrant ol'h nursings' normal needs

shoul,; also be tau, se sciehcs which lend themselves ,o normal body functions.
physiology, physics, chemistry, psychology and soci-

ology, If w, ,:,ouia include them all, that would be the gamut. Usually anatomy,
physiolcT,y and Tsycholo,:'y are those lf choice. Physics and chemistry are frequently
eliminated unless the) ere taught by a nursing instructor as she seas fit in a
specific instance. S ciology joins microbiology in being postponed until the second
year.

With tie definite defie_enLies in mind, I would like to emphasize the need
that nurses are to understand the normal body fnnctions tn order to perceive the
Lar-e of the .ptierul whos normal functions have beeh Interferd with for some rtason
or othe-,-. In discussing with registered nurses their use of chemistry in their
nursing practice, very few could recall speciff7, formulas andior chemical facts.
However, all of them quc,ted broad concepts that had been used until they had been
integrated into tiwLr routine knowledge for care. These are Lhe types of chemical
concepts that any 'parson in health related fields shculd know. Probably this is the
same information that most non-chemistry majors should have available to them and
this would hold true with other scientific knowledge as well.

Some of the broad co..pts from the disciplint.. if chemistry that I feel should.-
be ntressed deal with the phys_ologicA functions of the body as follows: the
process of dipstion; oxygen's use and transportation tithe body; the importance
of carbon dioxide; the production ,7A hgat in the body (and while some say this
-:elates only to physics, I have a notion that chemistry is involved here); enzymes
ond their importance; drugs, their use and effects on the tisanes of the body; and
wk:ter balance, electrolytes, acids and bases and the pH scale. These are only seven
areas and I am sure there are many majul: concepts which come to your minds that 1,
have eliminatel. No doubt each ndividual nursing department would add specifics
which would be helpful in your college in the health related programs.

At this point 1 would like to stress the need for a combined science course
which would include broad concepts from each science that deals with body structure
and functiot and eliminate the specifics in the discipline. This might be done by
team teaching or by developing a core curriculum which could be taught by a meriber
of the science faculty who is particularly Interested. This course should not be 4



geared specifically Lit to all utuicjonto in health related

fieids and should also he available to any -liberal arts

In conclusion, I us Td like to reitce tA-..0 t in or.c. .fp _ ui
crosfe -mrsing care iussor late Degree nurses or techn:Lcians need som.e chemistry

They do not need to memorize luusulas nor can Oey 1--Jecome skilled chemisLf in rh

short time allotted to their program. They need to undPrstand basic chemistry coneopcs

that will help them understand what is takig plice thad ttviir c'vrt bodies as well

as ,f their patients, an -y sickness alters the func-ioning cti that

body.

I would like to challenae sem
A

on c f

k new and d[fferent ways of teaching
nursing c,au concentrate

ta oreparea science

CHEMISTRY FOR NURSES

George I. uacueiiu, UniveroiLy
Chicago, Illinois

I hn-e been a Ked to speak on chemisun for the ho,alth sciences from

the author's point of view. However, it is a little dl.fficult to disassociate

myslf from other doints ci view t cannot help but look at it from the teaching

point of vic-,;, sfne I taugnt nurses for about twenty years. I also understand

the perspective of the National League of Nursing, since I have also been invelved

with them for twenty years. I am one of three people who wrote the Chemistry

examination for the National League of Nursing. Study the exatnination in

chemistry shows that there aro really two examination!, - aot one - with an entirely

different passing score for the baccalaureate program as compared to the diploma

program - although it is st,:.11 the same examination.

w ver, I want to discuss this subject from an entirely different point of

view. I am going to bring out my crystal ball and make a prediction -- 140 %MY

eut on a limb as it were. You may not agree with what I say, and we could argue

about it. But I have a feeling that in about ten years or se we will not teach

chemistry. I have a feeling that this will be a course which will be completely

outdated. Instead, I am going to propose a new course that we are going to teach,

Science for Nurses. This, I feel, will be the thing that we are going to do

because it is more practical. Today we not only teach chemistry to nurses in the

chemistry program - the chemistry of the various reactions involved in body functions,

but they also take a course in anatomy and physiology and they get the sane Ohemistry

again. in all the other courses in nursing the same chemistry is repeated again.

Except, as I have had my students tell me, when they take a course in chemistry

and there is a certain question on the examination you have to answer it in one

way, but when they take the course is physiology and the same question is asked

a different answer is required. When they take a course in nutrition - the sane
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- co Ghe ob s, "Uhar d. shi teacher wm
rather than, Vhat is ti7,_ correct answer?" So, 1 propose then, an integrated
science which will consist of th dstry pa_t, naturally, but the chemistry
tied in with physicJ. Physics is au muortant field which lacludes gas laws,
mechnnics, respiration, body production of heat, energy, and other aspects of
phr'sics. It is tied in with mathematics. But where does one course stop and
lothor begin. Obviously the integratad science will have to be tied in with

anatomy and physiology, body fluid, blood, urine, mcA:abolism, hormones, vitam n
etc. This is chemistry but it is l_so physiology. Gan you teach physiology
withch!- 'Ilicc!rated i cc 1- as a sciclIce,

means much more to cciese studs

Then there are new areas sucO as genetics, a rather new area in chemistry,
the chemistry of hcrdizy. Heracily is 'aught in many biology courses. Whea
you go into the chelaistry, how can you separate the biology from the chemistry of
the DNA molecule and i:ne various malfunctions that take place in the body because
of the lack or ece,, of rtain chemic? occis sy a iaught Lher-
Another allied area- the use and abuses of fos, drugs, - with pharmacology.
Can you separate the pharmacology and uses of drugs from the chemistry of them?
And here we go overboard someti,Des in one area and not in another. We read quite
a bit about the use LSD and the effect on chromosomes. LSD breaks chromosomes,
but what about other things that also break chromosomes. And there are other agents
which fortunately do t break ciwomosomes in the same amount, but wrira do break
them never the less. One of these is caffein, which is not publicized, but it
will affect chromosomes. This is che stuff that we have got to bring into the
teaching of science. We ha--ie ot to bring in the idea of radioisotope technology,
the chemistry and use of it. It should include study of isotope for diagnostic
and theraputic use and the dangers involved - the chemical and physical dangers.
The idea of life expectancy - life expectancy effects due to radiation - which is
something that is never mentioned. We are just beginning to talk now of life
expectancy due to smoking (one of the things which affects life expectancy) and
part of this is chemistry.

Today, with all the emphasis on pollution, how can we talk about pollution
without talking about the chemistry of it?

So, as I look at this, I am going to predict that this will be the course of
the future. We are going to teach our nursing students seience as a whole and not
have it taught by a chemist - but taught by a team, including a chemist, physicist
mathematician and a physiologist. As with any type c!f curriculum, the most important.:
thing will be the feedback we get from the students and the teachers. Then we call
go on from there and make our plans. How this integrated program will work, I-don't
know, but I feel that it issoing to have to come if we ate to give our students a
well-rounded education.
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A physics prof
him ho he would ,Jr.

building. After a few
the building, tie
measure the 1

Mfl

of another solution. A
«)atch, go sa the ton of

culate the heiV7 of th

WRIT NG BEHAVIOPJJ. OBJECFIVE

en Bardale, Vincennes University
ier College, Vincennes, Indiana

or gave a new barometer to one of his s nu_nts and asked
he barometer to determine the height of a tall downtowv
moment$, the student said, "I'll take it to the top of

c.o it and lc:;(ler the barometer to the ground. Then I'll

ru e used with a mcter stick."

The profe-,sor admit
was not the proceAure he

tek- o

he'll tell me the height

ugl t, the

buildjng drop the be
(ling from that data.

student said,
omater, time i

get a stop
li and cal-

ed that would givc a reasonable answer, but that
had in mind. The student had another procedue, Weil,

_ 7'11 ta-,:omzi=

of the building "

A 4'

With all due respects to Torrbcelli, the student had Ideni.if _d three

procedures which would answer the original request. The professor had simply
rot stated the request carefully enough to permit on y one route being used to

get the answer.

Telliflg the student exactly what is expected of him and what informati

us to reach the specified end point is the purpose of behavioral

objectives. The term "behavioral objective" is often confused with course

description. In general, a course description tells something about the content
of a course and the procedures that are to be used. A behavioral objective
specifically tells a student how he is expected to behave or respond after a
given topic has been covered. Most instructors start a course knowing rather

precisely what he intends to accomplish. However, it is frequently difficult
to communicate to the student exactly what performance is expected of him. The

fact that you will cover Atomic Theory does not tell the student what he must

be able tc do after the coverage. Must he be able to solve the Schroedingev
Equation or do you expect him to draw a Bohr model represention of a Lithium

atom? This is the situation which behavioral objectives are meant to simplify.

After the atatement of behavioral objectives have helped you determirw
precisely what you are to teach, then the text, problem books, references,
movies, audiotapes, field trips, lectures, problem sessions, experiments and

computer assisted instruction aids can be selected and planned. Preparing tests

enable you to easily evaluate the progress of the student in meeting your stated

goals.

With ne stated object.ive, the s,,,,uht in able

he progresses through a topic. He does not find it necessary to psyche-out the

instructor.

hillaself as

A meaningfu ly stated objective is one that succeeds in communica

the seder the writer's instructional intent. The principle reference
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:epa:ing behavio tives PrepaTing _ structic .:t.ives by

Rober7; Mager, Fert,:on Pu 9 Palo A1 California.

Frequently, teachers ilk in terms of "to know,' 'have n aderstanding

"have an appreciation for" and "to be able to use chemistry." In chemis

each of us has our own perspective of what we mean when we use those terms.
Thus, we may be able to get a better perspective of their lack of clarity it
:,7e look at tho field of art. We might even take a course called ArtAppreciation.
Our goal for taking tbn course might be "to get an appreciation for!" But are
we refering to painting ramie or ballet? how will we ki.to when we have gained

an yr) -eeciation for art

a 1- to by using these "open words."
s, 9 be fox more precise in identifying our e7:pected

outcome.s from 1:11.c Loading or learning process.

However, for instructional

When prooariwz, behav=Loral objectives, we are concernel with:

1. Identifying the terminal behavior.
Toc OOO uiwiica the stita.

3. Sr,ecification of the criteria oP acceptable perf . mance.

The Arriculum Committee of the Division of Chemical Education has b en
working on the development of behavioral objectives for a number of chemis ry

courses. Some offerings by committee members have shown the difficulty of
preparing good behavioral objectives and the advantages of having other persons

react to an objective before it is passed or* to 4 student.

Preparing the objectives qpickly leads one to the conclusion dhat there

are action verbs that must be used frequently if the objectives are to be precise

and informative. As behavioral objectives are developed, it often appears that

we are expecting much more from our students than we have suspected in the past.

It becomes very important to make statements that convey the message intended
and many behavioral objectives must be rewritten many times before they cease to

be ambiguous.

WRITING BEHAVIORA1 OBJE

William T. Mooney, El Camirio College
Torrance, California

The materials and literature articles suggested as references were
"New Directions for Chemical Education in High School" and "Independent Study
in High School Chemistry", by James DeRose, and "Academic Program Planning by
Network Analysis" by Vargos and Taylor.

When writing behavioral objectives it was suggested that at least two

people work together. Objectives ahonid be read, then be acted upon and discuese&
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The questions 'c;t1t: Ild be ansviered about eao;-1 objecve eonc :n the appro-

priateness for the course, workability, teachability, testability, and are they

properly stated in terms of conditions, performance, t.aid center of accompilshm

A progra repo.:ted where objects were written and students were

allowed to progress at their own rate by using taped lectures and an available

teacher. If the vdent bad not successfully completed the work at the cAA of

a semester, he had a semester to make up an inco,n,lete. Pre- and post-testing

were used. As mentioned, this program included an opportunity for interaction

with im-.truetors. it was found that this was essential for the success of the

prograv, A few students were able to listen to the tape, take the test, and

go on to the next unit; however, most took more time and needed Lo get help

i_nrruct

Some of the t,:Achers found that pu ; time limit on a studen

actually helped a student, lc was pointed out that Many objectives are given

usir- the exact form arui verbago 9tI7jgested by the authorities !Ind are

gene tlly quite affective. Tt suggested that a bank of behavioral objectives

be tablished se that all teachers could draw on them when they needed them.

017,tivc=s -711:,n L2 tarher 2,7courl:nb1 11-7,1 nrp bfm to am! !dhat

he wants a student to learn before ho teaches it. It was questioned whet4er it

was fair to the student to tell the student 90 specifically and completely what

he is expected to know. Will this not weakei, Olc student when he is in cmirses

in which objectives are not used?

WTORAT IVES AND LABORATORY TE N1OUES

Jay A. Young, Carleton U iver

Ottawa, Canada

I would like to emphasize the practical utility for the teacher of his

specification of the behavioral obj(ctives. Too often, when behavioral

objectives are not alluded to beforehand by the teacher, there is a tendency

to give the student more to do than the student is able to accomplish in a

reasonable time. This is particularly evident in the teaching of laboratory

technique. The number of different behaviors that we expect the student to

achieve in even the simplest series of related exercises is clearly more than

ve can reasonably expect to be acheived within the brief time of the typical

laboratory period unless these are carefully planned, in advance.

Today, with the availability of all kinds of multi-media, some people

have suggested and practiced the teaching of labc.:.tory technique by the use

of motion picture films or TV tape. It is clearly evident that with few

exceptions, real motion is unnecessary for the effective teaching of laboratory

technique. lhat is, th, ,ime required to learn the rudiments of even a

simple technique is usually much longer than the time the student is exposed

to that detail when a film or TV tape is run. Since students are not inclined

in general to rerun a film or tape more than perhaps twice at most, the details
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are not learned. On the odler hanil, with the use r si ir.es, Lie student

-ell on any prIrticuLir poin for lon',3, as ;Lc racases d can in addition

easily go in the slide sequence to r :1-1at matter (insLead of loving

to wait until a loon of film recyc]: m _ appropriate place for hiJi

Additionallv, slidcy are much more and inexpensively edited

films or TV tape. Once a motion has been permanently inscribed on film or

tape, the author of the material is reluctant, and understandably so, to

undertake the relativeli difficult and tedious step to reshoot the erroneous

sement in a proper ay. It Is relatively easy on the other hand to ronove

slide c froT a seclurc72 and insert replacements.

T

Additionally, it is well known that altbouh some _L..experiencod professors

eachers can indee:Il make excellent films, in general this is not the case.

lt-7 of 0 problem for the inoperierwed profeor photographer to
produce rpaily aceeutahle au U: is 1-01: ili Lo LiOoc acceoLaoie riui
rirture film or even TV taCe.

thec;e :iTgUmrTrTt s suggest that the use of slides and audio
aecomeanving small inexpensive booklets) is the superior way to instruct

students in laboratory technique. Examples of this use of multi-media for
cn ir rolc1J

estimation and measurement generation of gases, determination of

molecular %/eights, and other3 ,,7as presented.

NEW TEACHING AIDS OR NEW USES FOR OLD ONES
(Absarell--

Robert Barnard, Ohio State Unive

For the General Chemistry course, las instituted a number of programs

to answor the problems for improving instruction in the face of large enrollments

and the demands of teaching from a body of scientific knowledge which is increasing

in complexity and size.

The first program has been to facilitate the presenta ion of demonstrations

to large lecture sections. Each general chemistry lecturer meets 250-300 students

in a 350 seat auditorium, A Ftudent may sit as far as 60 feet from the lecture

demonsration bench. In order for the students to have a close-up view of exper-

iments or demonstrations which the instructors may use to give substance to com-

plex.topics, a large screen TV projector was installed. A 13 foot wide TV picture

is projected directly over the head of the instrucor. Demonstrations can be per-

formed in front of a compact, self-contained TV unit permanently mounted in the

lecture bench. A portable video tape recorder and camera can be moved into the

research laboratories to make video tapes of elaborate experiments using expensive

research equipment which would never be seen by the average undergraduate. The

video tape recorder is connected to the TV projector with a single cable connec-

tion and operated by the instructor with no more difficulty than a motion picture

projector. "Live" TV presentations can also be made directly from a laboratory

to the auditorium.
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The ins:Trnctor alsm has the conahLliPT LAIL the lecture at any

time a slide or segment of a moLlon pibture Lilm at the tonL:.-i of a button. All

proj,z:tion is accomlished with sufLicLoaL roem illimination so the student..-7 cap

notem casi)y. Ttm, prolc-!tt -1 images are large enough so that llemometer

readings for exami-lo,, cal be taken from any seat. All equipment is under control

of the instrootor and is available on an nnsehedu7,e6 basis.

In the freshman laratory program a projecL has been developed to

facilitate the pre-laboratory instruction for fourteen thirty-student .-.1c,.ons

which. meet for three hour periods throughout the day.

Previously, each of the laboratory sections was under the direct super-

vision of a raddate reaching assistant, but in the ne program a specially

traineu undergraduate sLucleUL asIsLaa:_ ab6Li=6L16 Lo

Under the direction of a graduate laboratory supervisor Lhe student assistants

carry the burden of routine 1a-3o:cal:pry problems.

',:ach of the laboratories is eqipped with two televlsfon monitors, and

pc-labcratory instruction is carricd into the laboratories through a three

T" Thp goal ts a consistent level of instruction

at a uniform time throughout all sections of a particular course. Three courses

in chemistry meet simultaneously, and each uses the TV on an assigned channel.

A telephone ,:c-1-:Iects each laboratory with the central TV unit which is located

in the laboratory area, and any instructor can call at any time for a re-run

of a particular TV tape of film,

All of the television equipment, video tape recorders, film chain, and

switching apparatus was selezted so that the entire operation could be run
by undrgraduate -ssistants as well as by the instructors.

-wo courses prepare their laboraLory instruction directly on video tape
with the camera work and presentations being done by the instructor in charge of

the laboratory progr:,m. One course has all their instruction v.^ color film.
Films can be shown ,irectly over the TV system, but in practice the film work-

prints with the editing marks are converted to video tape. After the video

tapes have been shown to the labs for one week, a careful evaluation is made

and the instructors comments on the effectiveness of the film noted and corrections

made e.g. scenes are shortened or lengthened, added, corrected, etc. The final

film prints are striped for magnetic sound and are approximately 16 minutes long.
Narrative sound is used and is added at the TV central by the instructor. A camera

position was established for the film series. We call it "zero angle" photography--
the camera is positioned over the shoulder of the demonstrator and the viewing
angle is such that only the hands or close-ups fill the screen. On the TV screen
the viewer has the impression that he is doing the manipulation as the procedures

for each experiment is outlined. Only apparatus used by the students is in the

film. Close-ups epA, with the techniques of instrument reading, etc. Care is

taken that data are not presented such that a student can anticipate the outcome

of an experiment from the films.

Each of the films is divided into four sections: introduction to the

experiment, nature of the problem, experimental procedure, and treatment of

the data. Each section can be used independently of the other. SecUons of

the films are reduced to S-8mm cartridges fox the WO projector and distributed
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to the branch campuses of the university. Examinations covering techniques could
also be video taped and used as "trailers" on the TV.

The TV laboratory installation of film chain, two video tape recorders,
28 TV monitors, with all necessary switching apparatus and cables cost approxi-
mately $21,000.

The basic classroom equipment: TV pro ector, wireless microphone and
film projector controls are on each day frameight to five o'clock. The 4nstructor
is encouraged to use the equipment because it is always there in front of him ready
to go; however, the use of a teaching aid in a chemistry lecture may mean a three
minute demonstration with TV, or a 30 second film clip. It is not expected that
the equipment will be used every hour of eadh day.

Computer general displays are being used in the classroom. In a large
classroom, a CCI 301 computergraphics generator has been used to interface the
TV projector with an IBM 360-50 computer, sudh that the computer is under the
control of the classroom instructor. Data are calculated and displayed on an
8 ft. screen in such a fashion that the students can have immediate access to
alphanumeric information or their graphic interpretation at their seats.

In cooperation with the Bell and Howell Corporation the department has been
engaged in a project to evaluate low cost color televisioo, qamera and recorders.
Several of the chemistry color pre-laboratory instruction films have been con-
verted to one inch color video tape format and transmitted into the laboratories
to gage initial reactions by the students.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUD/O-TUTORIAL_PROGRAM IN CHEMISTRY
R USE IN A PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY COURSE

Paul Santiago, Harford Junior College
Bel Air, Maryland

Many, if not ail, of us who have taught within the framework and philosophY
of the open-door policy of a comprehensive community college have had problems
with placement in freshmen chemistry courses, and/or the development of some type
of remedial program to prepare a student to take the freshmen chemistry courses

At Harford Junior College _ was given the opportunity of trying to
design a course for students who did not take chemistry in high school or did
poorly in high school chemistry, but needed chemistry for their college curricu-
lum choice. I decided to include and stress the problem solving topics charac-
teristic of the first semester. These topics I have found to be the biggest
downfall for most students.

The course consisted of twenty-two lessons and a set of progravmed
textbooks.
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11 Lesson Number Lessor_Name

1 Metric System
2 Signed Numbers and Solving Simple Linear Equatüis

3 Definition of Chemistry
4 Chemical Classification of Matter

5 Sub-Atomic Structure of the Atom

6 isotopes
7 Periodic Table

8 Bonding of Atoms
9 Writing Formulas for Ionic Compounds

10 Calcule 1-1g Formula Weights and Percentage Composition

11 Calcula .on of the Simplest Formula for a Compound

12 Balancing a Chemical Equation
13 The Mole Concept
14 Weight-Weight Problems

15 Kinetic Molecular Theory of Matter and the Gas Laws

16 General Gas Law Equation

17 Volume-Volume & Weight-Volume Problems

18 Solutions

19 Definition of Electrolytes, Acids, Bases and Salts

21) Single Replacement Reactions
21 Double Replacement Reactions

22 Neutralization

During three summers -- 1967, 1968, 1969 -- I offered the cour e four times.

The course was taught using the traditional lecture, discussion, recitation and

demonstration approach, stressing a large number of drill sheets with problems.

The course was for non credit, but met as if it were a three credit course. In

five weeks we met about forty-five hours.

In order to obtain some kind of indication of whether or not the course was

bringing the students up to a level where they might succeed in a freshman course,

I used a pre-and post-testing setup using the Toledo Chemistry Placement Exam.

#2 Toledo Chemist Placement Examination Form 1963

Part

I. Arithmetic and Algebra
II. General Knowledge

III. Formulas & Nomenclature

IV. Equations
V. Algebraic Formulations

VI. Chemical Problems

Make-up of Exam

Total

Order from: Research Foundation
The University of Toledo
2801 West Bancroft S reet
Toldeo, Ohio 43606

4 2
34

Items Points

15 15

25 25

10 10

6 12

6 18

5 .20

67 100



The developers of the exam suggest a score of 40 on the test es 4 cut-off
score; below this a student would be placed in a remedial freshman chemistry
course; over 40 will be placed in regular freshman chemistry course. I used a
score of 49,5 or the 40th percentile rank as my indicator.

#3 Toledo Chemistry Placement Examination

Percentile Rank Score

99
95

90
85
80
75

70

65

so
55

50
45

88.8
80.2
74.4
70.5
67.3
64.5
61.9
59.3
57.4
55.2
53.5
51,4
49.5

-5 46.6
30 45.0
25 42.6

15

10
5

3 Sugeested
37.2
33.6
28.1
19.1

The final grade in the course was determined by the total number of points a
student obtained on the quizzes given for each lesson and a final eves made up of
the Toldeo Chemistry Placement Exam and five other problems. If s student got
70% of the total number of points possible, he would get a "C" or, since it was
non-eredit, an "8". All students below the 70% mark got "U".

Tabie 14 shows the results of the pre- and post-testing for for f ve
students for four summers.

14 TraditionAl Approach
Sumary of Results fox 45_Studenta

Percentile Rank

At Start At__Finish

Average 9.1 39.4

Median 5 30

oz4n_i_ank

0.3

As indicated by the summary data, the aver
the ceUrse was 39.4 which is very close t6.
of uulibers,_20 out of 45 students (44.4S)
ranking at-the 40th percentile. The re
44,14 to be influenced by the sveratoti

k at the fii.hof
be desired o. texmis
chect-ehe dljr.d *rade
tar t particulsr year
grads Of the
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During the summer of 1970 I put each lesson on tape with a guidesheet for

each tape and worksheet. Each lesson had a set of objectives in behavioral

terms and a quiz setup in terms of these objectives.

The audio-tutorial lab was a reel-to-reel set so / could only put two

lessons per night on the tape lab. I also used classroom discussion and demon-

strations. This was a modified audio-tutorial approach. Class time was used

to go over the previous night's lessons and to give quizzes. The remaining time

Was spent in the audio-tutorial laboratory where students went through the tape

lessons.

#5 Results Uaing pie_Mbdified Audio-Tutorial APProac.b

Student Percentile Rank on the Toledo Chemistry Placement Exam

Summer 1970

ercentile Rank

At Start At Finish Change_in Rank

Average 1.33 23.7 +22.3

Median 0 25 +25

#6

Comparison of Students in the Traditional Approach Scoring at

the Zero or First Perentile to Those Using the Mbdified

Audio-TUtorial Program

Traditional

Modified
Audio-Tutorial

Average
Percentile Rank

At Start

0.5

Average

At Finish han e in Rank

20.0

18.8

19.5

The results, compared to the students who started at "0" percent/

traditional, course, were not significantly different.

For this semester (Spring 1971) I have put each lesson on a casUtte end,

t the guidesheets, worksheets and answersheets,into a book. ThOPspOn,lr* in

the library and class time will be used In discussion and quistea.':At'times

I had to re-teach a complete lesson if, in the discussion period, I feitthat

the students did not get the material.

I hope to revise this as a _result of h Sp n k and subMit the

tapes and guidesheets for publication.

the



CO -ED INSTRUCTION FOR PHYSICAL SCIENCE

James J. D'Amario and Salvatore J. Rodeno
Harford Junior College, Maryland

We at Harford, like physical science instructors at many colleges and
schools, are concerned with making our physical science course a more interesting
and palatable experience for the student. To do this we have begun providing
audio and video tape recordings in the laboratory and individual interviews
and pre-tests outside the laboratory. Topics Important to the course and the
experiment are presented on tape, as are examplesubich try to make.the laboratory
experiment meaningful and relevant.

Our physical science course consists of 3 main divisions: Discussion
sections, Laboratory sections, Interview sessions. These can be described in
more detail:
Discussion Sections
Dialogue concerning the nature

of solid matter
Experiment-demonstrations
Pre-tests and Tests

Laboratory_Sections
Audio and video tape

instruction
Performance of experi-
ment

Quiz on experiment
performed

Interview Sessions
Individual student-
instructor talks About
interpretation of
laboratory results

This combination of recorded instruction, pre-tests, quizzes, and individual'
interviews allows a considerable degree of flexibility. Since basic information
is recorded, students can do experiments outside of scheduled laboratory times.
The recordings often encourage student curiosity by limiting student frustration
since necessary information is usually available on tape.

The pre-tests let the student know definitely what is Important before
the test. And the individual interviews help clear up student problems and
develop the ability to analyze experimental data and observations.

The efffect of tape usage has been to informalize class discussions, to
improve student performance especially in the laboratory and to provide more
individual instruction for each student.

We have developed this approach to physical science to minimize the
difficulty, apprehension and confusion that many non-acience majors experience
in required science courses.

Through careful selection of text, cultivation of attitUdes, new method*
of evaluation, and much experimental work with audio and video'techniques, ve
feel that our physical science course is no longer the,dreaded trip into the
unknown, but rather an enlightening apprecation of Bathed, ite beauty and-its
usefulness.

Consideration of the various physical science: texts-
believe the PSNS course (Physical Science for Non-Science S
flexible enough to adapt to various tedhniques and mmthOds-:
The philosophy of the PSNS approadh paralleled our 0WO fa
of the experimental method and the need of the student -t-
method of investigation.



ihe physical science student often has a poor attitude toward formal

science courses coupled with a poor or non-existent background in mathematics.

Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of these students' attitude about science

is the feeling that science is quite irrelevant to them for they intend to

enter fields, whia from their points of view, are far removed from any contact

with science. The preceeding comments cannot be used to describe all or nearly

all of our non-science students; yet most instructors of physical science will

agree that a large percentage of their students can fit the foregoing description.

The experiments for the physical science course are conducted in the audio-

tutorial laboratory. The laboratory consists of 24 individual booths, each

containing an audio tape deck, head phones for audio and TV listening and

foot-switch controls. Closed circuit television monitors are placed around the

laboratory for the viewing of the video tapes. Near the beginning of each

laboratory period students pick up the equipment necessary for the experiment

from tables at the end of the laboratory and return this equipment to the tables

at the end of the experiment.

To improve attitudes and reduce irrelevancy feelings, we begin the course

by providing a video tape en the mathematical methods and techniques that are

utilized throughout the course. The mathematical background for the PSNS

requires a knowledge of some basic algebraic manipulations, and the ability

to work with power of ten notation. The instruction consists of a 40 minute video

tape with an accompanying worksheet to aid the students in using these mathematical

techniques.

The methods of problem solving is illustrated by the instructor on the

video and the student follows along with his worksheet. The tape concludes

by asking the student to complete problems provided with the video worksheet

and to check their solutions with the posted answers. An instructor is present

to confer with the student on any question or difficulty he may have. The student

is encouraged to view the tape as often as he deems necessary to become familiar

with the concepts presented. Student reaction to this particular tape has been

very positive, and the constant semester-long complaints about math difficulties

seem to have almost disappeared.

We attempt to prepare and provide a video tape whenever a situation or

concept appears to give the students a difficult time. Sometimes our video

tapes deal with theoretical concepts, such as the mathematical video tape just

described, and at other times the video may illustrate a particularly difficult

or tedious part of an experiment the students are doing. On occasion we have

produced a video tape to demonstrate an experiment that would be dangerous or

difficult to perform during a lecture session, suCh as the combination of

hydrogen and oxygen.

Audio tapes are provided for each laboratory experiment performed. The

student listens to a summary of pertinent information necessary for each exper-

iment to be performed; he then does the experiment at the pace he chooses while

listening to more detailed instructions. Criteria which:allow the student to

judge the success of his experiment are also included. The students feel

that these tapes are useful and we have found considerable improvement in

overall student performance.

There must be a better method of evalua oly The thought became more



persiatant the deeper the authors got into the staggering pile of laboratory
noLebooks and reports. The necessity of laboratory work evaluation is obvious
and needs little justification. Laboratory experience constitutes a considerable
portion of most science courses and becomes particularly significant in a course
like PSNS. A seneater grade would, and should, be strongly influenced by student
competency in the science laboratory.

The traditional method of evaluation is to require some type of written
laboratory report. Despite attempts at inventiveness in our laboratory and
classroom presentation, up to the beginning of thls year we were still relying
on this traditipnal type of evaluation to measure student achievement. Our
fflrst attempts to improve laboratory evaluation seemed merely to revolve around
improving the written laboratory report so finally we decided to break away from
the written report entirely.

At present our students leave a carbon copy of their-data and calculations,
and perhaps some pertinent comments, with the instructor when they have, completed:::
the experiments suggested for the particuler week. The instructor collects, filet
and uses these carbon copies as a basis for discussion during an interview sessiOn.

Three times a semester we meet privately and individually with each
student to discuas the laboratory work he/she has been doing for the past seVeral-
weeks. These meetings are informal and students are Wilted to discuss or explain
various aspects of their laboratory experiment. The students respond to the
individual attention and instructor interest in,a manner that increases and
broadens the learning experiment offered by the course. The fact ehat their lab-
oratory experiences will be discussed with them by the instructor seens to ,

increase their questioning attitude towards the experimental situation and
also appears to encourage the students to utilize the "open endnees" of some of
the experiments and to explore and experiment past the suggestions put forth
by the text and audio tape. It is apparent to us that this teChnique has incresed
communication between student and instructor.

The verbal laboratory reports indicate a higher level of understanding,
than normal,indieating that more students than lusual understood the fundementalt,
ideas and techniques associated with the laboratory experiments. Also, everY
student was directly involved in each experimentto the extent thateach student
had prime responsiblity for performing each experiment.- In the:cOnVentional
laboratory, students always work in groups and there are always somewho partielP#
passively in the experiment by just watchingothers-work.-11he audio-tutorial
laboratory pressed each student into An active. laboratoryrole.

The individual performance oUlaboratory experiments ithe-conventionaI
laboratory is prohibitive. This is because the;e01114 enough time-to work
instruct those students who would just ustch.andAlsotoanamer-the.reason-
able questions of other students doing the-a*Perlifa4. :Thkk_A4myetem ,- -

tended to eliminate routine questions end tO-ineF.aemqueatip0Mt_uf*MOre
captive and probing nature. So the sloweeatUd,tii. ire*Ob3.0**-get.aola,
experimental results and thejnotter students:Werozeble to:Aiiiuss,more
questions with the instructor. Further-, preliminary dismission, on the audio _

tape prior to specific experimental instructions PrnVided en excellent oppOrt
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to review and reinforce previous ideas and concepts important to the course
and to ehe upcoming experiment. Also, in the preliminary discussion it was
often possible to tie in examples of common occurences similar to the experi-
ment and to place the particular experiment in proper perspective with respect

to the course as a whole. In the conventional laboratory,information like that
in the preliminary discussion is greatly de-emphasized or eliminated because
emphasis must be placed on specific instructions and precautions for the
experiment about to be performed.

We attempt to include in each of our audiortapes the foll -ingt

1. Review of pertinent topics already discussed.

2. Appropriate examples and possibly interesting information related
but not essential to the experiment.

Essential ideas and techniques for performing the experiment.

4. Purpose of the experiment.

5. Criteria for judging the experiment sUccessful where appropriate.

6. Step-byrstep experimental instruction not necessarily explicit in

every detail) intended to encourage student curiosity.

Students taking this course have been surveyed twice to determine the

attitudes toward this laboratory. The results of these Surveys strongly
indicate favorable student reaction to the system. The U040100118 responses

both surveys that A-T was useful and that it should be continuedelearly
emphasize that ArT is a valuable instructional tool as used in our physical
science course and that lt should be further developed.

A-T's greatest advantage is its rewind capability, which allows students
to listen to instructions as often as necessary and to work at their own speed.
Its disadvantages arise from two sources. One is related to the nature of
the system and can not be remedied except by the use of considerably
more sophisticated equipment; this refers to the inability of the ArT system to
answer student questions on a real-time basis. An instructor or aide-in the
laboratory at all tines effectively corrects this situation.

The second disadvantage arises when taped instructions and comments are'
unclear. This is of course a fundamental problem of any system oUt1441 n4ure.
Tapeinstructions and comments must be regularly reviewed And improVed when .
necessary.

However, survey results show that tiles -T dis dvantageo

outweighed by the ArT advantages,

teonsid

t is worthwhile to note that the preps ation of the ,u cripts,,

very time consuming. A reasonably good script of approximately Wminites
duration, with clear and relevant information requires on ph, avoli0Wobt*"

full hours to prepare.



At this point it is clear to us that if an instructor decides to
embark upon this type of program his college or school must strongly support
his endeavor. An ideal situation seems to be for the instructor to be hired for
the summer session to devote full time to thedevelopment of a program.

NEDIA_ASSISTED INSTRUCrION IN ORCAZIC CH4ISTRY

This p_-grem develo
was made to extend it to
lecture so one wasn't limit
discussion and get the stud

The equipment used in t

(I)

The unit
This was used in an organic chemistry:class;andjbas-b
years with no eajor difficulty. 'He sisiulftitu!onirmr
above listed parts, for every ten students. The mat
was outlined in detail and is approximately tristrfirliisSt
This material should be closely correlated tolecture6,,
method the student could be exposed to mori,thazi on.
could follow a mimingraphed supplement midis list-

Roy Sorintag

assist in lecture classes, butno AtteMpt
aboratory. He developsd thilumethod to change
to transmitting datio.:bUt couldAncorporate more

to participate.

program was:

A cassette tape recorder, becaus
was convenient for audio-tutorial. This w-_ al o convenient for

student use.

expensive andleast

Au external poser supply, *imply because thela
recorder wasn't strong enou

as $65, which included* rec h and ten .tapes.

im use for three
includee the
sesh:tspe

110x0gth.
ins this

e

The tepee that have been made ars:

1) Nomenclature - Sy giving the detail
inetrUctor Oesn't have40

Problem Solving -
eachatep
tape,. the

incladed:

'11:,81-071,



(4) Library Instruction - This hasn't been developed fully, but has

great possibility in correlating research and library for the

student.

There are certain conveniences which contribute to the success of the

tape recorder. To have a reading or reference room, preferably in the

science building, where the student can use the recorders is of great benefit.

A student having a text and mimeograph material with which to follow the

taped lesson adds to the success.

The di advantages are:

(1) The cost of the equipment, but using cassettes drastIcally redu

this problem.

(2) The time required for lesson preparation on part of the instructor

is much more than one might expect.

) The maintenance of equipment could be a problem, but the

equipment described has been used for three years with no break-

down.

(4) If large c asses are involved the availability of the equip-

ment could present a problem. It might be impossible to have

recorders readily available at the students' conveniences.

The advantages are:

1) This method allows the lecture period to be used for other

instruction.

(2) It allows topics to be expanded.

(3) Students can repeat the material if they do not understand it the

first tiMe through.

(4) Synthesis problems can be outlined in more detail and each

reaction or step explained.

Most students thought the tapes were helpful and worthwhile.

A TUTORIAL APPROACH TO ORGAIIC CHEMISTRY

Joe Vikin, Corniag Community College
Corning, New York

When in the course of human even to paraphras- the wenimoua declara-

tion of the thirteen United States of Ame:_ca -- it becomes neceesary to part with

a traditional teadhing method, a decent respect for the opinions of my



colleagues requires that I declare the causes which impelled me to the separa-
tion. I hold these truths to be self-evident: that every person that comes to
our institutions should have a chance to first-rate education; that even though
all men are created equal, they learn at different rates; that teachers should
adopt a teaching method that allows them to give the best possible education;
that the use of Gutenberg's invention is a better way to transmit knowledge;
that lectures are not to be rehash of written material, and that students
deserve to receive an education at a sane and reasonable rate.

Because I accept those "truths" I think the traditional teaching method
e.g., lectures, occasional examinations, no objectives -- is inadequate to
meet the needs of the different types of students that we encounter in our
classrooms.

Donald Starr described a tutorial system of instruction in the Pro-
ceedings of the Two-Year College Chemistry Conference, 1967-1968, and the
August 1967 issue of the Advisory Counc 1 on College Chemistry Newsletter
describes a few more.

The impact of these techniques was not clea- to me unt 1 I visited
Meramec Community College, Kirkwood, Mo., where Dr. Rudolph L. Heider developed
an audio-tutorial approach to general chemistry.

When I was there I talked to many students and only then I became
convinced that the new approaches were vastly superior to the traditional,
lecture-oriented teaching methods.

Before I describe the approach I use at Corning Commjnity College,
let me say that the important thing is not the technique per se, that is
you can adopt any and modify it so suit your tastes, but rather the important
thing is the attitude of the teacher.

The first attitude is to believe that every student is capable of
learning. If you are not convinced about the necessity of holding this a titudde,
please read the book "Teaching as a Subversive Activity." If one does not hold
such an attitude the pupils will fail simply because the teacher expects them
to do so.

The second attitude is that of skepticism about the content of our
courses. Skepticism is a triAt every chemist should develop. It was not
by accident that the first modern treatise of chemistry was called "The
Sceptical Ch- st."

Those a titudes led me to re-examine my teaching practices. As a
result I adopted the integrated appraoch to organic chemistry, in which
the first half of the course is devoted to principles and the second to the
application of those principles.

I then divided the course into six units per semester, as shown on
Table I. There is an examination after each unit. This frequent testing is an
improvement over the practice of one mid-term and a final.
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When a student obtains a low grade in an examination, he can request a
retest to show he learned the material he failed to lean previously.

There is one hour of "lecture" per week and two tutorial hours. During
the lecture I clarify the work to be done during the week, bring to the students'
attention work published in the current literature, give them additional
references and answer their questions.

During the tutorial hours the_e are not more than aix students, a fact
that allows me to individualize the instruction. I encourage them to do the
homework assignments during the tutorial hours when they can obtain help if

they need it.

For each unit they receive behavioral objectives, some of which are
shown in Table II. The objectives describe in detail what the students are
expected to learn and how they will be tested. Robert Mager's "Preparing
Instructional Objectives" is an excellent book to help learn how to write them.

Because students are allowed to take examinations over and over agian,
it is possible for a slow student to obtain an A after repeated tries,
thereby getting the same grade as a fast student. This situation does not
seem fair, and is a relection of the letter grading system we use. Adopting
plus and minus signs is an improvement, but ultimately this grading system
should be replaced. This has been done in'some schools, sudh as the one my
son attends, where in lieu of grades the teacher issues progress reports.
Issuing such reports is a more valid way to judge a person's performance, as it

is done in industry.

I use two textbooks: gide and Marvell, "Modern Principles of Organic
Chemistry", and Hendrickson, Cram and Hammond, "Oreanic Chemistry."

The students are free to choose either one. I recommend that students
in the Chemical Technology program adopt the first one and those in the
transfer program the second one.

The examinations are divided into two parts: a closed book, based on
the objectives, and an open book section, based on the homework assignments.
The students have unlimited amount of time to complete each examination.

The laboratory is open for 15 hours each week. The students ere welcome
to come as often as they want, but very few accept this invite on: the majority
are there for only three hours per week.

We give them a sense of discovery by having th work with unknowns.

In the first semester they receive a solid unknown they must identify
using physical and chemical data, as shown in Table III. For the remainder
of the first semester they perform a Grignard and Friedel-Crifts synthesis.
They must also identify the synthesized substances.
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In the second semester they select an experiment from each of the following
categories: extraction from natural sources, synthesis of an unknown, kinetics
and multiple step synthesis.

For the first two experiments they must identify the unknowns. For the
third, the reaction rate is the unknown. For the multiple step syntheses they
either devise the synthetic scheme or look it up in the library. If they do
the former they receive extra points.

Table IV shows the results using the tutorial approach: not only the
grades improved using this system but the drop-out rate decreased discernibly.
Also the method is flexible to allow us to teach aq first and the second
semesters of the course every spring.

agree.

I am convinced the tutorial approach is the one to use. I hope you

TABLE I

ORGANIZATION OF ThE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY COURSE - TUTORIAL TROD

FIRST SE/ESTER

Unit Topic

Introduction and chemical bond

II Nomenclature of organic compounds

III

IV

Reactions and synthesis of organic compounds

Laboratory practice of organic chemistry and
spectroscopy

Resonance, hyperconjugation and tautomerism;
stereochemdstry

Reaction mechanisms; sturcture and reactivity

Hours

3

7

5

7

SECOMD SEMESTER

VII Elimination, addition and stubstitution Reactions 9

VIII Carbonyl compounds; carboxylic acids and derivatives 7

IX Molecular rearrangements and aromatic hydrocarbons 8

Carbohydrates, amino acides and heterocyclic
compounds
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SECOND SEMESTER cont.)

XI isoprenoids and -eriods; polymers

XII rature and history of organic chemistry, uses of

organic ompounds 3

The number of hours include lecture and t--orial perIods but excludes time
devoted to examinations.

TABLE II

SAMPLES OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

UNIT IV. LALORATORY PRACTICE AND SPECTROSCOPY

OBJECTIVES. THE STUDENT SHOULD BE ABLE TO:

1. Draw a picture of the folloiwng apparatus and deocribe their use in the
laboratory: Vigreaux column, suction flask, powder funnel, Sclihiet
extractor, Thiele tube, Hirsch funnel.

2. Describe the following techniques in terms of apparatus Wies, capabilities
and limitations of each: atmosphere* vacuum, steam and fractional distil-
lation; recrystallization; gas, paper, thin layer end column chromatography.

3. Lts the hazards associated with the follow ng substances and the pre-

ca ions to be taken in working with them: isopropyl ether, acetic

anl$dride, benzene, acetone, ethyl acetate, carbon tetrachloride, ehloro-
fort, methyl alcohol, dioxane, phenol, demethylsulfoxide, phenylhdrazine
and 2,4-DNFB.

4. List the functional groups detected by the following testa and realm
Baeyer, Fabling, phenylhydrazine and 2,44NPH, Luca, ferric chloride,
aluminum chloride.chlcroform, Tollins, eerie nitrate, Benedict, Hinsber,

Ninhydrin, haloform, formaldehyde-sulfuric acid.

5. Define the following terms and illustrate with examples: group frequency,
chemical shift, tatramethyl silans, spin-spin coupling, coupling cons ant,
tau and delta system, nun...bonding orbitals.

Describe the techniquea, limitations and capabilitIes of the fol owing

methods to determine molecular woightes signer

gao density.
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XI,

L.iTOV 7.-70TS,

ITC CHEVIS .1-J17

14eLting terperature determinat

130,1ing temperature dete ,Inatiop

-lag temp - determination

det ene,nat ion

1.701Ar i
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ignard synthesis
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CFiEifl. ROJE 70

Kenneth Chapman
Lawrence Hall of Scien__, ey, California

In the non-physical world the one real constant is change. Change is
frequently invoked as always being good, but ehaage can be either bad and
destructive or good and constructive. Teachers in particular are major change
agents even if they make no attempt to maintain their technical competence or make
no use of new teaching techniques or new media. Simply coming into contact with
students on a day-to-day basis induces changes that can be either constructive or
destructive!, in the United States growth has always been the subject of consider-
able pride and has been placed alongside motherhood, the flag and Mom's apple pie
as part of dne American tradition.

Today growth is being viewed with a 0 fferent perspecti Growth must now
be bilance,1 iith. those things that prc'th3te a good Quality of Life. This may
mean a decrea e in the rate of grwth ox possibly, zero growth.

AB technically trained teachers, we have broad responsibilftles. We must
be responsible as citizens that are responsive to need within society. As
Lochuitally competent people, we MUSL strive to avoid obsolescence in our teehuical
background. As teachers we have the responsiblity of molding attitudes as well
as disseminating information and conchicring training. All of this means that we
have very critical responsibilities which must be accepted while we exploit our
abilities and talents. In accepting this kind of responsibility, sae must determine
when we are auecessful and what criteria can be used to measure success. Personally.
I am not at all sure we always use the right criterj- to measure our teaching succesel
or the lack thereof.

Now let us narrow our focus to the speci ic arena within which we work and
which provides the basis for this gathering.

Technical education programs can provide major benefits in two areas. It
can meet the personal need of individual students, particularly those who gener-
ally would he considered non-academic types but who have a genuine interest in the
applications of science and technology and who have sufficient academic ability
to satisfactorily relate to mathematics and science taught in a proper manner.
These individuals can take prograus in technical education that will virtually
assure them of reasonable incomes and an increasing status in today's and tomorr
world.

Technical education programs also meet society need through satisfying some
of the personnel needs of industry, government and academia. Meeting these needs
helpsassure that our society is provided with the necessities and luxuries which
must be produced dhrough synthetic products. The teChnically trained person can
serve society through his contribution to production efforts, through researdh
lativities and through monitoring our environment and assuring that it becomes
moi.e livable.

Recognizing dhe needs and desires of individuals, society
the American Chemdcal Society deliberated on its responsibility
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8upport fox a major eoxrieultim vojeci-i in this crea A grant wms received iom

NaLional Seleace FmuuCii-Aorl _n 19C9,

v-ct dewl.fli,er!

7he Chemcal Titnician Projctct has the oal cf constructive

chani_! in teenaical educ_ation. ,=t sevks growth but not grow h for the sake of

growth but for expansion to the point where individual needs and society's needs

come into a far better balance Chan they p.re today. The Chemical Technicicn

Curriculum Project, which we refer to as the Chet-11'NC Project, actually betri in

1964. The American Chemical Society holdsbiennial education conferences and the

one in 1964 discussed the problemo of chemical technician education. After thi

conference a committee was appointed which produced a very broad cerriculum out-

line for chemical technology programs and suggested that another committee be

formed to iavestigate the chemistry core of the two-year associate degree program.

In 1967 the second committee, chaired by Pr. Carleton Roberts, published its recom-

mendations concerning a topical outline in chemical technology education and outlined

lf r irH flf 11(=v r (7-11(1,5 technology TY-7eram should be handled. The

problem with the topical outline vas that it was interpreted in widely different

ways by different people. Some of chose who have had long connection with chemical

technology programs looked at the outline and decided that it was about what they

expcted from the high school graduate coming into their pregram. Other people

looked at the outline and decided that it was ideal as the course work for the

Ph.D. program. Thus, ie is obvious dnat communication was not occurring in the

manner which was,- mos:: desr.
In 1967 contact was made with the National Science Fouadation to determine

the degree of their interest in technical educat on and whether or not they could

entertain a proposal for a curriculum pro ect in this area. After considerable

discussion and preparation of a nilot nronosal, the Foundation decided that it could

entertain a formal proposal and the fterican Chemical Society eventually became

the recipient of the Chemical Technican Curriculum Project grant on July 1, 1969.

The ChemTeC Project has as its purpose, the preparation of textbooks and associated

materials for the chmistry core content of two-year associate degree chemical

technoleqy programs. The material is to be designed for the middle one-half of

the graduating classes and not presume any prior contact with Chemistry. It has

the very narrow purpose of preparing instructional materials for the preparation

of technicians, it is hoped that most of the programs interested in using the

ChenTeC materials would be able to add an additional one, two or more courses

in chemistry to provide for specific area needs or take care of specific problems

aS seen by the college faculty. The student completing the ChenTeC program should

not find his base too narrow but rather he should be well trained for convenient

and efficient retraining when he finds it necessary to 1- ve one area of chemistry

and go to another.

Preparation of the ChemTeC materials calls for a two-fold integration. We

intend to do away with rile traditional subdiscipline boundaries in chemistry and

present chemistry as a unified whole. We also intendto integrate lecture and

laboratory material far more extensively than is normally the case today. Ideally

the laboratory work will lead the lecture work rather than the reverse which is

typical of today's chemical instruction. Recognizing the short amount of time, the

vast mount of material and the need for our kinds of students, we want to see

concepts used in different situations and preferably several different times. We

have taken the initial steps toward developing undealying themes as the primary
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ly twenty or more. 7.1nnh theme would hove a number of topical areas on which

concen The h.e:=A;10_ u1".0 .
be that the student would have 111E2 attention

-cus'..,d more en a theme while Che teacher was focusing to some degree upon the
opicu that Jould serve as tools for understanding the theme. This

cp7roach enables a gi.- topic: tr discussed under several different dimes
with a steadily increasing saphis cation to get to the po-..T'. where the student

understands what he really neds to know about a given topiL. He will also have

seen the topic's application -to real chemistry and be in a better perspective to

use what he knows about a given topic in other applications.

The chemTeC Project is gonerally administered through a steering committee
composed of representatives Of industry and academia, both two-year and four-year

college people_ The writing team consists of Wenty-five people, twelve of whom
are representatives of two-year colleges, three are industrial representatives and

tea are noted writers and teachers from four-year institutions. The project is
(Mem:ton:7

at the university of Cali.fcrn.ia Los Angeles.

The writing team met for the first timt on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th of April,

1970, and quickly came to agreement on a large number of important points. The

ChemTeC Project will intend to provide sufficient instructional materials for the

first year's portion of the chemical technology program by the end of the summer

1920. These materials will then be evaluated in bvIelve piloL colleges to determine

what changes need to be made and prowkde a basis for writing the second year materia

in the simimer of 1971 as well as revising the first year materials. We intend to

make one set of the first year materials available to institutions for review purpos

sometime in the Fall of 1971. It should be noted that instructional media may

play a very large role in the ChenTeC Project and will, of necessity, not be

produced as rapidly as the te:leeooks. As a matter of fact, the current grant does

not include money for the specific development of high quality materials such as

16mm filmm.

The initial work that resulted in the ChemTeC Project began at a very fortuito

moment of changingattitudes in Washington. The National Science Foundation_was

reviewing its science education support activities and deciding that more of its

attention needed to be focused on technical education. Various societtes such as

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the American Institute of
Biological Sciences, the American Aesociation of Physics Teachers and dhe American
Institute of Physics were becoming LIvolved with technical education for the first,
time. ChemTeC has given encouragement to groups such as AAAS, AIBS, and AAFT to
proceed with other developmetns of technical education.

The ChamTeC Project is expected to influence chemistry at both the high schoo1
and college level as well as provide a good educational program fol the chemical
technician. Through the problems we will have in teaching topics of chemistry,
we should be able to provide some good ideas of how to work more descriptive
chemistry into high school and college programs. If our integration approadh to
the subdivisions of chemistry is successful, ehen we should promote changes which
some people are examining now for the education of scientists and engineers.

We are extremely concerned with evaluation of the ChemTee Project. We want

our materials to be as usere. as possible for the students and would like to
develop a technique which allows a student tc evaluate himself privately. The
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,ructional program thst ricd improve and the ChemTeC Project_ i .rar

can use the !=f.ar,e 1111reri itS 0-,711 evaluation purposes. If we are zuccessfiil

in implementing en. evaluation approach that is currently being discussed,

we could influeoe tetbook publishers to give a great deal of attention to

this arca.

AG we Ineic eIeiLcal technolog. wa hope that the ChemTeC Project in
able to provide a much clearer definition of what chemical technology educe ion

should be. There is a need for making a distinction between the level of

chemistry and the kind of chemistry. It appears that we are in the beginning

stages of distinguishing technicians as practicing a partiular variety of

chemical activity that is different from the practice of a chemist Both are

very strongly interrelated and overlap to a considerable degree, but both have

unique features and capabilities which should serve to distinguish between Chem

more effectively than is currently possible. Thus, we are not particularly

concerned t1r-' rho ChemTeC matorals will have less mathematical sophistication
than the four-year programs and less than some ot the existing chemical technology

programs. We are very much concerned that the alemTeC students have the kind

of background they need to function effectively as technicians and advance to a

level consistent with the individual's ability. Our explorations to date do

not provide any justification for concentrating on mathematical derivations or

using calculus in a formal sense. A superficial view of the ChemaeC materials

may well produce the 1m1.-ess1orl that wc arc not apprc,aching concepts vith the

sophistication with which we have become familiar, but we do tntend to provide

a sound basis for continuing education for the CheMTeC graduate. The ChenTeC

Project is avoiding the problem of teacher training for the time being. We

hope that some members of the Writing Team will be able to develop institutes for

ChemTeC teachers in the summer of 1971. Our pilot schools are limited to twelve

because we felt that the faculty member who would be teaching from the ChemTeC

materials in 1970 would have to be intimately familiar with their development

and their intent. We recognize the problem that the preparation of teachers in

technical education is an extremely critical problem and is not receiving adequate

attention at the current time. There are some programs which offer real promise
in this area and the AAAS is starting to look into the problem of teacher train-

ing for the science technologies.

The ChemTee Project cannot deal directly with the problem of recruitment

students. We will be working very carefully with the pilot aehools, hoping

that we can arrive at some good models for getting information to students in a

manner in which they ean make legitimate decisions about whether or not chemical

technology can be a good career for them as individuals. Many factors influence

the recruitment problem but we still are faced with the fact that many thousands

of more technicians are needed than we are able to attract to today's chemical

technology programs.

Recognizing that change can be constructive or destruc ive, we have to say

that we are taking our chances with ChemTeC. All of the existing chemical
technology programs in the country may be considered successful if we view the

small number of graduates that have gone into industry. Regardless of the level

of the program, graduates of chemical technology programs hive always been able

to get jobs and have, in practically every case, been pleasing to their employers.
Thud, ChemTeC's objective is to find a way to rch a much larger nuMbet of

students with appropriate training materials. Weeof course, are convinced that

what we will do will be constructive.
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LhLin chomic0 tech. nici;1171 cluence may well go outside the

7:7.1-2 of r nther (=ff.)rts Evalunton
may crove to the most critical part off the whole ChemTeC Project. As wt,

look at evaluation we mmt ask ourselves this question: How do we measure the
success of ourselves as teachers and of our courses and programs?-- By how well

students say they like us? By how mu.ctl mterial we cover? By how rigorous

and demanding a course we teach? By ev.,UJAing our colleagues in four-year
colleges? By the number of students who decide to follow in our footsteps? By

the nudber of students for which our programs are advertised? By sceening out,

through failure, students who have little appreciation for and understanding of
the beautiful, logical development of chemistry that was created by tens of
thousands of chemdsts during the past two centuries? Candid answers to these
questions axe difficult to obtain but the questIons provide a focus for evaluation.

We seek criticiam and ChcmJeC7s approach and the -1tP:ial that

TUE CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY C', aCULUM_PROJECT-
AFTER A SUMMER OF PREPARING MATERIALS

V
. T

keiey, California
Rp11 of SoiAloo.o

The American Chellical aciety startea looking at chemical technology
education in 1963. A need was identified for materials for Chemical Techno-
logy. In 1969 a grant from the National Science Foundation to write this
mmterisl was obtained. Work with a team consisting of 12 tuo-year college
teachers, three industrial chemists and 10 college or university professors
was started in the summer of 1970.

To help the Writing Team members develop a clearer, more distinctive
approach to writing material for chemical telhnology, a m3del of chemical
education was suggested with emphasis on the technician's desires and needs.

Many chemistry teachers have used a, single view of chemistry to deter-
mine their approach to teaching regardless of the characteristics of the
students they teach. The only change ther make for students not taking the
"standard" course is to water-dovn the standard course. The result is an
obviously watered-down course that satisfies no one.

For teaching chemical technicians, the result of this approadh is cat-
astrophic. Many chemical technology programs have produced many more chem-
ists and chemical engineers than chemical technicians. The failures from
these programs have become technicians. What has been missing is the accept-
ance of the idea that different student groups need different kinds of chem-
istry rather than watered-down versions of stawlard offerings.
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nn attempt to provide a clear pex.pective of
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5M,a an ,!01.7..st

iaoratiry contcico. o him,
ITalms it possible for hiLl to
a laboratory.

rj ct rds (ane_ ch:zmic::11 inQ,r) iiut bc t orouhly owled
about the applications of chemistry. To them, the applications are tools
which enable them to effectively function by planning and evaluating
excursions into the science or applying it in new or unusual ways.

The chemical technician cannot be adequately trained by using a watered-
doma professional chemist's program. Veither i3 he adequately trained
by taking part of the professional chemist's program.

c r ti (7 rnr7z!lv Inbtr7r-
ype problems, most chemical technicians will have difficulty becoming
illy operative as chemis s. Obviously, many individuals are able to

mke the transitiono but thsy are the excel.tions and programs should
mot be designed only for them. Being the exceptional person, thy are mo
able to make the transition.

7t thel maw pe:c15or) trec. Ev$ CI5.5 .s e1.tlii ParleicAt
very effectively as advanced chemical technicians. Thus, it is likely
that many of the individuals enrolling in professional courses wouad
be best served by a technology oriented program.

tiia model is reasonably correct, the difficulty of preparing tec
nmlogy teachern from chemists becomes evident. A reorientation of
tir.e lAldividuals's view of the use of technically trained personnel is
requfkmd as well as the usual preparation for teaching in the class-
ror,m. If tt reorientation is not me:!ompl4shed, &try course is goinff

to become a watered-down version of a chemist's course regardless of
the teaching effectiveness of the instructor.

This model can 'be fruitfully extended tc more apecifically examine the
educational troblems (in chemistry) for chemists, chemical engineers and
others to whom chemistry is taught. The general model eh( ld also be appli-
cable to other science areas, engineering and non-science disciplines as well.

The result of the 1910 ork session Ifas 900 pages of manu4cript. The
content can be described brim ly by referring to the list of chapter tles:

GUIDEBOOK FOR
CHEMICAL TICHNICI

Ch, 1 Safety in the Chemical Laboratory Ch 6

Ch. 2 Personal Protective Equipment Ch 7
Ch. 3 Fire Safety and Explosions Ch 8
Ch. 4 Electrical Hazards Ch 9
Ch. 5 Toxicity of Chemicals
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Thingh
More Ab ut Separation
Some 'Experiments in Gas
More Experi,ments 5r (171,

fc-1:

Properties of Oases
Gases and Their Measurement

VOL

Ch.

Ch.

Ch.

I;

8 Elements and Compound:;
9 Liquift and Solutions
10 Chemical rormation of L'

Ch. 11
Gn. 12

The Structure of the Atom
The Formation of Molecules -

Covalence
Oh 13 The Formation of Ionic Compounds .

Electrovalence

VOL

Ch. 14 The poriodc Table 17 The Chemistry and Detect of

Ch. 15 Tho Ilamc of Incr:7_ Somt, Common Metals

Ch. 16 A Look at Organic Gn 13 The Chemistry and Detection
Some Common Nonmetals

VOLUME IV:

Ch. 19 The Techniques of Sampling Ch. 23 Gravimetric Analysis

Ch. 20 The Techniques of Weighing Ch. 24 Preparation for Titrime

Ch. 21 Sample Preparation Analysis

Ch. 22 The Measurement of pH Ch. 25 Titrimetric Analyses

VOLUn V :

26 Ox atcn and Red!:-;tion Ch. 29 Cie ges and Functional Groupe

Ch. 27 Coordination of Compounds of Organic Compounds

Ch. 28 What is Organic Chemistry GU. 30 Llaasifying Organic Compounds
Ch. 31 Reactions of Hydrocarbons

VOLUME VI:

Ch. 32 Alcohols and Phenols Ch. 36 Carboxylic Aaids and Derivativve

Ch. 33 Alkyl and Aryl Halides Ch. 37 Organic Compounds of Nitrogen

Ch. 14 Ethers Ch, 38 Organic SulfUr Compounda

Ch. 35 Aldehydes and Ketones Ch. 39 Optical Antivity

In Voluse TI purity was studied in Chapter one by using paier chromatography.
The stuient looked at both pure and impure samples. In Chapter two, seperstior
vaa studied using gas chromatography. This is to serve to motivate the student
and insure success in this early endeavor without reqUiring a tiiickground in

either chemistry or mathematics. The work with gas Vhass Chromatography continued
with the students injecting the samples and working with data. In order to
mAinteit interest, real samples are used whenever possible. With there still
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The s- wi Adi and VT and then are to interpret the

results. At ti i'7 '3 number an- lecniar -ieightn are introduced.

An effort is made to let the lent lead into a conp br workijig on an
experiment and then drawing a from his not book to arrive at the important
concepts. Notice that in 1,1-C. ie I Macre ha bcn little or no chemistry. In

is studied. Stoichiometric relationships,Volume II, the chemical natl-:e of matter
3olutions, spectrophoton Lc measurements, atomic structure and bonding are
introduced. The ertel- theoretica] coverage is less than in many general
chemistry texts.

Volume III continues with the Periodic Table, nomenclature or inorganic and
oanic compound2. The sualitative analysis and chemistry of metal- and nonmetals
is introduced.

Volume IV concent,a on non-instrumental quantitative analysis th much
r 1

Volumes IV and VI l4rgely cover topies considered to be organic chen atry.
Infared spectrophotometry is used ts introdute organic Chemistry .

gtvidehook vas developed for -tf:.o chemical technicians which includes safe

end their problems as they move from oi o the Job.
The materials are being classroom tested in twelve coll_ges across the

United States. Evaluations will provide the basis for revision of the materials

er, 1971.

THE LABORATORY IN THE CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

'URRICULUM P TFCT

Jack Balling
Florissant Valley Community

St. Louis, Missouri

lege

Before describing the laboratory, perhaps a brief background of the "Chemical

Technician Curriculum" Project (better known as ChemTeC) might be in order.

1. In 1969, the National Science Foundation granted the American Chemical

Society $621,000 to develop instructional materials (includ ng audio-visual aids)

for the chemistry core of a chmical technology program,

2. The purpose of the ChemTeC Pro ect is to train 6teduates for immediate
industrial employment after approximately 65 semester-hours with roughly on-half

the credits coming from the ChemTeC chemistry core.

3. Students are recruited primarily from the middle one-half of their high

school graduating classes. Returning servicemen and employed chem cal technicians

are a u attracted to the program.
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-11 las tTJA1aE is oa

desig -A to b= dirocai.y transferable to a four-year 3 ram in chem

or chemical engineering There is the possibiAty of trannter ing to one of
devalopin 1 laureate '.D.T.) .,-1:,-,-; in tzzhnolco vEich secm to be incre- ing

in number, However, I must again point out that the real purpose of the progr
is to be terminal with the preparation of che Hal technicians,

T,E! ChemTeC Project itself involves;

A 17 member Steering Committee of indesrri
mental chemists.

d. A 27 member "writi g te'- fli consists of :

Aemic and gov n-

10 university instructors selected because of their writing

colle--,e instruatots served on the w-rting team
au pill__ school instructors for the project.
_ industrial chomir ere employed fail-time on r.he
rePm plus visits 1,-Yo .92.1.u2cd for industrial
to evaluate the ChmTeC
The larir and no: n2,:essaxly,least tmpor ant members of the

writing
chemists

Lectm -;,;-atc [-Lu

Chapman from th(7-! A.C.S.

The 'c-LIR team mcL last 3ummer (I.. the first time t
weeks at the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley re produce the
first year s materials. Seven volumes were produced and are
currently t:-.ting evaluated by the 12 pilot schools. The writing
team ail) convene again in Berkeley next summer (1971) to complete
rhe second year's materials.

All o' th:r= expetiments to be used in toe first year's materials
hers of the writing

ream and each experiment was tasted by using actual chemical
technology students from nr.--rritt ColJege in Oakland, California.

were performed thi!7, oast sn7mer by vat_

A discussion of the ChemTeC !Ab.2110-211a can perhaps be done by pointing out
some of the ..,asic ob ectives or goals.

1. A major ChemTeC goal or objective is to in e ate the laborator into
the lecture more completely. The laboratory, especially in a laboratory-oriented
course like this one, should be an integral part of the text, not In afterthought.
There is no separate laboratory manual in ChemTeC to supplement the text. The
text and laboratory materials are completely integrated into a unit. For example,
as we discuss colligatfve properties in the lecture, the students are performing
the related experiments (freezing point depression, boiling point elevation,
purity, molarity, etc.) in the laboratory. There Is always a follow-up discussion
of the laboratory results in the text. Many conventional chewistry courses seem
to divorce laboratory work from the current lecture topics, Most chemistry texts
and la.00ratory manuals are not designed for training chemical technicians, but
are designed for aspiring chemists or non-science majors.
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1

udel in theme Cit

for teachim-7, basic
re basic -.-ncept or theme is taught .ag

ny opnrate, bul: roiarc'd ccpcc.irclonts. For example, the concept
lt2d by using the conventional caper iments (freexl,ng and boil
11 is pv,:har: more graphic technicp, like paper and gas chromatography.

laJ-itatory Tork is repetitious enough with the various experiments to explain

"porit is

poinL studies
The
the

ohd rlyiug concept, even if any one of the experiments fails its purpose. The
extlerlmnrs arc not only- designed to explain or reemphasize the under-Iying concep-,.
hut also to give practical lahorcitory experience.

3,

ge:*

qualitat-.

of devoti"
The formai

To Intc.., Lye chemistry
introduced as a separate chemis = subdscip]i In ChemTeC,
hemistry is introduced us4ng a spot test" api'=-_oach as needed instead
large segment of time to the convtional qualitative scheme apptoaeh-

:litative chemistry scheme has noi_ used in industry for many
. IiL - L C U cellaollity liS

replaced it. The specialized training, for operate an atoLL ab.,orp-
s )tomoter IL 8iven to most 2reshmen cla4T:ses

at four-yvar schools. We will teach basic atomic absorption techniques and the
necessary chemistry (solubilities, interferences, etc.) to sup2lement it. The
same basic qualitltive chemistry can be taught but its laboratory applications
have been modernized. We do not advoca e teaching "specialists" on one instrument
but ricu to expose the chemical technology student to as many different methods
as noasible.

Historically, organic chemistry has been presented as a large and unrelated
subdiscipline of chemistry. Organic chemicals are used in the ChemTeC laboratory
from the first day to demonstrate such abstract concep',:s as equilibrium (ester
exchange) by gas chromatography without treating them as something different or

rAal. A working knowledge of nomenclature and structure are introduced at the
of the first semester along with the unique positioning of carbon in the

Periodic Table. Later in che first year and after several basic infrared spectro-
scopy experiments, the students are introduced to the functional groups in organic
chemistry. This is accomplished by giving each student a set of ten different polyme,:
film samples to analyze by infrared. Physically the films all appear to be
similar, but of course their infrared spectra are not, Thus, the somewhat
difficult concept of functional groups can be presented using a more interesti_
yet practical, instrumental appraoch.

4, Grea.ter. Flexiit in_Lecture and Laboratory Schedules. The large
block of inLegrated laboratory-lecture time in the ChemTeC -schedule can be used
from many remedial and extra-curricular activities as selected by the instructor.
For example at Florissant Valley, we have 4 hours of lecture and 12 hours of
laboratory sch duled per week (for 8 semester hours credit).

Options might ir1clude ;

a aiest Speakers from industry can be brought in on laboratory t
for specific topics, seminars, to demonstrate certain types of
analytical equipment, etc.
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to rHr tudents A hot in.der;tand -

the ccaii industry. beaafits in tiJ iadustry

t),(-=;mas morc aware of this new profe.sional-tv

c. Audio-I, Ai on IP' ,,time uch -he ChemStudy Series
_. .

or :;.'naality iilis on MR l4ass Spectroscopy, or ChemTeC pro-

,1/.f-ions for eamvle, ll elementary film on gas chroma-

tography ¶11th a b_ nk scucid frack which the instructor himself

narrates.

Remedial tl-1 which could include the slide ru e can be discussed

in the laaoratory especially dealing with chemistry problems.

Even with advanced mathematics couroe work, students sometimes have

unit cancellation and translational problems in chemistry.

can he assigned to increase the students' interest

and self-reliance. Open house displays and demonstrations are an

seem to ra great pride in their knowledge and ability

ic an

Time c&n be made available for both ac ual and simulated trouble-

shootIn tlxaerience on Instruments and experimonts. Older (indus-

trially donated) instrume:., a can help serve tIn.s purpose because

L;:e student can be alluxed to dicassembic them.

Sa_fey can be practiced on laboratory time by actually teaching
the students how to handle large compressed gas cylinders, fire

extinguishers, vacuum apparatus, breathing equipment, etc. ChemTeC

has devoted a complete volume primarily to safety and toxicity.

h. The ArtjaiJARELigi is taught although it is sometimes ,ompletely

omitted in conventional chemistry courses. tt ic very hecesaary

to make a chemical tecLnician aware o the importance of obtaining

a representative sample.

The Notebook.with good record keeping practices is taught 7ery
early in the laboratory, however, not on the first day. We allow
the students to go for a week wrfting on naper towels, the floor
etc. 6ud then offer a free Handbpok_oY Chemistry and Physics to

any ntudent knowing an important yet perhaps obscure past piece of

laboratory information. Another aspect of the notebook is the

concept of "honesty". Point out that literature values are not
absolute and not to report anything other than the tr - experimen
findings - they may be correct.

"'4

Laboratory work should be flexib e enolgh tc include al Industrial

needs. It is a difficult task to define what a chemical techiiicisi l
does primarily because the chemical industries themselves Elie so

varied. We muat therefore give our ChemTeC graduates a general
chemistry background without specializing them. However, cert,_

types of chemistry can be emphasized If local industry does specialize.
For example, a ChemTeC program in Akron, Ohio, mdght emphasize rubber
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and polymer chemistry, while the Houston area might warrant s us
additional petrochemical specializatio4. Several of the pilot schools

offer as many as 16 senester-hours of electives; thus, a specializatiW
in medical or environmental techro Ay (for c:4.5.1rTle) could be pursued

by taking different specialty cou but using Chc,ATeC at,4 the

curriculum core.

5. Itta019.7 Work Should Be_HReal!"_. In he conventional chemdstry laboratory*
many of the "unknowms" come directly from the stockroom. However, in industry, the

mmnples that a chemical technician receives are far frow being reagent grads. Thus,

to keep Laboratory experiments more relevant for a chemical technician, commercial
products/ ale used ae experimental reagents. For exervle: Iron in Geritol tablets
Fat in butter end oleomargarine; Calcium stearate in cup grease; Carbonyl compounds
An peach brandy; Nicotine in tobacco; Basicity of an antiacidtablet.

N D1JS TR REACTION TO TH CIIKMTEC TE

Robert Hoftader
FWsearch and Engineering Company

Linden, New Jersey

I au ping to make my comments this morning relatively brief to leave more
time for discmselon. I think this is the kind of topic which warrants discussion
far more than it does presentation of facts because there aren't any facts. There

ame opinionim. 1 au going to give you some of ray opinions this morning about the
Cherree Trogrom, about how the ChemTeC program should undertake the traioing of
technicians amd about the job of the technician.

1 think that before we can discuss ChenTeC, curriculum,.or anything that
has to do with chemical technology, we must first arrive at a definition of the
Wed of persom we're talking about. I'd like to start with a statement of what I

lxeliew A teetnitian is not.

taLleAM a technician is not a junur chemist. He is a technician. He is

part of A teas. Ne is part of a team which solves problem involving chemical

technologY. I'Ve developed my own relatively comprehensive definition of what a

chemical temhmicisn is. I see a chemical technician as one who works with a
professional to develop technology and/or one who carries out already developed

technologies. If we can go back and look at our team approaeb to:solving problems,
we fend that elm don't need two people doing the same thing on a team. 'We can Chen
say that the professional chemist is trained to develop theseteohnologiee,to
theorius, to emtplein, to Understand, and to be able to givedirectiees aiseo
emporiaemt suet be done in order to fulfill,theee teChnelegies and to develop thee.
The dhenitall technician is the one waft who is available as partvf the:teem to :
carry out theem directions, to do the job. "This person le a very'vitel man, and
wary different member of the teae from the ehomiat.

Theistoblitt of sany industrial orgenizatiOta,in addreseing themselves to
toil teenmology 1.0 that they see only one part of this definition,: Sone will

say, "We %tut this person to be capable of wetiting With a profespitmal capable to

be .-hete es ome ef his people*" Than yoell findanothetiirdup Of iiduitiial
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people who will stress the second part of the definition which I just gave you -
one to carry out the already developed technologies. "All we need is a peeecn who

can run a specific test. ell we need is a person who can read a recipe a follow

it." Neither fits into what I believe a chemical technician ie. But there is one

thing that both of these areas have in common - laboratory skills. I don't think
that we can question the fact that a laboratory teehnician needs laboratory skills
in whatever function he is performing. Just What kinde of skills are we talking
about? J1.14 about any kind of laboratory skill that you can mention a laboratory
technician will need. He must also have eee necessary knowledge to use these
skills effectively if he is to help develop a technology.

Let's address ourselves to the curriculum which should fulfLil both of these
needs. I think we should look at what has been happening historically. The curri-
culum, ae you people know much better thar 19 haa varied from state to state, fret
school to school. But it has had one thirg in common. It WaS a watered-down
cheeistry curriculum. For example, ia a local college in the area where I live,
the same courses are given in chemistry for technicians ass for those persons who
are going on to become chemist's. What are soM4 ergumente_for this approach?
Local schools with Which I have worked have often argued "transferability." They
don't want to have students go through without the ability to transfer easily.
The second argument whidh you will hear is that the student will need an apprecia-
tion eer the theoretical content. This is probably true and they eight also eay
that this type of an approach gives the chemical technicians an ability to discuss
chemistry eith a professional chemist.

Obviously / have some criticisms of these approaches. That is.why I am
talking to you today. What basically ere my criticisms of amuse approaches as
someone who looks at these people from an industrial point of view? We are, in
fact, by this approach, educatiee junior chemists, not technicians. Let's go
back for just a moment to the definition I presented. How well equipped is this
person to do laboratory work for the development of a technology? It is his job,
1 believe, to work in tbe laboratorY and to be able to do the work well. Miny of
our professional chemists today are not the same type of chemists ve were familiar
with even ten or fifteen years ago. Professional chemists coming out of colleges
today aren't trained, en fact, for the diversity of laboratory operations which
bave to be done. We no longer have the professional chemist who can use the
laboratory skille needed for problem solutions which he ie ablerto develop at his
desk. He has very often spent moreyeare than ever before in school, working on
a rather email segment of a problem, and when he is employed, he brings with him
only those ehings necessary to solve that small part of the problem. IndustrY,
on the other hand, is very diverse, and is becoming more and more(diverse.

Lot's take a typical example-of hoe I ese a chemist and a chemical techhician
interacting through a typiceldialogue an the job. A professional ehemieeeight say,
"You need to perform the following experimemt..." I think the &milt can probably
be assumed to have understood the Various problems, such es the equiiibriemeof
ehat goes on in the experiment to be done. Tee teehnician Vho ehoeld be able to
properly follow literally hundreds of procedures, Might seY, "O.K.:::1!11 go into
the laboratory end set up the equipment." Es probably knows enough ebo9t ehe
operating conditions and kinde of Materials he /0 lilies to be abli-to iet Up the
recessery epparatue, tekr sample, perform Analyse', compare proporties, do.synthe -1,
and prepare proper reporto.
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I very often bring up a commentary on the type of education situation we have
had. About four years ago, our company hirecLa group of 15 laboratory technicians
for summer work from the local schools, because these people wanted to get on-the-
job summer training. And we brought it these students and asked them to work in the
laboratory along with the professionals. We tried to give them exposure to both
parts of the definition Which I gave you. At the end of the summer we asked our
people, the professionals, to rate these chemical technicians according to the way
they performed as technicians. We weren't trying to grade people on a school worie
context at all. We were trying to decide, as industry always does in its efforts
to make a dollar, which of these people we wanted to hire when they became available
We got all of these ratings compiled. The following year when recruiting time:came
aad we were going to look for laboratory technicians, we went to the local schools
and said that we would like to see our five top-rated students. Well, to our great.l
dismay, the top two of these five people had flunked out. Of the third the instr
said, "Well, she's a girl and she wants to stop her education now so she might be
available for work." The fourth one on the list had also dropped out. The fifth One
had transferred to another school-a four-year school. And so, after the second yeer
of a Chemical Technology program, only one person out of these five top-rated
technicians was available.

I don really feel so badly about the one who transferred because he was
probably in the wTong curriculum from the beginning. However, I do Iva iy feel
very badly about the three that were lost. They couldn't keep up with the theo etlet
content that was being presented, and yet in the opinion of professional chests _

use chemical technicians, these were the top-rated people in the group on a perforgeg
basis.

A

What can be done about this el ation? One answer might be to train
so that when they go into a laboratory, they would just use skills that ar
the laboratory wi'(.hout any regard for understanding the basic principles.
talk to ieeitrial people today in a group, you would probably get more re
to this apprach tt.an any other you miglit offer. However, 1 think this_is

industry is not composed of educators. We really don't know
ar1 are not 1 ;erested in education. We ore interested in the products of educe

echniciam4
used in
f you

onse

rr the last five or six yeara we have seen people coming out of the two-year-
ncogramo who *re very often_incapohle, who have not gotten iny basic skille:and,who
4re klertainly "watered-down" as far as their chemistry toes. Irou mfeht very well
say, 1Well, let's take a complete reversal. Let's train people just to fill test-.
tub."4, just to welsh, just to pipet." Obviously, so far as I'm concerned, this is
as frightening as the other extremes of training junior chemists*

To some extent, this man who was trained just In laboratory skill
out a developed technology, but I don't think he would be able to vork:ecpe_
development team. I think there is one tool which he le wouldAtor have,.0
we really want. I don't think h would have enough undorstssdifliof them
communication with these professional chomiete. He would have *sem ochool
the trade but he would not hove the understanding necesetry:to know whatte go4S,
on,

Let's etep back a moment. We've talked about the tradit4onai appreoh, 110*
talked aLout a brand new approach of the extreme opposite story skillet
approach. We figure there ars people in industry pushing for this kind of apprO
and there are schools for this, too, in some areas, lo wg might. imyi,-"What are
guye doing in Indostry to train technicians?" I think Chat youlOoplo tsach



chemical technology in the schools deserve an awful lot of credit. Probably this
IS the only career-oriented field which has been pioneered by education, at least
tm technology education. When the two-year colleges became extraordinarily popular,
they could borrow from RCA a reasonable curriculum for electronics and build from
it. They could go to IBM emd build a data processing curricelvs. Putcheelotry,
believe it OT not, started in the sehools. There is no induetrial organization
which started a chemical technician training program, wh::.e6 p7,4%ced people to go
out mnd work somewhere else. Most industrial organizatloneheve their own internal
training program. However, these programa keep very near tO the specific induetry
at that tine at Chat place. These are programa where maey people begin,new careers.
Rather, they are trained for a specific job. Bow dose indUstry triin its lab
technicians? Take, for examOle, laboratory technicians who stroll into a gas chroma-
tography lab for the first time. They've never seen a Oa chromatograph. The way
it wmuld happen in our company, and I'm sure the way it would happen inmany other 7

Industrial organizations, would be that they would work with someone in the laboratory,
probably with a chemist. However, chemists with a tremendous amount of skill, ae I
said before, are becoming less cannon and are really not available. So very often it
is another laboratory techncian who teaches the newcomer how to fill a syringe, how
to make sure the entire sample Is injected, how to sake sure that dhe columns are
working, tow to look at a base lime, how to calculate a chromatograph, etc. Re
learns beet ti2 do all of these things, he developes the skill, he learns how to use
it.

Then if he is reasonably bright, he becomes ourious about what he is doing and
how be Is doing it. As his curiosity becomee aroused mmd be :asks question's, he learns
wtat is going OA. But he has first done it and then he has learned aheuz it. This is
kimd of opposite to ehe approaeh that I see in chemdstry courses..lioe. ef the time
the teachers discuss theory and then they go into the laboratorieg. '4011, this
probably doesn't turn out well with the good potential techmiciatt, k,weause they
p *qy have been so frightened -4 what they &mewing to dofroawhat they've
le- ned about it that they neve. "et a chance to relearn whet they are doing.

What is ChemTeC? Chealee is a leboratory-orLeotec course for cheeical techni-
cians. It sives the students chance to perform laboratory operations With an
understanding of basic principles. As I see it, it will train the technician so
he will be able to fulfill either of the two types Of jobewe talked sbout hefork
He will be able to work with a professional to develop A technology; he will have
learned communication. We will have understood what he is doing.. On the.other
hand, be will also be a person who is available to work out a technolo which is
already developed, which is so tremendously needed.

Miscues on

Question. The program of overspecial zation needs to be consiiered. A good
example is °flared by new two-year programs in kvir meental Science, Whe should
be included in such a progrmm?

Answer: Probably a course in sampling is o
rstaeding_environment should be includid in conneetiOnw

program, because Chars is clothing ie, chamical,ticbne_
ormentel Science. It should be obvious tarn -a- inorgedt:mus
the chemistry of the environment and ana'1:leall_techniques4p 00,r,to. be
o sample it. A three or four-credit couree:ioaa, tin* to t6e*A0nd Year,

emphasising dhese vale in absolutely beneficial, Fãver o work ,.!Ap a two7-year
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course around it will be detrimental to a s udent. Suppose three-year programs
had been developed around organic synthesis a few years ago when it was so very,
very popular? In 1970 and 1971, we find out that synthetic, organic chemistry is
down at itn all-time low. It wouLd have been a lot better to have given them a
truly basic course and then advised them to take a night-school course or something
in a special area, if this is what their problem is.

One school has found its problem to be with people or recruitmeat. They
historically heve been able to fill their biological technology programs, whldh ig
a laboratory technology, with about 30 or so students and yet the chemical technology
program has something frOm 4, 5, or 10 people that would register. They are giving
these two programs a common first year. During the second year, students can branch
out. The first year offers a laboratory-oriented chemistry course which will cover
the equivalent of the first part of ChemTeC. The second year, they will either be
able to specialize in the biological or the chemical technology. Based on statistics,
we should get more in dhemistry because the salaries are higher than in biology.-

Question: To provide a different perspective, let us note that it might be
desirable for a keypunch operator to have some knowledge of the computer program,
but this is not required. The basic responsibility lies with the person who wrote
the program. Why can't chemists of the organization take full lesponsibility for
training their technicians?

Answer: The professional chemist hasn't been trained to do that. We might go
back and criticize the whole graduate school program for training people Who are
not capable of doing this. We could say that the professional chemist should have
the total responsibility to produce a pair of hands to operate in the laboratory
for him. In chemistry today, we have an extraordinarily diversified field. The
chemical technician has a whole career. He is a whole person. He has a whole job
which must be done properly. If the chemical technician seta up a chemical
appartus incorrectly, I think the responsibility is in his hands.

Unfortunately, it is becoming very typical to have people coming from some
universities with Ph.D.'s who have done nothing but look t NKR spectra for years.
There are fewer and fewer universities that are trying to offe!: a bschelor's degree
and a master's degree has become mart of a consolation prize for thope who can't
make it all the way. The Ph.D. is a research degree. The faoulty, or rattier dhe
importance of the faculty, is judged by the number of entries dLey have in publida-,-
tions. These are counted and tabulated and there should be sewlal if a person
wants to get tenure. This does givt rise to a high degree of speotalization and
the products which the universitieS are now producit.g are ent'lrely im4apab1e of
coming into a research organization because they don't know how to do a of
these experiments themselves. One of the things that I do with MY new Ph.D.'s is
put them with a senio4 experience4 technician so that thetean beginto learn how
to do some of the things they need to know. And I don't preiumethitbe
technician is an extra pair of handW for this brilliant Ph.Dehomilet.jt _

almost the other way around. It will be some time before the Ph.D.. chemist le
any use to me at all, and if he doesn't learn SOMG laboratory techniques from
this technician, he will probably never be of any use.



Michael O'Neil
Tennessee Eastman Company
Kingsport Tennessee

We call a high school graduate a technician; we call a man who is a graduate

from a chemical technology a technician. That is one of the big problems we have

in industry - we call people doing the same thing by different names. In our case,

we try to keep the technician's occupation filled with people with at least the

equivalent of a two-year college degree.

Our needs are such that last year when we received the personnel requisition
for chemical technicians to do research and development, I compared it with the
numbers of graduates at schools where we had been visiting and I found that our

needs actually exceeded the number of graduating seniors. This gets more complicated
when we notice that oat of a class of ten we may actually be interested in five.
We'll invite them and hope that four wilLaccept the invitation to visit our plant.
When they get to the plant they are interviewed and get a chance to meet our people.

We may then make offers to boo of those that are acceptable and eventualiy get one

of the.original ten. When your location doesn't have-a two-..year college nearby,

the needs are more complicated. Then we have to go out to.schools.and recruit. It

costs money for us to visit the schools and for students to visit the plant. We

then reach the point where we think, "Well, is it better for us to try to develop

our awn program and produce our own technicians than to go out and try to get

recruits?"

The ChemTeC program is already having an effect because it is making industry
'take a closer look at what kinds of technicians it has. I'm just saying that we

are taking a closer look and tryins to set down some of the work items eltechnician

should be able to do. You really reach a point where you've got to have more trained,
qualified people that can do work of a broad nature and as a roault ut have broadened

the classification of technicians. We have a Beginning Technician and then we go on :

up to a Senior Technician. A Serjr Technician can,get even more eomplicated essign-

ments than some chemists.

For a man to move from a technician position to the chemis position, he must

have a B.S. degree in chemistry. Maybe this isn't such a good example, but when a
man wants to go from his freshman year to his senior year in a single step, you don t

allow him to make that move. If it is fair to draw that line in the academic
insiitution,,it must follow that You have to have a series of (steps in industry to
allow theTeople who have the desre to advance to have a meaningful opportunity to
do so.

m surprised personally that students lad' heir-way-1n
logy programa. There is no information available for imowt-i)otwO
through industry. We don't see them ever getting any informatian
year programs other than.information_that we-give them. -1 wisild.-e
go out to the schools and work,with the teaehers, and it iiarhe

e'lical-techno-

tPden,ta eicept
bout the two-

at you ,

Q What is the probability 0.-a-persOn with-an issociøtdsgrs.inthátàa
technology working with a chemical engineer,in a plan I almays boar about the
laboretory technician aow about a production technic'. n? e 111041-14114 dppotiOntO:
along this line? ,
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A good deal of opportunity exis e, but to be in production work one is not
restricted to chemical engineering work. At the beginning levels, we need the man
who has a knowledge of chemistry, knowledge of what reactions take place by
turning a particular valve leading to a new line. Most of the tine in industry,
these people cone up through the ranks and are promoted and use the chemistry they
have learned on the job.

2.1 Are chemists nd chemical engineers coming to your company and seeking
work as technicians?

I personally feel that it is not a good idea to hire a person for a job f
which he is over-qualified, just as it is not a gooZ idea to hire him for a job
which he is not qualified. If a man is over7qualified, he is bored and unhappy

Donald Ixerforth
Tenneco Hydroca Chemicals Division

Pasa,4 Texas

or-

always stimulating for me to get with a group of people like this and
talk about subjects which I think are of mutual interest. I'm going to try and,
discuss salaries, training, promotions, job satisfaction, and the future for
technicians very briefly. I will do it initially from the point of view of my Own
company, which of course is the logical way to start.

We have t, .ecognize that just as there are many different kinds of technic's*
there are many different kinds of chemists, and there are just as many different
policies with regard to industrial employment of technicians. Our company has
own policies. I will cover them and then I will cover, in a broad sense, how I
think they differ from other companies in our area.

I suppose the biggest single factor in a discussion of this sort is whether op
not the company has a union for technicians. If dhe technicians belong to a union,
we have a different world. (HY company is a non-union, private company.) The wholi
ballgame is dictated by the contractor who signs with the union. This may be used
where men have specified certain kinds of training. The company ami union may not
agree upon many classes for technicians and define what they are to do-and try'to
define qualifications. These contraas can become very, very sticky. Many tiOSA,S$V
opening will occur in the laboratory and then people in other areas of the plant--
will bid for this job. Many who know nothing at alljaboutthe laboratory SAdtwho
have no training in the laboratory will, if they have the appropriate seniority,
the job. When we talk about this kind of a situation, ',don't know if we can m
it very relevant in terns of what people at universities and colleges are tryin
do in order to train people. It may be that.50 percent. or-even-more of the .t
clans employed are members of unions.

However, we will, be concentrating today on,the other-group;
like my company, will hire a man,based an interviews!and:refa*d0410141
he be a high school graduate. We look at hin,im_,h01:00 th4,115'.*6114.VAave
of college chemistry. I am.always pleased,if thalY-0000-40t.-21k,aaanciateL-,degr,
Because people will be in training when they start-,.they-wili 'he ott trial,för
three months, and are initially paid $677 -..the2-$390 an honk:. -Alifts011'
period of approximately three months, they Will be -evaluate&
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They are given a number of assignments to do during ehe training period.
They are shown where all the sample points are in the plant. Our company has
the philosophy that the technicians will learn how to do all of the analyses which
support and control products which we make.

really should say that we have four major classifications of technicians -
Control teChnicians, Analytical technicians, Research technicians, and Development
technicians. Requirements for these people are quite different. Their duties
from day to day are quite different. But I like to get all my technicians from
the Control Department. So I follow the applicants as they come into the Coatrol
Department. They are trained there but we share a lot of work, and it makes it
much easier if they have gone through the training program of this other group.

After about three months, the new technicier has been acquainted with all
the sampling technicians do in the plant. He picks up 'a total of 29 samples. He
bas a little truck, or bicycle, and the samples are all picked up in about 45
minutes. Most of them are being analyzed by 7:30 am. We're talking about shift
work. For my company a man may start on Friday on the day shift. He has four
days off and then works five days through for seven days. He has four days off
and then starts the whole thing over. A lot of people really don't like shift
work. A plant must run 24 hours a day and you can't shut it off on Saturdays and
Sundays.

Our technicians understand that this is the kind of job it is and they
understand the overtime, too. They get a lot of overtime and they ,p around for
other people, cover each other for their vacations, help each other for training,
help each other for sickness, and cover each other for unusual events, some of
which are part of the normal business operations. Unfortunately if the technician
doesn't know what he's doing, he can get in a whole lot of troUble just taking
samples. We're very careful to show our technicians how to sample safely. We
have a variety of diificult samples to get. Sometimes we have to climb up towers
200 feet high. After three months, the technician knows how to sample well. He
must then learn the tests which are run in the test laboratory. This includes
learning to run a mass spectrometer, a gas chromatograph, a computer,input, etc.
He must put calculations in appropriate formats to get them ready for the shift
supervisor. There cannot be any mistakes because the shift supervisor doesn't
have time to catch all the mistckes. Thus, there is plenty of responsibility.

If the new technician has made it this far, he is no longer a i he
becomes an assistant technician and gets a raise to $4.21 an hour. He stays in
this 2,osation for approximately 8-11 months. If the men has been employed for 11
months and has not been recommended for the job of Technician, then somebody has
failed him, or somebody has not trained him properly, or we found somebody that
was not qualified. He is tested over this period of time by the shift supervisor
and evaluated to see how he is doing. If he makes it (and he should) he gets
promoted to the level of Technician. A Technician makes $804 per month, or $4.54
per hour. When we have overtime, it is offered to a man and he is expected to
accept it. A man can refuse it, but he must have a very good reason.

One of our lab control supervisors vas promoted from
not have a bachelor's degree, but now he is training technicians. HoWever, manY
of our technicians do not particularly-want to be promoted to positieneef super-
vision. If they want to, our technicians can apply fors jobusn operator in
the plant. Same people do transfer in that way. They can also 5FAesfer into
other departments. Many of the control laboratory ,teC to

.work in_my research laboratory, and I 'don't blame them: work
hard. The* have a great deal of responsibility and they do a 1otof vey, dirty,



messy, ha d war_ They don have the same ontinnity in jobs. In control work
at least they know, a year in advance, where they are going to be. They know
what work they will be doing. They know very definitely the kinds of things they
must do, the patterns they must run through in order for the responsibility to
be completed. The technician has job satisfaction, and he knows that the plant
has to run and that he is going to be doing it, for his job must be done. So
he's got job security. His great satisfaction is in working with his hands and
in doing things with his hands. He is very bright. He is not a man who would
have made it through college for four years, but could have gotten through a
two-year program. We want somebody who has attributes of working with his hands
and being able to repair things. We want somebody who can really learn from his
work. He will be doing a very important job.

Q.: What are the sources of your t.thnicians

For my research laboratory, I don't have any interest at all in seniority.
The main criterion, as far as I'm concerned, is that the technician understand
what my job is. I already know if they're qualified or not and I want to be sure
they nderstand what I'm going to ask them to do. If I could get three Ph.D.'s
for ay two technicians, I couldn't use them because they don't have the quality
and the capabilities of doing what a technician does; they have other qualities
and capabilities that ohould be used.

I find an inverse correlation between a good technician and long periods
of tifte in school. If the person has really been in school for four years and
really passed the four-year B.S. program, he will never nake a good technician.
There are very few people who are good technicians who can survive in the academic,
world. I'd like to get them with two years of education. If they can stick to
it for two years, they've got a lot of grit and should make good technidiana.
There are few Ph.D.'s who are geed technicians. They tend to be abstract thinkers
and report writers. They do well with designing experiments and calculations.
Technicians and Ph.D.'s complenent eaeh other beautifully. My technicians and
my senior staff cooperate. They couldn't operate without each other.

OMIfENTS ON USE OF CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS

Chairman, Richard Shreve
Corn Products Company

A panel was composed of seven representatives from major compan.es and the
fall =ing ques ions were used as guidelines:

1. What are the needs of industry for semi-professionals and chemical
technicians?

2. What are the major shortcomings that you find in the college texts at
present?

What new rquirementa can the panel memb
chemical technician

In regard to Question 1, one panel menber
needed in renesreh and development. He feit the
would be the result of this program, but felt th
in chemdstry from the B.A. program.

-e nee

thet people of these typesA5_
?enaralist in chemistri--_

are Could also be good peer

Further questions were asked and discussedl
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:)oes industry need a genera ist Is there room for generalists? A

specialist in one field may not do a company much good. These can be

used only in specialized companies. They felt the chemical technician
program suggested by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare makes

the chemical technician look like the chemical engineers, which in some
ways is good. Industry, in many instances, is looking for a technician

who is a generalist.

2. Why do we need a new cour In answer to this ques_i n, panel members
felt that general chemistry courses would work and do work just as well.

They wondered how the administration of junior colleges might feel about

starting new programs.

How much in-service training do companies do? Sue companies have complete

aining programs as of now, that is, on-the-job training. For example, 48

jobs of distillation, crystallization, etc. arise, training Is done.

Some wondered if student would wonder, why stop with a two year training, why

not go on for a deg ee?

Primarily what the companies want are the fol ing:

Employees who can handle some mathematics.

Someone who has an appreciation of mechani
Someone who will have a geueral knowledge

1 equipment and care of such.
the maintenance of equipment.

3. Employees who have had glass working not nece sarily-glass blowing.

In the technical education area the administrations have backed small enrollment
courses. Both two- and four-year schools train highly technical personnel to do sample
preparations and analyses to help the professional man These technicians are well

paid.

One problem s telling industry just what the technicians do. Industries'

perspectives of technicians range from dishwashers to preparative experts. Industry

wante people with some college, because they take less training Industry wants

manipulative skills, lab techniques, ability to hand record data properly, since
leb books are important for patent purposes.

What is industry willing to to in helping schools start-chemical technology
programs? Schools have problems of r.cruiting students end offering them grants,
pert..tiem end summer work, and the schools need instruments. Industry could possibly

help by allowing schools to run .ssiiori s on the industry instragents. Help could be

used in the placing of people upon completion of the program...

Ways industry could help people after completion of the pro

1. Advance the person On the basis of experience and education.
industry needs to re-evaluate their advancement progra0.-

Advance the person only on his ability, not onasaniorit Y Plan vanes

the person when jobe are open, making advancement'itidiiiduillie

Good technicians should start at a salary level that
,

education and experience.

4. Some 'reustries may need career technicians, that
need to stay 44 laboratory technicians.



SYMPOSIA ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND CHEMISTRY
An Introduction

William T. Mooney, Jr., El Camino College

Torrance, California

College chemistry programs for students ma oring in the sciences and relate,.;
technologies have undergone considerable change in recent years. There has also
been an increasing diversity in the content and organization of college chemistry
programs for non-science majors. The increasing interest in inter-disciplinary
courses and in the inter-disciplinary aspects of chemistry associated with these
changes appears to be related to the call for relevance in all aspects of
college careers of contemporary students.

The changes in 4-.he courses for science majors have been introduced pr mart y
to meet certain needs of the chemist, biochemist, and chemical engineer but there
has been an increasing proportion of students enrolled in college chemistry courses,
especially the two-year colleges, who look forward to careers in the biological or
health science area or in an engineering or material science field. The proportim
of students enrolled in college chemistry coursee who are non-science majore Is

:

increasing, while the science major enrollments stay approximately the same or
decrease. One of the new inter-disciplinary fields, environmentallicience, has been
growing rapidly n recent years and is seeking to entice qualified scientists,
engineers, and technicians with backgrounds in the basic sciences and mathematics
to devote their time and energy to areas concerned with the problems created by
man's pollution of his environment.

These developments have come at the same time that the content and organization
of college biological sciences and engineerIng courses, for majora in these fields,
are undergoing considerable change in terms of the requirements for additional
knowledge of chemical, physical and mathematical concepts and techniques.

Students of the biological and engineering sciences who are required-to take
chemistry search for the relevance of chemistry to their particular fields. Contest-
porary students in chemistry nay actually enter industrial or research situations''
where they are concerned with the problems of water, air, soil, or other forms ofr
environmental pollution. These problems may be related to the source of the polluti
the transmission of the pollutants in the environment; the interaction of the pollut
vith an environmental unit, such as the human being; the effect of tha pollutant 91.
these environmental units over a long period of time or the control of the pollutan

Two year college chemistry faculty members are concerned that their modern
chemistry courses do not become sterile, ivory tower subjects, so abstract and divo
from physical reality and so out of the main tream of our everyday lives that they
have little relevance to the interests of most beginning ChaMlOtWetodsnts, They
want to make chemistry relevant to the student and still 049W,Wto'be-s,sUbjeCe:*
oi scholarly attention for its own seke. -Their goals are to'incresse-the interiaC
students in chemistry; to Increase the students' competence in'44141.11 with the
abstract concepts of chemistry; and to increase the_studOnts'-abtlity to analyze
natural and technological systems in,terms of their chemteil,neturc

There is, however, a shortage of clearly identifiesUsn AVIdLabi, exempl
technologically important chemical phenomena that-illustrate° the chemical grin
that aril important in modern chemistry. -There is, ImiPeeially., 4:Lack of know
of the chemical aspects cf the environs. tail pollution'groblams faced-by our c
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today. What is needed are examples which are applications chemista that are
important in the world around us, especially in the environmental pollution and
control area, and which relate to the student's everyday experience, especially
those aspects of environmental pollut4ln .ncl Its control that the student has
contact with and can easily identif:. Tney must also be illustrations of the
principles which he is studying.

The applications-illustration type of example needs to be identified, collected,
and made available to teachers of dhemistry. AB applications, they must be something
new and novel and exciting to the studcnt and which can be related to his everyday
experience or to his future professional activity. As illustrations they must be
very carefully related to specific concepts from the subject of concern to students --
thermodynamics, chemical equilibrium, solid state chemistry, mechanisms of reactions,
structures and bonding, etc.

Symposia, such as those dealing with er pollution, are organized to
help chemistry faculty in 4' c-,-liegeP with new areas of concern.
In environmental pollution, setems env-01-, , environmental science and technology
shows five phases to-pollution probl-zwr:

(1) The source and emission of the pollutant from the source into the env ronme

(2) The transmission of the pollutant in the environ ent from source to other
environmental units.

(3) The interaction of the pollutant with environmental units on contact.

(4) The long term effects, including magnification, of the interaction of the
pollutant and environmental units.

(5) The control of environmental pollution through sui_sble measures taken du
any one of the earlier four phases.

There are significant chemical, as well as biologi :al and physical, aspects in each of
the five phases mentioned above. This five phase approach to the study of environmental
science and technology ie valid whether or not one is talking about water pollution, air
pollution, soil pollution, or any other type of environmental pollution.

What chemical concepts and techniques generally associaten with general
chemistry, analytical chemistry and organic chemistry should a student have
utowledge and command of to have a reasonable chance of success in a
peofessional career in environmental science and technology?

2. What are some of the specific examples in the applicattons-
sense of the use of or reliance upon these concepts and tel
of the Rve phases of the environmental pollution and co.

c.

What topics or techniques not generally associated with rheue courses should
be added to improve the student's background for work in this field or to
better prepare him to understand the chemical nature of pollution and its
control?

CHEMISTRY OF WATER FOLLUTION
_

Walter Chamot

,

Probably the principle polluters of-water are thost of us living in urban
areas. Who does the polluting and what goes into waste wa Industrk and
urban communities are the primary polluters and the rype of pollutants are:



Sewage, primarily human -- We do have sewer systems in cities and good
treatment plants can remove 85-90% of the organic matter. Less sophis-
ticated plants remove 5' -60%, but at best, 10% of human waste is still
poured into rivers and streams. Some sewer systems are used to collect
rain water and those that bypass the treatment on rainy days allow all
human wastes to flow into our rivers and streams.

2. Organic matter.

3. P- hogenic organisms.

4. Phosphates, primarily fiom laundry compoua

5. Non-biodegradable detergents, but this has become less of a problem.

6. Pesticides, such as DDT, because they are not biodegradable.

7. Food industry wastes, but their contami ants are essentially organic matter.

Industry primarily pollutes uaterways with suspended and dissolved matter.
One source of suspended matter is the blast furnaces, which produce flue dust. In

the reduction of Fe, oxygen is used and the air then contains particles of flue
and coal dust. The air is waehed with water in an effort to prevent air pollution.
The water then flows to our waterways. From the steel mills, we alao find clay,
titanium dioxide, and other pollutants. From the oil industry, we find such
petroleum products as phenols, etc., as pollutants.

Dis
are:

lved matter is more difficult and more expensive to remove. Some types

Acid from pickle liquor, acids of sulfur oxides that are dissolved in
the water, and seepage water throu coal mining areas, particularly
Pennsylvania.

2. Chramates and similar substances which are used in various chemical
treating baths and are very obnoxious.

Heavy metals, such as copper and brass mills in New England and mercury
from,electrolyzing processes.

Heat is another type of pollution. This particularly c e

plants that have large quantities of heat to dissipate.

A natural contaminant we have is the rainwater itself. It

phosphates to accumulate in rivers and streams and will extratt
organic matter from leaves.

Why do we ribject to these tont inants? We objec
primarily because it makes the water look polluted. -,We t
matter by processes of coagulation And/or sedimentation,
matter because it consumes dissolved oxygep. The olubil
is around 14-15 ppm. Fish need a minimum of 5 Om and if the
we can asphyxiate fish. Organic matter is subject to oxidat
oxygen in the water. If all the oxygen in the Water is Otani
organisms will still remove oxygen from HS0,70,

caufeg
tannin

ectria'

soap and_
and other.,,



gases, like NH3, 112S, CH4 and H4. We can remove the organic matter by biological

deprivation. m4orf,nrgnn4,1ms digest the matter, then we take these by coagulation

and remove them by sedimentation.

Soluble inorganic matter is the worst pollutant. We object to this since

most of i is toxic to all types of life, may impart color, odor or bad taste.

The phosphates are nutrients to algae. To rid the streams of these, we use

coagulation and sedimentation. If we cannot remove them by these means, we use

more sophisticated metheds such as absorption, electrolialysis, reverse osmosis,

or ion exchange. These methods are more expensive and are not used if it can be

avoided.

A Sedimentation basin is used most olteo. Water flows in ac the bottom,
rises through the center and flows radially in a circular basin. As the water

moves from the center to the edge, the suspended matter is supposed to settle.

It is then moved by rakes and shoved to the section from which it can he easily
removed. The remaining clear water flows into a nearby stream. With this method

we are concerned with how fast the solids will settle as compared to how fast the

water will move from the center to an outlet. There is a formula which tello

about the speed of settling of solid particles. As the formula indicates, we W._

solids to have a high density and large diameter. Some compounds will not settle

for days or even weeks.

To promote the settling processes, we try to make small particles into larger
particles. Colloidal particles are negative and are normally surrounded by H20 or

ions such as Ma+ or 10- on the first layer. On the second layer of the diffuse

layer, there are more positive than negatively charged particles. These produce

an electric field around the particles, which determine how much one particle

repels other particles of the same type. Next to the surface, the electric field
is high and as we move away from the surface, the field gets neutralized at the
edge of the second layer. If there were no electric field, one particle could
adhere to another particle by van der Waal's forces. An electric field causes
high energy and van der Waal's forces require low energy. If one can remove

the electric field, van der Waal's forces take over and particles would adhere to
each other by these forces.

We can measure the size of the particle by ice charge. This can be essentially
measured with a microscope and a high voltage source. Using electrodes, the negative
particles will move towrrd the positive electrods and the positive particles will
wove toward the negative electrodes. Coagulation t;Akes place at the point where

the charge on the particles is essentially zero, te isoelectric point.

We can add a coagulant known as a cationic polyelectrolyte. To coagulate

colloids, we can add partIcles of high charge. For example, if we have Nal'
surrounding a particle layer, replacing it with an ion or higher charge such as
Ca++, Al+14, or Fe44+ would cause coagulation to a greater extent. This works in
tL Irv, but in practice the ions seem to depend on van der Waal's forces tO hold

!Articles together and these forces are not that strong; thus, the colloids
faLl apart. We have developed cationic polymers which have been polymerized to
long chains and are very effective coagulants. These must be added until we have
about 10 ppm to be effective. As we increase the quantity of cations up to 10 ppm,
coagulation takes place, but beyond 100 ppm we get redispersion. The mechanism is
having the cationic ends in polyethylene amine replace some Na ions in the ,firat
layer, which should form a stable bond between the polymer and colloidal particle.

Some anionic polymers are used, which contain acrylic acid and a chromate.
Acrylic acid contains a carbonyl group and thus gives a negative chsrge to the
polymer. When using these we must also have Al+i or Fe+3 as these dO not affect
the layer, but since they are negative they adhere strongly to the stem laver.
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remove chromate. We usQ oolystrene,
ion rosiu, which ie also eed Le

_eh h;s two carbons a henzere f_ with
a double bond between. We polymerize i end up with e no 1v:styrene clm

It is not always enss' 1e to u. coagulation. Sc.,e complauds nye dit cult
to precipitate, such os For the , we use reverse osmoslei. This eexpen-
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CHEMISTRY OF WATER POLLUTION

0 Wcjvune, Bure

Los Ange_

Sanitar- Engineeri-

California

Wafer -e ( the moP,r i 'ondant "irnr,o,nds on the fa: o h and as
sue_ mankind utilizes it from one extreme in its usefulnes hc (=-_ On the
oue hai,we lciu upon wato-c cc a saie, wholesome, pui:e supi or riwr.ing water
purpo- e, and then at the far end of the spectrum we use water to assimilate and
trarL.,iort the wastes of mankind. Tr bete'm are, of course, a number of other
beneficial uses to which water is put. ifl,Thstrial uses, agri ulture, swimming,
boating, aquaculture, etc.

L'd like to cli ',cuss the two extremes that I mentioned. One of them, drinkin
wtter supply, and the other one, utilizL,tion of water to transport and assimilate
-aste. Most of us give little thought to our water supply; we turn on the tap,

drink t",1 viater cci don't give it a sechd thought. However, there are a
lot of agenc'es that cu give a groat deal of thought to it.

riero are a large -number of tho common elements that we know about and many
of them have low concentration levels above which they are not permitted in the
water supply. If they exceed the limit, then the water supply is rejected for
domestic purposes. For example, we have arsenic at 0.05 mg per liter; barium at
I mg per liter, etc. When these subscances get int he water sunly, there is
really only one way that we can detect them and th through the use of chemical
1,Irptt-,rioc7 nnA

We usually detect the presence of these elements by*.i variety of chemical
procedures. Frequently we will utilize colorimetric procedures. A number of
instruments can be used such as the emission spectrograph, the atomic absorption
spectrophotometer, and in some instances where the concentrations happen to be
higher, the polarograph. If the instrumentation that we have is not sensitive
enough to pick up the concentration level, we can concentrate the sample by using
evaporation, ion excl.:Inge procedures or so7yent.
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Or the othar ond of the watRr spectrum is where people netice the effects

of ThRy can see it hi looking at it and they can sall it. But before

tilt poi:wt. is reached, th,:re arc a number of parameters 1:hat the laboratories,

chemists and eugiro-rs call measure to detect the pollution. You will rceall

problems presented several years ago by detergents entering our ground water

supply. There was a time when the detergent level in certain areuo rose to about

five parts per million. If you had poured that water into a glass, you uld

have had a hcad fe3m not unlike a glass of beer. You could also detect it by

noticin& that tLf: water was coTtsiderahly off-clea. The detergents at that time

were called ''%rd deter2eots - that is, they were non-biodegradable and bacteria

would dust,,-y ri-1,o15. The detent molecule at that t'ne had branchee

chains aric, 'c)cteric ':ould not ,-recompose them. Thus, thc concentratin of the
eohtire,aliv 'increased. Tn rbe w;aste treatment plant

itseL - v!-: LO

per million mann& of fo. in the sewage treatment

.
Air would up this it to L1,LL WiLh

1.111c
re,LKJIyi-A this problem, ey went to ,_Jork

is clliee a se:c't daterlant, one that is biode'6,-,.dable arid the

Another diftu! pollution proJiam thar is with us right now e_e .-he chlorinated

p ticides. They enter the :2ter throli7h normal usage as well as by r-ccident. The

pioniem that the pebtic. get ,_nto the biodegable,
DDT, tor Tampie. They .et into the water supply, still as DDT, etc_ Then we have

algae i,ick up and c:_,ncentrate the peticide. Along comes a small f1511 and it

eats the algae because this is the fc,o0 for small fish, and therc is another

concentration step. Along comes a larger aA eats the smaller fish because
that is its food supply - ntlocber concenttion step. Then bird or man eats the

fish. The pesticide is soluble lnd is stored in the fatfr tissue, from the fish to
the man. ConseT,;ratly we are walking around with increasing amounts of chlorinated
hydrocai:bons of the DDT type. An interesting outgrowth of some of this is the use of
these pesticides on sheep, for example, to kill the parrites. As a result, the DDT

is absorbed through the skin into the fatty tissue or tic lanolin. The lanolin is
used to make face creams, hair dressing and many other (,Jsmetic preparatic:. A

concentration of one to eight parts per million of DDT has been found in ,

products, So through these cycles, man receives the effects of all this pcliution.

We can determine cencentrions of ,hese pesticides at ten parts per billion
or even less by the use of the gas chromatograph. The time that it takes for a
peak to appear is a chavacteristic that identifies Ow particular pesticide and the
area under the peak giv,L; the concenfation of the pesticide.

A third type of pollution can be seen disturb public. This is the

discharge of organic wastes into our water systems or lakes, such as
discharge from a sewage treatment plant. Here we ng with organic mal

in the form of proteins, fats and ca:bohydrates. 9, and dissolved oxygt
(at a level of about eight parts per million) attack these kinds of wastes. When

this goes well, carbon dioxide and water are produced and there is no real prnblem,
aa long co th.T organic lc,z-1 :Ica! not ,-::cccf!, the ,apaci47: of the r'-'-eams 17!13t supply

dissolved oxygen. Everything goes on very well and it usually follows the first

0 'or :-:!actions of chemical kinetics.

If the dissolved oxygen, or the oxygen reserve of the system, is not sufficient
to take care of the organic matter, we've got an entirely different picture. Again
we have bacteria acting upon the organic matter, but instead of CO2 and H20 being
principle products we ma notoget H2S and methane. Now people will know that
something went wrong. If H25 is around, the white paint on houses will indicate
it if your nose doesn't. 8 4
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Finn] I cI uss an outgrowth of ind

,t..hat is the eutrophi ., oi -)ur water systems or lake5I. Thi
)

,ertilizing the water.. This is done by adding to the w-a:,: r supply cr .

,..atter, nitrogen in the furm
;Ind micronurrients, or trace
vr million. When the water
2nd a favorable temperature,

of nitrater -hosphates from set,,age di
elements conntrations of less tha- orw
supply get thi so-7-1- el thins and there's 6
there is a -dderi i.,Lcre.4 in the growth of

and it blooms. Actually, it is called an algal bloom and
you have seen this on streams or ponds. It is a glassy,
water. This begins a cycle in the water system that is
If the algal bloom and the concentration of Coe alsyle is up
liter, then they ar(:: oncentrati.- nou

711:tt- "

po r

sure that some of
yellow green mat NI the
extremely detrimental.

in: the millions per
to acutaii caLse a fish kill by clor3ging

Sineo all the
same time. When C-'-
-(.1ccr?stng of t

fpnd i may

_ an

,appon the decompot
lved is

bald you ga

the se. they Also die at
sion of the organic mat!:.el.. causes the

ntal to the ash. Anaeoobic
and the hydrogen ..11fide odors.

s
ceytain iloits wiii produce turbidity in the water and will produce disagreeable
tastes. The algae may contain oils that have a verv distinctive taste of their
own. Then it your Qater supply i furthar iorinaced the combination of the
essential from the alf<ao and the chlorine pioduces chlorinated phenols
which are even worse. They produce a medicinal taste in the water, which is very
dit,ag able and very difficult to :ein

this poi-,A that pollution is not son. thing that has been here
7W, 15 r_40 yes. L ,:hin% we can gc to thc Good r)ook read in
Fxodus, where we have a description of an occurrence which says in effect
the waters of the rivers turned to blood, the fish died, the waters stank and rie
Egyptians could not drink of the water. I think we might as scientists say, "Now
this is explained by the algal bloom (with red algae, because we do have red algae
as '1 as green). The algal bloom decreased the dissolved oxygen in the sream,
the -,sh were killed by low dissolveO oxygen leveis and clogging of the gills,
and finally the putrification made the water completely unfit." So in early
history, they too had problems of pollutIon.

o Tam en t

Nathan Gutschau Rio Hondo Junior College
Whittier, California

Water pfilution is indeed o _ither tlmaly tnpic. I think we've ha,1 this

olphasized quite dradiatically with the reccit pelican casulaties as a result

ODT wastes bei, accumulated. Certainly, this type ( pollution is a problem

with which we must deal. However, I think that Rny lemedy that we might suggest

is going to have to he r.the-: judiciously applied. Recently I have noted that

DDT is responsible for the malarial death rate in Ino.a, tor example, being

reduced from about three-quar- rs of a million per year to a relatively very low

figure. Thus, some of our so ...ions to a problem have ccrIted new problews in

their wake.

I think the problem of environment pollution is certainly c.ne _hat must come

to tLe4chemi8ts, since both the causes and any prospective revedies are chemiCal

in nature. We might very well couple this probLim with the poi-ulation explosion.

When there are very few of us, we don't need to give nearly as much attention to
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Comhution is ne major source ot pollution. The e are other man-made sources,
such as aetroleum pl Ats, pesticides end cement plants, 5 wail as some natural
sources. Tnis paper will concentrate on three aeeecte of combustion, including
the source, t.ie c,imbustion spectrum, and proc 3e8 that occur eering combus7.ion.

There are twe basic nollution sources, one being the stetionary reactor which
may be etcher domestic heatere or industrial heaters and Mobile sources. Mobile
uources may he gasoline, diceel or terine drivea vehicles. Stationary sources
burn eL atmoepherie eeaure aad sources bern At a presseee of about 10
atmospheres. DOMCW-,a stationary sourcee are generall) of the pre-mix type where
the air and fuel ars mixed before thee ae gn"ed. The industrial stationary
source aa a diff 'on eeee thp ft and fuel combine -e the
flame icr Lhe ii..i tie. Regardb,
mmum theimal itL

ail sources burn fue:i to e a

If we exam!- :emheet4 n spectrum for a meth ne bureat, we find the
equation is CH4 + 202 2H20 e C07. From this we car caleelete that the % by
vc:eume of -uel necessary for atoichireetric reaction ta about 9Z; thus, ve need
ibout 91% alr. Crmbustion will occur in the range of 5 to 15% fuel. This range

called t:le expl_lve region ped gives self-sustaining c;Albustion. If there

is moe than 157 fuel, combustion will not occur. This condition corresponds to
floe-Ing in a gasoline engine. If burning occurs bween 9 and 15% fuel, this

vlr'h 1".% 111 'Id poltntAnre lfke eerben menneid, and coot may ocrnr.
If coMbustion occurs in an excess of air, it is the euenchine_repon. _All of the
air must be heated, the temperature falls and oxygenated organics an formed.
These are aldehydes that may undergo the aldol condensation, polymerize and be a
possible source of eye irritation. If we burn irOlimited air, the equation will
be CH4 + 1/2 02 00 + 2H2. Soot resulte only if the carbon:oxygen ratio is
greater than one. The CH4 flames will go out under these conditions because it
is out of the explosive limit before this ratio is reached; thus, a methane flame
is rather free of soot. Larger hydrocarbons can reach this zatio and still be
in their explosive limit.
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n 1 etm.

,rsture where N2
ixed from air

in taa above graph, notice c,t the maximurn 0:Mi1 eture rt-7

..7hiometric rao of

near the stoichiometric. poin,_L is the temperature high enough to have
cy-ett fixed fro, the ar. At higher pressures there is a wi

ra of fut lnd air that will cause temperatures high enoegh for nitrogen to
be fixed frc e air., In old stationary burneis, combust=on usually occurred

yte stv: eL LLL 1C was not Liigtl enough
to fix the rogen from the air; thus, NO2 was not a pollution problem. In New
furnn(7,es t engineerilg is good enough that the burners will -.Jrn near this ratio

that nitrogen dioxide will be formed. Now the black plume of soot
is replat by a brown plume of NO2. This nitrogen dioxide can react with certain
organic ,Lpounds to yield p 'aryl nirate, which may be responsible for
agricul a damage and ey a irritation.

)bile sources, the higu pressures give high temperatures and large
amc the oxides of gee. Car Jurniug on the rich side of toichioetry
yie ,Qn amounts of carbon monoxi-le, "(tile turbines and diesels burning en the
leo =de give little CO, but much soo.

The process which occurs during combustIon in lves the complex organic
fuels being broken down into gaseous prin'ry fuels which are free radicals. This
step is endothermic. As the primary fuels recombine, there is an exothermic
reaction, and _his is the source of heat,

any combustion restion the r-e four important factors. They are tf.me
::emperature, turb,tance, and oxygen. Enough time and temperature are iceded to
,reak down the complex fuels, then the oxygen as an oxidizer must be pres,:.it and
goc-+ mtxing is nee-led so the fuel and ths oxygeh get togetner. If any of these
factors are wrong, pollution may occar. :or instances, if time and teiGerAe_ure
are wrong, distillation or rublimatu mav occur and produce pollution. A good
general rule to control pollution is to keep the temperature high, use an excesa
of oxygen .ind keep good mixinG.

CHEM-rSTRY OF_AIR POLLUTION

Albert Bockian, Air Resources board
State of California

Mis presentation ccntains a nlimber of points of view about the use of
chemlal princ plea in air pollut -tigstion. I wish to discuss some of
the .instruments that. we use and ; instruments are utilised so they can
be related to certain subjects y Ilready been talking about in the class
room. I will also cover some tyi ,-roblems we investigate and the sort of
chemical principles that apply.
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One instrument th ve eee is tin ntnlc absorption spectrophotometer.
Bee:ice:ley, thee a ttlf,- thee uses a ted hollow cathode lamp of -he
parteicular element that J.6 being sought ft used primarily for dreermining
metallic elemente in the atmoephere. A samp3e is collected, treated aad then
atomized into a flame. The hollow cathode lamp is of the elemene you wish to
determine - for example, lead. It emits a light with a characteristic specera
and the lead in the atomized solution absorbs the light proportional to the
concentration of the lead.

The whole principle of ree-eezelon of compounds by gas chromatography depends
upon selectve adsorption of the empounds. The selection, number and kinds of
columns to use in gas chromatographs, is usually related to what substance will
adsorb and release the chemical compounds of interest. Also, in a gas chromato-

many cases the sample is injected into the GC as a liquid and then it's vaporized
in the inseremone itself.

In : lyzing atmospheric samples for hydrocarbons, we must have some knowledge
of reactLvty and etructure of the compound, since the gas chromatograph is not a
panacee and one or two overlapping peaks can occur. For example, you may find that
a straight chein hydrocarbon ee ee eeee out at he same place as a branched hydro-
carbon with one more or one less carbon atom depending on the specific materials,
the type of colume substrate, etc: So all of these things are factors that we take
into consideration in our analysis of atmohsph,eic materials.

Another instrument we use is the ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer. Here
we are concerned with electronic transitions. We use it for identificatie- of
compounds during a spectral span. The other thing where a knowledge of standard
chemical laberatory techniques might be very useful is in the preparation of
standard ce .e, where you are inVebLig. g one particular known material which
produces a colored comnlex. Then yoe can prepare a series of standards and make
a standara curve, etc.

are concerned with complex formeei that could be related-to ligands.
ene ,71e analyses in air pollution vr,rk ft for oxides of nitrogen in the atmos-
phere_ rhere is a reagent called the Saltzman reagent and this involves a color
complex formation. Aldehydes are usually determined colorimetrically in ;.he
spectrophotometer. Ozone can be determined colorimetrically by its reaceier with
an idodide solution. All of these things are done either in spectrophottemeters
or colorimeters

The infrared spectrophotometer is used for determining carbon monoxide in
etmosphere and in automobile ekhausts. This is done by non-disperst infrared
mply select the appropriate ,61veiengtt from previous knowledge, ice
ument simply measures the eeek height of one vavelength. We also have an_

!,nteresting and somewhat eibthorate nIsearch project going on using the infrared
spectrophotometer aad here ,- are ini_erested in the identification of
reaction products, etc.

There a e other instrenta that can be used in air oll ion work, but these
are the four main ones I am sure you are aware that wheneVer an instrument can
be used in one arta, it eventually finds a use iu othez areas, end iirvollution I.
no exception.

Some of the types of problems that we investigate a
procedures that concern us are problemi4involvinc
salts, peroxides, nitrogen, iodide reagents and
technicians handle the work in thid4red after
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as we kn tnore -:,;-. oel or: -duction of pollution technicians.
Thus, we end ip usin6 cectronfc tCt LL or eleeot_ al or mechanical people
who are interested in air pollutian. Then we have to teach them all the chemistry
and physics they have to know.

The concept of the mole is involved in pollution of one sort or another,
particularly in gas space pollution where people have to know how to go from moles
to parts per million to micrograms co cubic meter, Depen'sg on the nature of the
material, various people are interested in expressing cancatracions in various
ways. The techni ian has to know how to go back and forth comfortably from one to
anoth

The concept of permeabil :usion important. We sample hydrocarbons
6 LUU5LL LUt ia' seem imvel:vious, uoey are ot to a

very s all molecule. If Saran, Nylon or something of this nature is used, i..l of

mater!al can leak out; therefore, permeability and diffusion become of .cmie

importaran u.s. Atmospheric transport of pollutants in the outside or ambient
atmosphere is to some extent a diffusion process. To another and probably larger
extent, it is actually a meteorological transport problem. But there is diffusion
involved.

We are concerned with kinetics, pa.r,Icularly gas phase kinetics and gas phase
reactions. What goes on . in the tmospbcre is A kinetic event. There iS a lot going
right now with atmospheric modeling as people try to come up with a mathematical
moc! 11 that explains atmospheric reactions. There is a lot of kinetics involved in
acl.lospherie models. There is a lot of kinetics involved in reactivity studies, the
sort of thing that I mentioned when I spoke about the infrared spectrophotometer.
Hydrocarbons plus nitv, oxide give all sorts of lovely products. So kinetics is

,of considerable importai.7:e in the field of ir pollution.

ire concerned wIth molecular structure, particularly the 5±ZC and shape of
mol uos. We find a lot of aerosol formation and some of our work indicetes that
it s more the size and shape of the molecule than t± chem,eal; functional group
which affects aerosol formation and light scattering ",lecular structure is
Invelved in r.1,aetivity, particularly ia terms of thoae -..actants which produce eye
irritation. It is generally conceded ehat olefins are more reactant than aromatics
and aromatics are more reactent than paraffins. The Los Angeles Air PollvZion
Control Dist:iet Rule 66 recognizes this because they limit the amount of each
niaterial that can be put into the 9tmosphere.

We are concerned with oxidation-reductions. The usual practice to analyze
ni-ric oxide is to oxidize it to NO2 and determine that. We are concerned
thin reaction since this is the primaryphotochemical reaction in the atmosphere_
Photolysis of NO2 under the action of the ultraviolet light will give you NO plus
an oxygen atom. The oxygen atom, preaamably comblning with molecular oxygen, gives
ozone. Oxygen atoms, of course, can combine with a number of things. Ozone will
then oxidize way nuMber of things that it conta:`.ra.

We are com-PrnPd vith haint& 1ee concerned to some extent
with free radicals. In writing a scheme for what may happen in the atmosphere arid
trying to write an atmospheric model, free radicals have been hypothesized by a
number of people. While thia is somewhat more theoretical than what we get into
in our organization, nevertheles:, free radicals are believed to be important in
air pollution work.

Bonding is important, of course. We deal with inorganic materials and 1:,organic
particulates. We deal with hydrocarbons and other organics. We are concerned with
bonding and trying to explain the origin of certain materials and trying to explain
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their reacti. ,. We're concerned with electronic structure aF n 6.sis for
and the fact that when you have something like NO where you have odd and evei,. eli-
trons, it is difficult to satisfy the octet rule and the nice usual sLrucie.-n
with eight electrons in the outer shell. There may be ential for bondinq,

you do not have otherwise.

We are, of course, concerned with photochemistry. The entire Los An,,7'es smog
problem is a photochemical problem and I repeat again, the primary reaction of
photolysis of NO2 gives nitric oxide plus an oxygen atcm.

I think this ties in rather nicely with the importance of ambient-. ::nviroh,
but I think students in a classroom are not aware of the influence of light. w',_

ph,,tochemical smoq, we have A very nice example of the fact that something in ti,e

outside somdLuing we LoA.:! 2=cri: g-i-an;ze.,;,, may- be :1,:=Weact
happening in our test tubes.

We are concerned with trarAent effects in the ambient atmosphere, such
electrical discharges and automobil==t cngines scaruiDg qear an nero501 sampl1d,6 id--
These cause effects that can't be related to auy other atmospheric parameter like
rho prer-enro of hydrooprhor,,1 or oy.des of n1tro7eo,

What are some of the activities Lhat air pollution agenc4,-Is pursue? They run
source spectra through many sourcrs, smokestacks, production piants, refineries,
and test the emissions and the ;-sts. Another activity iscompliance testing.
By law, automobile emissions 1--iow a certain level. We have a rather large
vehicle emission testing lab autos to see if they do comply. And in
either of these, since you ar-. ,with millions if not billions of dollars,
accurate sample is a necessity .(7,od laboratory technique is essential. The
Air Pollution Control DiStriet in Los Angeles has the auhtority to shut down a
plant which Is polluting the atmosphere. We in the State of California have the
authority to reject automobiles which do not meet state standards, and thereforev
people must know that the results are accurate. Frequently there are court
appearances by the chemiEts and the technicians.

fhe ambient atmosphere is continually being moaitored and sampled. 'We have
the otstion, "Is the sz3mple representative of the area that it is supposed to
reprz-f,:nr?" There are roughly eight or ten air monitoring stations in the los
Angrle ,zugin and their pooled resill'cs are supposed to represent the entire Los
Angce& basin. Se I think we can ask ourselves the same question there that we
asked in the chemistry laboratory, "Is the sample selected representative :he

entire population or all the material?"

Finally, an accivty we pursue is research and development. We have to know
the answers for 975, 1980 and 1985 and w.e have to start discussing them now.
KnowiLg the answers for 1971 and 1972 is great, but eventually there is more to
atmospheric management than knowing a year or two ahead. For people who are
interested in this type of work, vtience, meticulosity, and a willingness to
repeat analyses are necessary. The,,e ',ain are laboratory skills which people

3.'4: 4n r'7.1'egP eir,0 thIni j_,,c do not get them at all.

Comment

Dan 1 Eidelsou, Fullerton College
Fullerton, California

I think that air pollution is a topic that can certainly help tm increase student
interest. When I talk to my students with respect to looking at the planets, we
notice that we are rare indeed to ;lave this unique thin skin of atmosphere and that
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LilrY skin or atmospkgre, onc?. Ti:Th is liF-gvirig oxygen. We then sT-'
Lc ceiider that: wc- operating in the loTicr regions of this sin, maybe in the
Hrst ten feel of rh,1 atmosphere on the surf-:ce of the earth. Then consider the
'anscc7uenc.es oE going AOLC-: rim=nures wi:=1out a sufficient suppiy of oxygen. It

seems Chat this approach increases the interests of the students I've tried usi
this e-ample this year in a vety elementary course= Our aerial garbage weighs about
143 million tons a year (not including carbon dioxide) of the major pollutants that
are listed by the Air Resources Boace in the Unived States. This can very effectively
be converted to other units such as parts per million and milligrams per cubic meter
or even to the moles of carbon monoxide that are emitted in the LA Basin. This
comeE; to about 10,000 cons a day.

Scrr, of T n'!1 ,,:ent to know
_.he job opporcuaities in the fiei6. Wheie is the te:taa,.n occurring? How

In tx,,:1 ()lore ;Mout -it? Some of their reactions can effectively be used in a
chemiscry course. I think they can quite effectively ,_.:,_Istrate common

-,ve found a tremendous ---7:,aAth of materii th;:_c could be applied in the

CflEMICAL ASPECTS OF SOIL POLL.HTiON

James k6.7nc,lius, State Department of Public Health
San 177- California

We all have a picture In our mind of San Francisco. T believe it is one of
the most beautiful cites in the world a,: really loAre it. However, there is another
view of San 7-anci,;(7 ,=Ht yo d.ln't see -ry --Ff72n T am ruAr yerl Ilve read about
San Francisco's solid waste disposal problem. No tour of Northern California would
be complete wi.,nout taking a look at San Francisco Bay. We have done a lot ef
sampling on different sites surrounding San Francisco Bay. At some sites, the only
thing separating the Bay from the rubbish is a fence. The fence does a good job of
keeping the rubbish out but it ,oesn't do such a good job of keeping te chemicals
from leaking out into th,_

From a public heal, viewpoint, we are very concerned about the disposal dikes
which have contact with bay waters because we know that these sites have many different
things going into them such as pathogenic wastes from hospitals. So public health is
certainly concerned about these conditions.

One of the conditions we are concerned about is the disposal of chemical wastes.
Disposal of chemicals hr7pens frequently in San Francisco BPy. While taking sonw
pictures, I came upon gqitleman unloading something from a truck. had a big
rubb-,:r suit or. and _Clber gloves on, so he was being cauLlous for some reson.
The reason vas that ! Jie material he was dumping was very toxic. A lot
drainage came out of zterial. This drainage ran into a pond adjacent to San
Francisco Bay. The Health Department is very concerned about conditions like this.
For =ampl-2, if =la a :or some other teason that deal should,break, we Nool.
Lave a severe pollutant floa!Ing into San Francisco Bay.

Another problem is the open refuse disposal sites and these ere sources of air
pollution for many reasons. They have odors and could have toxic tumes from the
open burning of 2,6,n :ontkiners or other containers. Some substances released are
very toxic to plants.

Two or three years ago I was on my way to Fresno to a conference ,Lad saw an
enormous tower of black smoke going up. I deteured about 40 miles out of my way
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becans T.'or:; suspot of wliat ir turnet. L to be an enormous

pile of burnings. ilieju ato L:Ido mal-- in Cniiforrr 1a. which havo outlawed

major urwing Oumns, Air Pollution Control Districts in the San Franc.iao Bay

Area and in the Los Jpr

Chemical waste has been ,liowed to be dumped at many waste d-nosal sites.

There are many reasons to be concerned about this. The operator wh) mixes the

material is exposed to cxtreme hazards. Truck drivers bringing in chemical was es

either do not know or will not te/1 you what they are dumping.

We have another type of soil polio problem, pesticides. This ia also a

health problem. In many disposal sitar we find pesticide containers. Supposedly

empty conta...nur

The State Apartn1eaL of PuJic rsiL, ao a portion of our statewide planning

study, gathered information from all types of industrial wastes and domestic wastes.

One of the categories of waste was chemical wastes. In 1967, something like 11.2

million tons of chemical wastes were produced in the United States. Here in

California e only have about 500.000 tons, not a very high percentage of the total.

We wanted to put in perspective what the different types of waste are. First we

have our municipal wLtstes. These are fram homes and the stores. It weighs about

50.5 pounds per capita per day. Thor we have the agricultural waste. That 18 9.8

pounds per capita per day. Industrial wastes add up to about 3.9 pounds per capita

per day.

Because of the soil pollution aspect, we are particularly concerned about

chemical wastes. T,p,2se chemical and petroleum industries are concentrated in two

counties in California, Contra Costa County and Los Angeles County. The amount

of chemical waste in either of tdese two counties is len times higher than in any

othec county in the state.

There are two gases that we are ooncerned about. One is carbon dioxide

and the other is methane. Methane gas presents one of the safety s.roblems and

hazards that must be considered in dasign and operation of a law, fill. We

are also concerned about carbon dioxide because of the potential of increasing

the mineral content of the ground water torough aemical reactions.

We do have the possibility of enriching soil with solid wastes. There is a

demonstration compost in .Johnr City, Tennessee. The potential of composts is

something that we do not want to overlook in our determining the proper methods

f disposal. Composting has nct laci very much success in California. Primarily

_t comes down to an economical evaluation because composting is more expensive

tlian the cost of land fill. However, I think many of our leaders, environmental

engineers and people concerned about environment will reach the point where we

decide to pay that little extra. Then, instead of causing pollution we can build

a soil supplement.

The composting plant starts wi h garbage and rubbish. It is put through a

mechanical treatment, ground and some sewage sludge is added to it. All the

sevage from Johnson City is mixed with it because sewage sludge has tin' things,

nutrients (nitrogen) and moisture which is needed for composting. The material is

then placed in piles seven feet wide and five feet high. A machine turns the

compost to keep it "going" because the bacteria must become aerated so that they

keep working properly. They have a number of chemists and biologists doing research
there, trying to determine exactly what ia happening so that they can make a complete

evaluatxon of the cowposting process.
9 2
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RY OF SOIL FOLLUm

---au of S

OhLo

While soi1 pollution is poorly defined both practically and technically, a.

workable definition is "an unclean condition of earth that impairs or interferes
,th its natyral use". Alr, water. and soil pollution cannot be separated. Unoian

at-Al will yield both air and water pollution. As an example, the spreading of
animal waste can rapidly become a source of both air and water -ollution as well
as soil pollution. Other examples include despoiled strip mines, auto jumk yards,
land contaminated with pesticides and a littered countryside. A natural pollution

Fl, rnil

results from man's, depositing unwanted waste in or on the soil.

Solid waste naoagament is a major problem in rirbn areas where the solid wnste
duct is aboul7 one ton per versn per day. This figure is explcted to double

about fifteen years. Other ehan personal wastes, there are demolition waste,
agricultural waste and more sources. tiardless of the source, water must be

.inb by incinera
air poll:, ally about 25% of
ositing it In cr 'n the land. About

'oc composted. Incination is used to
, goes into a land

The best way to -,7..Lpose of waste

This is best defined as a method of d:
nuisance or hazards to public health
of engineering to mpact refuse Zo th
it with a layer of earth at tYe conclusie,.

convr2rs1on to gas, which potentially
solid becomes ash that must be removed

total waste may be salvaged for reuse
- of about 15% of waste and the remainder

with a sanitary land fill.
on land without causing

ais method employs principles
17actical volume and to cover

ch,day or operation.

If all land waste disposal would follow this method, pollution would be
reduced to a minimuM. Few land fills operate following these guidelines and
instead become open dumps. Ocly about 5% of all land fills qualify as sanitAry
land fills. To qualify as a sanlAary land fill, the folloving criteria W115 'e
met: (1) no burning at the site; (2) peeked refuse must be covered daily: a
(3) no detection of surface or ground water pollution.

Water pollution is certainly possible from land fills but it is not a ncces-
sary byproduct. The following must be_done to have grofind water degradation Erom
land disposal: (1) dispGsal site must be over, adjacent to or on a water agnist;
(2) there must be movement of water into and through the fill from percolatial of
precipitation and surface run off or from direct contact with ground water; hnE
(3) a lechate must be producei which is capable of entering the surface.

To obtain maximum prote_'.rn we must zognize
and be able to avoid or pre rLm fom cwe:rring.
in metropolitan areas. Them 4. things that eor
cause pollution. Guidelinea art available from maveral
suggestions on possible types of contaminants, typeo of
distance to the points where water will be used.

understand these renditions
s becom-e very difficult

ol whethel a eites may
sources. which base their
earth metarials, and .

Potential pollutants are limitless. Certain pollutants mus bc kept out of
land fills. oLhers muat be detoxified before being plated in the land fills.
AnOther more general problem I. caused by the products of decomposition and leach7.
ing after the waste's placement. These products are a function of the sPecIf
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1 i=11-lams, Montery Penirsnla College
MontL:fY itornia

rected to n school about not teaching a specific course
covIL-Idod tht our position that the sciences

almost a subliminal type of way and that we can se11 that

_ -,,n-amay'y of ia ACS report from thc _ on

the Environmental ImproVeIroaL. It wa4,

The c:overs c only nolid pollution, but also air

_tion ad oot pal ludon. It is probably well worth

CHE4ICai ASPECTS OF POLLUTION AND 30CIAL INTIPAGTIPN

Philip Gustafson, Argc :ia =Clonal Laboratory
Argonnc, Illinois

As technology has been shipped to I- ierdeveloped countries both agriculture
andhealth techniques have been improved. However, people are still hungry. As
technr.logy has increased in the United States, Amclicans have developed a hunger
for more material things. When these are produced, a great deal of waste is also
produc-)d This waste becomes pollution. It takes a great deal of power to produce

..se material things.

The growth rate in the nation as a whole la about the same as in Che Chicago
area. The combined effect of immigration and tn.t;reased birth rates csuros the
Population to double in 46 to 50 years. Ce,te (!.pacity of electricity has a
doubling time of 8 to 10 years and the amount af oowcr available per person has a
doubling time of about rwelve years. Power ovtpu. is thoreasing more rapidly than
the population. In an expanding economy an increatic in pollutionis unavoidable.
Nature cannot absorb all of our pollution. It can clean itself, but it lannot
stand the present rate that society is dumping wa&u_l into it. We need to enforce
laws on books and Lagislate new ones as the need ,!r-r,A, Better still Ve need to
minimite processes which cause unwarranted pollo howev,(...r, this must be done

without causing too much disruption in society. 41 klcample is the building of

nuclear powered electric plant; as Co'imoriweatth-' o did. Consol-vation and
gro.lps are generally well iLformed about eralitieo ct'- pollution,

and their p ger and knowledge most be respected by Cawealth-Edison
has been crItAAred for ther major contribution of t tJx'!_a; ri the Chicago

area and with the building of the nuclear power plant t re (:ritioizet: Or the

nuclear and L,flLWl pollution ua this 'clean p11-At".

There are plans to use Lake Michigan as a cooling source for e.Lactrical
generations, the effect that the heat -Jill have on the l'Ira iii unknown, of cour e,

but it is being challenced by conservationists, Those aeve studied the problem
at Argonne feel that the lake as a whole can endure the heat, but iodividuel Drove
may be damaged. Many parameters are surh as agricultural thrice:Ls
and other forma of pollutants, and it will be difficult to attribute daeage to warm
water.
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An Atezhative is to put e iloratorium on the building of J 1 u olont

ean snAety at:and this change? The, en,-,'-onment has the capability to absorb

certain amount: of polinion safely and :::fficiently. it is our responsibility
learn what: fAlis Limit is and than to live 'thin it, and not shut down
er b atu edd wnste into the evironment,

CHEMICAL AMI:113 _Cq THE _POLLuToN HUNAN_ INTERACTION

Wheeler J. North, California institute of Technology
Pasadena, Californi,1

Of ail the physical, chemal and biological kiwis of pollution Chat we have
managed to contrive, chemical pollution problems lre usally the hard67.st to comtt

7,i1=r: the OT rin direr,t1%

An outstanding example is smog. Perhaps we do m)t smog as bad .; people in

Southern California I un&77stand there have bec7 1,aotances where death8 have

occurred fzom A,t, hut certainly it is 1e,,1 enough to cauae severe aad

acLacks us direct.4.

Some-, chemical pollution requires an in, -.diate agent l'fore it affects

man, feer,11 the l'ery ("7 f,he ion, whicri appcava In water,s

as a mault of fertilization of soil. The drainage has nitrate in it, it gets into
drinking water, and intestinal baenaria convert nitrate to nitrite which in turn

reacts with the hemoglobin in the bloodstream and is injurious t- man.

We cope with these forms of pollution and have various degrees of 614CCesS. We

are abla to recogize them rather early, because they attack us. However, the more

insidious forms are those that attack our environment. We do not recognize

these until we have suffered serlus economic loss or the environment has received
irreparable d,ga. Efam.pl_co already have been given of some of these insidious

forms today. We hear about .J.;JT and how it is concentrating in many marine form-
perhaps affecting the ret,roductive cycle in many marine birds. Detergents we

mentioned earlier,

The pesticides and the detergents are harmful substances, but perhaps we are
just beginning to be aware of the most insidious of ali substances. These are the

substances that are not harmful in the ordinary sense of the word. In fact, in
proper amounts, they are required by the organisms that share this planet with

us. I am involved in the research of such a situation and would like to make
that the principle part of my talk today and tell you a little bit ab2ut it. In

this case the insidious substance is very vital to all these little creatureu.
They are amino acids and the associated c-ganiL acids that occur in wastes such
a8 sewage.

Our story carrles us into the ocean. and I would lag to talk about a specific
portion of the ocean. This ib the vacy . .ch, off-shore kelp beds that occur in

Southern Crlifornia. A kelp bed has brown patched and floats through use of little
gas bladders. Kelp forms a forest-like environment. It ig verY much like a land

forest and many animals are Attracted to it. TI'r. prodwavity of the vegetation

feeds many animals. Reny other animals seek shulter in the evicee I ormei by th

plants. Still others find a nice solid place to settle. A molid space is at a
premium in the ocean and an average kelp forest offers fourtwan times as much solid
surface for settling as the oclan floor. Thus, fourteen timea as maay animls can
be packed into a given space. As a result, the kelp beds era the richest *revs of
our coast. Using statistics from the nepartment of Fish and Game, it her been shmet
that they are worth about $3,000,000 a square mile te the lucky community that they
are near. They contribute much to the regional economy. There are roughly 100



square iiii'eo of kelp bed in Southern California, so t:nis ,000

Southern California receives from being blessed with these submarine forests.
a year that

Many animals eat kelp and occasionall, we get aa imbalance f a rather spiny

creature called the sea urchin. It appears in huge numbers. ArmieR of them congre-
gate and they like kelp more than anything else. v:Jnen they reach a R.21p plant, they

cluster in the lower portion, take a few bites, destroy the anchorage a e the main
part of the plant drifts away and is lost. So it is a rer destructive form of
grazing. Nature has a way of controlling this upset in ';,[lice. There used to be
an animal that ate sea urchines in great quantit:fes, the nea otter. It looks a
little like a panda bear, and among other things it eats great quantities of sea
urchins.

Southerui Call iiia ue to have tens of thousands of sea otters. They weie
x--;::11rnhic- ;71; 17. 7:501, cnrcrier

Without this natural contTl, 7dj_7 , a and then all tbl
other animal life. With hing left ro eat, the t'rchii il to death and

eventually the kelp comes heel. This is a cycle that lasts anywhere from, five to
twenty years.

In Southern California some of the kelp beds near our largest cities have
ulsappearea compoly. Stzt15t1os for the San Diego area show that as the sewego
increased, the kelp bed dwindi;--d The part that disappeared fitst was the part
that waa nearest where the sew came out of the Bay and the disappearance spread
northward. LooLing down at r.ti- bed, we found that the bed was being destroyed by
sea urchins. We suspected th.ti. they would die from starvation, but they didn't.
They just persisted year after year. In the ]aboratory an urchin starves to death
in an aquarium in about three months. These urchins just persisted in concentrations
of 100 or 200 per square meter. Nothing could grow or settle there without being
eaten.

The urchins are very efficient absorbers of organic substances, such as amino
acids, in iact, the amino acids in sewage. We have unfortunately prevented the
starvation of the urchins by keeping alive the unwanted prey of the predator. The
end result is that we have injured ourselves economically by preventing the return
of the kelp beds.

The re edy to this problem is to use the chemical, quicklime, which is very
efffIctive for killing the urchin. It is good because it combines rapidly with

and carbon dioxide o form harmless calcium carbonate and it is not a toxic
poison lasting for weeks or months. We spread a number of tons of quicklime all
over the urchin populations. With the urehins gone, the kelp returns. After a

of several Years, the Abalones, fish and the wonderful community that associ
b the kelp return and the ecorelmic benefits become aveilable to be enjoyed.

Comment

Jerry Flook, Gavilan College
Gilroy, California

I d 't thiA that w ran just lecture two daye a yee,- and say, we 1re

going to talk About environmentll pollution conditions fol chs.at twprtage. or
the next ti.:ee days or even a week." If we are to do the job, we prObobly-ars,
going to have to incorporate pollution problems into the principlet,Andasamplee
throughout the theeistry prosram. There are many excellent ample& lahle.
We can put problems in our weekly or daily-problem sheetelebioh tactiale OPeo-ended
problems whith deal with conditions of the environment.

Soma experiments which mill emphasise pollutioa rslasd activitie, need,
aping. PrOacts of variouclengthe can be frmitfully 1444
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